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What darkness conceals,

terror reveals...
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You enter,

with nothing but your wits

to help you survive. ^

Mystery sounds through the empty halls and rings from the raFters oF a deserted museum.

Where is the museum's creator, and the other ill-Fated visitors who disappeared so long ago?

From the shadows, wretched spirrts watch For the innocent, the unwary, ready to steal your

liFe's essence. Can you hear the shrieks now. the howls and moans and wails? _^

They're waitihg for you.

^\
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Visit your local software retailer, call 1-800-757-7707 or ctieck out our web site at www sierra com.
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Disturbing Imagery
Dear InterAction Magazine,

When my 3-year-old daughter

opened our issue of InterAction last

week, she started to cry when she saw
the picture of the bad
man hurting the little

doggie on page 16. I

don't know what
possessed you to

allow such an image
in a publication that

you knew would be
sent to homes with
small children.

When a maga-
zine has a cartoon

image on the front

and no obvious
indication about
the appropriate

age range and
comes from a

company that

produces the software my
children use, I assumed I did not need
to review every page before

handing it to my child to

look at.

Sincerely,

J. Schuster

Concord, CA

More Gore,
Please!
Dear InterAction

Magazine,

I just finished

Phantasmagoria.
It was great!

I can't say the same about your
article devoted to this game, though.

You guys really missed the boat. The
pictures from the game that you used
in the magazine aren't nearly as good
as the ones you didn't show.

If you really want to show people

Phantasmagoria, why not show pic-

tures of the Entity and maybe a few
scenes from the murders? The

special effects involved in

those parts of the game are

incredible!

Sincerely,

Howard
McGowan

u Overland Park, KS

Tasteless In Space
Dear InterAction Magazine,

I want to object to the use of a

spaceship that looks like a jockstrap in

the pages of your recent magazine.

This juvenile attempt at humor was
totally tasteless, and showed a lack of

respect for the many female readers

of your magazine. Even
my
12-

year-

old son
had the

sense to
'^'' '^^^^^^^™ know

that this

offensive

image
doesn't

belong in

your

--;y^^^m*^^^^^^^^^^M publica-
-^ '^^^^^^^^" tion. He

found the
page so

emharass-

ing that he
tore It out of the magazine before he
would let his little sister look at it.

Please show more respect for your

readers in the future.

bincerely,

Michelle Norman
Portland, TN

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Ca II 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707
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Hysterical SQ Humor
Dear InterAction Magazine,

The stuff you included on Space
Quest 6 is hysterical. If the game is

half as funny as your article made it

seem, I'll definitely get my money's
worth from it. The giant spaceship
that looks like a jockstrap and the
headline below it, "Get ready for the
next big thing," was truly inspired.

Keep up the good work.

Sincerely,

Dan Martin

Winter Park, FL

As you can see from these letters.

InterAction readers don't share a com-
mon standard on what belongs in our
pages and what doesn't. While we try

to keep the contents of our pages
within the bounds of good taste and
family values, be it Phantasmagoria
horror or sophomoric Space Quest
humor, it seems that lately we've
found a way to offend just about
everyone. We apologize on all counts.

For the record, the "small animal"
referred to in the first letter was actu-

ally a stuffed teddy bear. (The murder
of a teddy bear was a major subplot of
this summer's bizarre cult hit.

Woodruff and the Schnibble.) We're
sorry it upset anyone's child. The space-

ship in question is the Deepship 86, an
interstellar vehicle not recommended
for wear during athletic activities.

For a look at other controversies sur-

rounding Phantasmagoria, turn to
page 25. To find even more stuff to be
offended about, also check out our
latest peek at the juvenile humor of
Space Quest 6 (page 28).

What gives on Flight Sim?
Dear InterAction Magazine,

I've been watching your magazine
for over a year now and I still haven't
seen any mention of a new flight sim
from Dynamix. Since I discovered Red
Baron years ago, I've been a fan of
their work, and I even bought a new
computer a few years ago just so I

could play Aces Over Europe.

I've seen Dynamix's Aces of the Deep
and EarthSiege games, but my passion
is flying planes. I read something a
while back about a new A-10 flight

sim, but I never saw a mention of it

again. What gives?

Sincerely,

David Lavin

Astoria, New York

This Issue's "Random Acts

of Poetry" award goes to

Mr. Mark Leibowitz of King
O' Prussia, Pennsylvania,

for this poignant homage
to the "Random Acts of

Poetry" section:

Down with Poetry
I really like this maga-

zine you send to me.
Even though I know to

get the paper you have
to kill a tree.

But there is one thing I

would really like to see.

Can you please not
print the "Random Acts
of Poetry."

Mark Leibowitz

King O' Prussia, PA

The people at Dynamix have been
working on a total rewrite of their

simulation development system, and
it's taken more than two years to get
it right. They are now preparing the
first products to be launched based
on this incredible new system. You'll

find information on Red Baron 2 and
A-10 2 on page 92. Happy landing!
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ierra has been extremely busy
lately. Over the last four months,
'we've added four new members

to our family of companies. This,

plus all the effort going on in

trying to get you some hot

games to play for Christmas, has ^
made for quite a challenge. ^A fy ^
Why so many new '» /

companies? Why these companies?
That's what I'd like to tell you about in

this column. I want to share with

you the vision

iths, i Sie

Ders ^fck 1'^

f'xe//i
and enthusiasm I have
for Sierra that comes from the
combined strength of all these

companies, and the great things you
can expect from us in the months
and years ahead.

Let me start with a basic vision we
all share at Sierra. We want to produce
the best games, education, and pro-

ductivity products available. As a team,
we are extremely product-focused and
also extremely competitive. The people
that run our development groups just

can't imagine producing products that

are anything less than the best.

I admit it. From time to time, our
competitors do produce software that I

really like. When they do, it drives me
crazy. I hate thinking that there was a

way to make a better product and we

missed it. It makes all of us at

Sierra work a little harder, think a

little more innovatively, and
attack problems more
aggressively, and that's a benefit

to you. I am very proud to say

that you have made us the #1

entertainment software

^^ 1. ^ company in the world. For the
^^/y ^^lird year in a row. Sierra's

computer games outsold all

of the competition's during 1994.

We work hard to maintain this

vote of confidence.

We do have a

few gaps in our
entertainment
product line. The
biggest has been
our lack of strategy

games. We did

have, and continue
to have, a hit with

Outpost, but I see so

much more potential.

Not only has Sierra

already started work on Outpost 2.0,

but I also started a search for a

company that "lives and breathes"

strategy gaming that could be a major
addition to the Sierra family. That
company is Impressions, Inc.

Li
ed by visionary David Lester,

Impressions has earned an
(impressive reputation within the

gaming community for products like

Caesar, Lords of the Realm, and Air

Bucks. Impressions' first product

release as part of the Sierra family is

Caesar II, which is available now. This

game is the epitome of everything

players like about strategy games.
Combining city-building, politics,

resource management, and strategic

warfare, Caesar II provides more chal-

lenge in one place than any game I've

ever seen. Though the simulation is

incredibly complex, Caesar II also meets
Sierra's high standards for graphics,

animation, audio, and ease-of-use. It is

a masterpiece that I'm sure you'll hear
plenty about in the months to come.

I have found in my travels that many
strategy games fall woefully short in

the areas of graphics, onimotion, and

audio, and that their sheer complexity

acts as a barrier to prevent new
gamers from discovering how much
fun they can be. You have my promise

(and David Lester's) that the
games of

Impression"
Impressions will not

suffer from these faults. Future

Impressions titles will all meet the
quality standards that have been set

by Caesar II.

In the area of home productivity,

Sierra wasn't even considered to be in

the race for the best product until this

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707 A*



Shake it
TWIST IT, ' ^AKE UP YOUR BRAIN

Ooooops! In a bizarre laboratory accident,

Dr. Brain's mind got mixed up with his lab rat's,

and the results are, well ... mind-boggling!
Now Dr. Brain's destiny is in your hands.

Unlock the secrets hidden deep within his

eccentric mind as you puzzle over the twists

and turns packed into over a thousand wild,

wacky brain-busting adventures!

"BY tar the best of a great

scries. The graphics. liP"
'

synching and music are

superb. Why ore you colling it

a kids gome? I'm not a kid

and I love it." T

Steve Boumon,

Strategy Plus

/.

FOR YOUR COPY Of THE LOSTMiND OF DR. BRAINGAME
OR CD SAMPLER, CALL 1-800-757-7707 24 HOURS A
DAY, OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE DEALER TODAY.

Available for Windows CD and Macintosh CD
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Definitely a new twist on the old rat-in-a-

maze experiment.

SIERRA*
Collect Dr. Brains lost marblej in

Dreamland and he will wake up a new man.

Hfti Rdihljonp V(in Brrfln will n,*vp you

playing a new tune!

Sierra On-line, Ik. 3380 )46th Plate S.E., Sute 300, Bell«vu<>, Wi 9800/
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summer That
changed with the

additions of Pixeltite,

Green Thumb, and
Arion Software to

the Sierra family.

Before I tell you
about each of these

companies, I'd like

to give you a little

history on this subject.

It's not well-known today that some
of Sierra's earliest successes came from
home productivity software. Sierra was
the first publisher ever to write a

home-based word processor for PCs. It

was called HomeWord and it once led

the market for home-based word
processors. (It was even sold by IBM.)

Sierra also produced graphics-develop-

ment products that regularly made

best-seller lists, and even produced
compilers, assemblers, and other

programming tools that were the

market leaders in their day. Though
Sierra hasn't produced any of these

types of products for over a decade
now, I am no stranger to productivity

products, and have been itching for

quite some time to get back into this

end of the software business. Through
these recent additions to the Sierra

family, I am happy to report that soon
Sierra will again make its mark in

home productivity.

Pixellite

First on the list of new Sierra com-
panies is The Pixellite Group. You
may not know this name, but I bet

you've heard of their products. Pixellite

pioneered the concept of home-print-

ing products way back in 1983 with

Print Shop, which is still

a market leader

(it is now
published by

Broderbund
Software). Since

that time, Pixellite

has been produc-
ing similar products

and technologies

for such varied

companies as

Maxis and Aldus. Print

Artist is the current

flagship personal

publishing produrt of

The Pixellite Group,

and the newest
upgrade to this product.

Print Artist 3.0, is on retail

shelves now. Print

Artist 3.0 represents a

new direction in the
home-printing market
If you were familiar

with earlier versions,

you will be pleased

to know that the

new product is

greatly improved.

Print Artist has also

been enhanced to

make it compatible
with graphics

formats like JPEG and GIF, which
greatly improves the choices that users

have when creating posters, greeting

cards, banners, and the like. The
interface has been streamlined to

make it even more convenient to use,

and in general the rough edges have
been removed from a real diamond of

a product. It's a winner

Next on the list is Green Thumb,
which has made its reputation

as the premier developer of

gardening and landscaping software.

While the idea of using a computer for

gardening may sound funny to some
of you, I am as serious about this area

of software development as I am
about Sierra's next '__

adventure game. The
number of serious

home gardeners in

the U.S. numbers in

the tens of millions,

and a recent study

done by Sierra shows
that over 173,000

homes currently

receiving InterAction

Magazine either have purchased

gardening supplies by mail or subscribe

to gardening magazines. Anyone who
takes gdrOeniny >eriuu>ly knwwi thai

there is some complexity involved.

Be it planning your irrigation system

for your home
andscaping,

making
decisions on
what to plant

where, or

keeping track of

winter plant

maintenance to

assure

healthy

plants in

the

spring,

the use of

a comput-
er can
help

make the

process

more fun
and

fruitful. (So to

speak.)_

For many years, my father-in-law

wrote the "Garden Doctor" column in

the Los Angeles Times. Since he retired

from his position with the Agriculture

Depdrtriieiil, tit; lidb run mi apple farm

and even tried life as a software

entrepreneur, by creating a computer
database of vegetables and common
pests. Watching his work on this, and
seeing how useful something like this

could be, was a big part of my
motivation to say, "Who makes the

best gardening software and how do
we get them on our team?"

Green Thumb products are leaders in

the emerging market for gardening

and landscaping software, and they

are impressive in both their scope and
their ease of use. Green Thumbs Land
Designer is in stores now. It it available

All Sierra Products Have a 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee I E R A*
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A Mysicjy That Spans Centuries Is About To Unfold.
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Before it finds him.
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in the major warehouse
superstores and software
retailers. It will be much
appreciated by anyone
who takes

gardening
seriously.

While I'm on the
combined subjerts

of the Sierra

family and my
own, I'd also

like to mention
my oldest son,

DJ, and Sierra's

newest family

company, Arion

Software. For those

who haven't heard
me brag about my son

yet, DJ is a

graduate of the New
York Culinary

Institute and he
works at Hawthorne
Lane, a hot new
restaurant in San
Francisco. He's given

me an appreciation for

good cooking, and also

an insight into the

complexities of what it

take to put even the

simplest meal on the

table. This insight also

gave me an appreciation for

the products of

Arion Software.

You may already know Arion

products, such as MasterCook
and the Silver Platter Cookbook.

They are widely available. Arion is the

market leader in sales of cooking
software. In fact, if you've ever tried to

download a recipe on the Internet or

CompuServe, chances are that the
recipe has been formatted as a

MasterCook file — MasterCook has

that strong of a following. If you
aren't familiar with /WasferCoo/c, and
you do any cooking at all, you may
want to look into these products. More
than just recipe organizers, they

offer complete menus, calorie

counts on menus, and cost

caluclations per serving

on meals. An often-

used MasterCook
feature in my house is j^ f^~^
the ability to enter ^"^'l/^^A^
the items I've got in the ^^^^
fridge into the computer and see

what recipes I can make without first

going out shopping. DJ tells me that

the big feature most home chefs will

appreciate is the way the program
helps to increment recipes. For

instance, if you have a recipe for a

dessert that feeds four people and you

want to double it, you shouldn't auto-

matically double the amount of sugar
in the recipe. You should

_ use much
^A # ^ less. (I'm

not sure why, but doubling the sugar

would make the final product too

sweet.) My favorite feature is how easy

it is to create your own personal cook-

books. The program has a

complete database of ingredients and
can give you a full nutritional

breakdown of all your favorite recipes.

The first new Arion product to bp

sold under the Sierra label will

be Cooking Light. As you
might tell by my photos,

eating light is not a subject

I've had an appreciation for,

but it sounds like the kind of

thing that I (and probably some
of you) could use. Look for the

MasterCook products on
shelves now.

That about covers the

new additions to Sierra's

lineup. At least in the

near-term. I have bigger

plans for all of these

companies— which I wi
write about in the future -

but I wanted to leave

myself with room to talk

about education.

It's not very well known
here in the U.S., but Sierra

is the #1 provider of

educational software in Europe. Our
large presence in the French, German,
and (increasingly) English Ed software
markets comes from an educational

system named ADI developed by a

Sierra company called CoktelVision.

ADI isn't just one product, it's a whole
series of products, each designed to

teach two school years' worth
of one subject (i.e., math for

first and second graders or

English for third and fourth

graders). In each country

where ADI has been
successful, the product has

had to be completely
redesigned to match the

educational system of the host

country, and it has taken us

over two years to redesign

the produa for the U.S.

software market. ADI was only

recently released in the

United States.

There are two major
things that I really like

about the ADI system.

First, it's easy for parents to

understand. If your second-

grade child is having trouble in

his or her math classes, there's

really no confusion about
which ADI product is

appropriate. ADI contains all

the information and all the

concepts the child needs to learn

to excel in the classroom, and the

system quickly adjusts itself to begin

work wherever the child's skills need
the most help. It's very comprehensive

(a common shortcoming in many U.S.

educational products), and it really

works as a supplement to your child's

8 On-Line Tech Support: GO SIERRA (CompuServe), Keyword SIERRA (AOL) 9



classroom development. ADI's
first- and second-grade math, for
example, contains almost 50 different
subject areas. The second thing I like

about the ADI produrts is that kids

really seem to like and use them. In

addition to the lessons, integrated
reference materials are always within
reach. There are built-in tools, such as
a calculator and a notebook. New
subjects are introduced with clever
animated tutorials. Creativity tools like

a paint program and an animation
editor, are included so kids can build
their own multimedia projects. We
even include lots of games that can
only be accessed if serious time is

being spent on coursework.
Every time we add a company, it

allows us to produce even better
software. Each of Sierra's products
stands on the shoulders of alt the
products that have gone before.
Sierra's teaming up with Dynamix is a
perfect example. Dynamix was in

business for several years before
joining Sierra. Those who've played
Dynamix's games before and after the
merger can tell you that the difference
is like night and day. Both Sierra and
Dynamix profited from access to each
other's code, and both were able to
divert more resources to the actual

games through being able to share a

common business organization.

One small, but important, example
of how Sierra's size is important to you
is evidenced by our install program.
Through sharing the cost between all

of our games, we were able to fund
the development of an install program
that is as complex as any of our games.
Install programs are simple when
everything goes right. But, as any of
you who have owned your computer
more than a few months know, things
don't always go right. Occasionally,

your computer seems to be running
fine, but then suddenly crashes when
trying to run a game. In many cases
you have no idea why the machine
crashed, and whether the crash was
caused by the game, the operating
system, or the hardware. Sierra's latest

install contains a full set of diagnostic
software for your computer We test

your CD-ROM drive, memory, joystick,

sound card, graphics card, etc., to help
you identify and cure any problems
that might occur We also provide a

simple way to remove our products
from your hard drive, register your
product immediately through your
modem, and even provide the tech
support numbers for much of the
hardware you might have. These sorts

of little touches are part of our
strategy of producing great products.

In summary, my godi ii lu credle Ihe
best games,educational and home-pro-
ductivity products. We are trying to
accomplish this by brinying great
companies together to form a single

company. I hope that this sharing of
our strategy gives you a better

understanding of how we hope to
build even better products in the
years ahead.

Happy Holidays from the Sierra

Family to yours!

Ken Williams

Mi^l
energetic peo

^/^, r.

''' Sierra isTooking for soft- ^^
'are engineers at all levels, from "straight out^^-

of college" to seasoned veterans. If you have

solid knowledge of C/C++, and are unafraid to

be challenged, Sierra may be right for you. As

the world's largest designer of electronic

games. Sierra sets the standard in new tech-

nology We have projects underway now to build products

under Windows '95 using the Microsoft Game SDK. Sierra

is doing cutting-edge development with networked appli-

cations, flight simulators, CD-ROM, silicon graphics, and
video game systems. No matter how good you think you
are, we have a project that will push you to levels you
never thought possible. At least two years of programming
experience or a college degree required.

PUT YOURSELF IN THE GAME
If you would like to be considered for the many
exciting opportunites at Sierra, please send a
resume and cover letter to:

Sierra On-Line
Recruiting

R&D: lnt/6/95

3380 146th PI 5E, Suite 300
Bellevue, WA 98007

Have you ever dreamed of being

j^ a background painter or animator? Sierra believes

^ interactive entertainment is about to explode into

the mainstream; Sierra is establishing a leadership

position in animated games. If you are the best, or

1^^ have the dedication to become the best, you owe it

to yourself to apply. At least two years of related

experience or a college degree required.

Are you creative? Are you a published
writer? Are you a "gamer" who understands plot,

character development, and interactivity/ Sierra is

looking for writers who are experienced gamers to

help continue to push the edge of the envelope in

flight simulation, sports, adventure games, and
fantasy role-playing, and to invent new categorips

For legal reasons, please do not send unsolicited

game designs vi iridnuscripts.

Please indicate which development location(s)

you would consider for relocation.

We have openings in:

Oakhurst, CA (near Yosemite National Park),

Seattle, WA, Cambridge, MA and Eugene, OR

Equal Opportunity Employer

Holiday 1995 On-Line Tech Support Is Also Available On The Sierra BBS: 1 • 206 • 644 • 0112
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Print Artist (PAL)
Conference
At the second national Print Artist Lovers conference in

September, Sierra Vice President Al Higginson pledged

that Print Artist will be "the bow of the boat" of

Sierra's new line of productivity software. Sierra acquired

Pnnf Artist from Pixellite this past summer, a move that

pleased the hundred Print Artist fans attending the

Seattle-area confab.

Sierra has moved aggressively

into productivity software this

year, acquiring gardening pro-

grams from Green Thumb and
cooking titles from Anon. Print

Artist gives you the

ability to design and produce your own letterhead, greeting

cards, banners, and signs (see page S2)

Roars of approval greeted Higginsons announcements tnai a

starter version of Print Artist, a sort of "Pr;nf Artist Lite,"

would eventually be pre-loaded on some new computers, and

that there would soon be a Print Artist sprtinn on SiprraWPh,

Sierra's Internet address (www.sierid.coiii).

Anne LeBlanc, one of the many conference speakers

(which included Sierra execs welcoming the PALs

Lej//e Olehch (above) is

the tireless organizer of
the PAL conference . Jeff

Bianco(right) is the presi-

dent of the Print Artist

Users Club.

QO To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707 ^ A*



into the fold, graphics vendors, and the
PALs themselves), is a typical convert to
Print Artist. Five years ago she was using
Brand X (Prir)t Shop) and thought she was
happy with it, but grew curious about Print
Artist when she saw all the praise people
were lavishing on it in on-line chat rooms. She
asked Pixellite for a demo copy and was sent a
full copy with a one-word note: "Enjoy." She
liked it so much that she became a Print Artist

beta tester, produced some layouts for the prod-
uct, and now regularly evangelizes for Print

Artist on-line. She and George Woolfson, another
PAL who has done much to spread the gospel,
were crowned Queen and King of the conference

Print Artist's versatility was on display at the con-
ference Art Show, which included everything from
certificates to 3D art. Gary Goldsberry won "Best of
Show" for two birth announcements disguised as
candy-bar wrappers ("Hereheis" and "Heresheis" par-
odies of a famous chocolate bar). He was awarded an
Epson Stylus Color lis printer donated by Epson specifi-

cally for this event. A second Epson
printer went to Jamie Schnirch in the Grand Door Prize

drawing. Other Art Show winners:

Standard Greeting Cards: Danna Atkins
Oversized Card:

Barbara Williams

Embellished Card:

Laura Johnson
Signage/Poster5:Terri

Czechowski
Letterhead: Diane
Abraham
Banners & Calendars:

Judy Filkins

Craft: Elaine Brugnone
Other Ideas: Patty

McNichols

Sierra Sightings

Print Artist users who couldn't attend the conference can still

take a shot at winning an Epson Stylus Color Ms. The Epson pro-

duces photo-quality

color and sharp black

text. It's fast (four pages
per minute in black), uses

plain and glossy paper,

envelopes, and transparen-

cies, and is compatible with
Win 3.1, Win 95, and with
the Mac (System 7.1 or later).

Send us your best effort: a
banner, a poster, whatever.
We'll award one printer for

Best of Show and one for
Original Use (interpret that as you wish!). 25 second-prize winners will

win a game of their choice. Your entry must be postmarked by June 1.

Send to:

Print Artist Contest

InterAction Magazine
RO. Box 53008

Beilevue, WA 98015-3008

All entries become the property o
Sierra On-Line. One entry per
household, please. Good luck!

Have we ever started

something! Since intro

ducing the Cultural

Reference Contest,

we've received hun-
dreds of Sierra

Sightings from all over the
world. While some of the sightings

have turned out to NOT be about
us (sorry, folks, but the Sierra

Mountains are not named after

Sierra the software company, it's

the other way around), many
more have been right on the
money and from the most
unlikely of sources.

Walter Kulbaba from
Winnipeg sent us this ref

erence from Spectacular

Spider-Man (Aug.

1995). Since the char-

acter playing Leisure

Suit Larry in the

comic is a bad guy,

we can't interperet

this reference as

an endorsement from
the Webbed One himself, but

we appreciate the mention
anyhow. Tony Luebbert from
Charleston, Illinois, Sent this

Mad Magazine reference

to Sierra's popular King's

Quest and Leisure Suit

Larry games. (Depicted

within the pages as

Paternity Suit Larry

and King's Digest-

Perils of Mozzarella.)

Tony sent us ihe

original copy from
January 1990, and

several other

sharp-eyed read

ers sent us the

recent July

1995 reprint

When you've been parodied in

Mad Magazine, you know you've made
the big time. Last but not least, Walter
Kahres from Evans, Georgia, let us know
that in the book Lost Boys by Orson
Scott Card, the main character buys a

copy of Lode Runner for his son.

Send your Cultural References to:

InterAction Magazine, ATTN:
Cultural Reference Contest, P.O.

Box 53008 Beilevue, WA 98015-
3008. A gift certificate for a Sierra

game goes to the winning refer-

ences with the earliest postmarks.

Holiday 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week: 1 • 206 • 644 • 4343 Oi
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Roger
nabs the
''Golden Triad
from Computer
Game RevievM

Roger Wilco's Clean Sweep at CGR
Frank, Ted, and Tasos are the big critical guns at

Computer Game Review, and if there's one thing they

ail agree on, it's that they rarely agree on anything. So

it was particularly noteworthy when all three declared

Space Quest 6: The Spinal Frontier a winner. "For

adventure games, this is the best thing going," they

concluded. In recognition of this once-in-a-blue-moon

event, CGR has bestowed the Golden Triad Award on

Roger Wilco's latest adventure.

"Having played the last three Space Quest games, I

, have come to expect the same quality entertainment

from Sierra," wrote Frank, who gave Space Quest par-

ticularly high marks for sound quality, graphics, and

playability. "Space Quest 6 surpasses my expectations.

The jokes alone are worth the price of the game."

Ted, who was most impressed by the game's playability,

was not shy about saying what he really thought.

"Space Quest 6 is one of the more masterful adventure

games I've come across in some time," he declared.

Tasos was the third thumb up. "Space Quest 6 has that

great dialogue, script writing, tongue-in-cheek humor,

and depth of play that is hard to come by and

achieve." He loved the sound quality and graphics

above all else. "If I could, I would lock myself in a room

until I got all the way through this one. Nice job.

Sierra."

cxpuifcc v^ Rvc MPiiti) PUkjCTS of st«*-r»
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Awards

Technology &
Learning Magazine
bestows honors on
Dn Brain

Home Learning and Software Award
Technology & Learning, an educational magazine aimed
at teachers and school principals, picked The Lost Mind
of Dr. Brain for its 1995-1996 Home Learning Software
Award. Technology & Learning bestows this award annual-
ly on the cream of the crop. This year the award ceremony
was held in Boston in early Ortober. Accepting for Sierra,

and everyone on the Dr. Brain development team at Bright

Star, was Kathy Gilmore, Sierra's Vice President for Corporate
Communications.

The current issue of Technology & Learning (dated

November/December) contains profiles of all the winners.

Technology & Learning is published 8 times a year and is avail-

able by subscription only.

The Lost Mind of Dr.

Brain was chosen by

Technology & Learning

Magazine for its 1995-

1996 Home Learning

Software Award. Way to

go. Dr. Bl

STORE'S AMI> AT SIERRA l>\^^Cr. \-ioo-^S9-^^o'^ Z^ rtoURS.
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Regular readers of this column
know that I am the son of

Phantasmagoria and King's

Quest designer Roberta Williams, but

don't think that means I'm going to

write about those games, because I'm

not. Yet again I go against the tempest

that is my mother. I make a break for

my room to write this review of a

game that even competes with Mom's
Phantas as the "Scariest Game of

the Year." (Sorry Mom, but you
aren't the only great Sierra writer.)

The product I'm talking about is a

new game called Shivers. I think you're

really going to like it. It's a little like

Phantas, but it has

less horror and
more suspense. It's

a small difference,

but it's important.

Perhaps the

Wbest way to

explain the
difference

between Phantas

and Shivers is by

explaining the

way each game is

played. In Phantas you move
your character around on the

screen and see what happens as

your character interacts with

things. You always worry about
what's going to happpn "to" your

character. In Shivers, the action is all

n the first person. There are no
character's eyes and ears to see and
hear things through. You have to use

your own. Whatever is happening is

happening to you. I really felt like I

was a part of what was going on.

But I get ahead of myself Let's

start with the basics.

The Story in a Nutshell
Professor Windlenot had some rather

odd beliefs. He had a promising career

as an archaeologist until he let it be
known that he seriously believed all

kinds of theories that other scientists

thought to be ridiculous.

When his travels brought him into

contact with unbelievable things, he
always went In scorch of proof of their

existence. He found it, too, but none of

the other scientists would believe him.

Finally, after a lifetime of finding

unicorn bones, evidence of alien

visits, and other unnatural items, and
continually having his findings

ignored, Windlenot
decided to build his

own museum. Not

a "Ripley's Believe

It Or Not" kind of

place, either, but a

real serious muse-
um. He began col-

lecting odd and
mysterious items

from everywhere.

The old saying is,

"Be careful what you look for or you'll

surely find it," and he did — in the

form of 13 clay pots from South

America. The legend was that each of

thpsp rlay pots had an evil entity, an

Ixupi, in it. Shortly after the pots

orrivcd, Windlenot dicappoarod. Tho

museum, which had never upened to

thp public, was abandoned.

As the gome opens, your friends

have just locked you into the museum.
They'll see you in the morning if you
don't get scared to death overnight,

that is. (That'll teach you to take a

dore, won't it.) After the opening

sequence, Ihe goal becomes surviving

the flight and imprisoning all the

Ixupis. Since you have a whole night to

Spend, you }r\a\/e

plenty of time to

explore the old

museum. The real

fun of Shivers is

checking out all the

creepy old exhibits. But

be careful as you sightsee

— the Ixupis will

get you if you
don't wdtch

out...

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707



Explore

Exhibits Galore
From the moment you enter

the museum, it feels like the
place is closing in on you. The museum
is a total freak show. The atmosphere
is so dark and creepy, it gets very

spooky very fast.

(Especially if you
like playing the
computer in a dark
room like I do.)

The whole place

gives you a sense

that there's some-
thing creeping up
behind you.

The attractions

in the museum add
to the sense that

"anything can
happen." There
are shrunken
heads, mummies, etc., and all the other
stuff you'd find in a museum, but also

very interesting exhibits on places like

Atlantis and on the network of caves
that lead into the hollow center of the
Earth (Don't laugh! As you find out in

I

this game. Sir Edmund
Haley, who discovered the
comet named after him,

took the "hollow Earth"
theory very seriously.)

The exhibits are indeed
twisted, and if you aren't

careful you'll even learn

something from them
(though this absolutely

isn't an educational

game). For instance, did

you know that the Celts

believed that your
head is the

source of your power and
where your soul resides?

That's why the Celts had a
two-headed god. They
wanted one that was twice
as powerful as everyone
else's. It's also why they kept

the heads of their

enemies as souvenirs

after their battles, and why
they displayed the heads of

their criminals on the gates
of their cities. (Gruesome,
huh?) Since my ancestors

are mostly Irish and Welsh
(Celts), I though this was
really interesting trivia,

f you like puzzles,

consider this an art

museum because the
puzzles are some of the
most artfully designed I've

seen in a computer game
lately. The puzzles are part of the
museum, built right into the structure

of the place, and they get harder as

you explore. Some are recurring

puzzles that get more complex
throughout the game, while others are

unique one-time
puzzles that really

make you think.

Don't worry, none
of them are stupid

inventory puzzles
like "find the key
hidden in the
maze," either.

Expect to have
to think. The
answers to all

the puzzles can

be found in the
game if you
look hard
enough, but
that doesn't

mean that the
game is easy. (It's

not, believe me.)

There's some
inventive new
stuff, too. The
game is so very

complex that

Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week:

you could take notes on everything.
There are clues everywhere and you
never know what information you're
going to need to have at your finger-

tips at any time. For this reason, the
Shivers developers created a new
feature they call "Flashback." You can
"flashback" to remember things in the
game once you've seen them, so you
won't have to write everything down.
This is a handy feature, but don't think
that this will help you cheat. You still

have to figure out what's
iportant and
what's there just

Every puzzle is

accompanied by a clu(

the clues aren't nearby and
they aren't obvious. Pay
attention to the little

things!

to confuse

you. But
hey, if the

game were
too easy, itV "^^^ V
what
would be
the point

in playing?

Anyway, with apologizes in advance
to my Mom, Al Lowe, and everyone
else at Sierra who makes adventure
games, I have to admit that Shivers is

my choice as the hit adventure game
for this Christmas season. It's just one
of those games you want to keep
playing once you start it up. It's

always interesting, always enter

taining, and you never

know when the Ixupis will

get you. I like that.

1 • 206 • 644 • 4343 OS
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A/ Lowe Brings a

Humorous Tks^ist to the

Animated Epic with Sew

At first glance, it might be easy to confuse new Torin's

Passage with King's Quest VIII. Within the pages of

the Tom's design can be found mentions oif princess-

es, kingdoms, and magic, and the characters and back-

grounds of the presentation carry that lavish, animated look

that people have come to expect from a </ng'5 Quest. The

difference becomes obvious only when you play the game.

The difference, though sometimes subtle, comes from

the narrative voice of the storyteller, in this case veteran

Sierra designer Al Lowe. Unlike Roberta Williams, whose

magical stories of the land of Daventry have become syn-

onymous with the term "interactive epic," Al Lowe's prose

carries with it an unmistakable hint of worldliness and

wit that could only come from the man who
has spent the past decade of his life creat-

ing slightly askew fictional heroes like

the terminally tacky Leisure Suit Larry

and the funny frontier pharmacist,

Freddy Pharkas.

It's that dash of irreverence — that

small spark of silliness — that Al adds to

his new adventure epic that sets it apart

from the classic King's Quest games. It's what _
makes Torin's Passage so much fun to play At

times within the adventure, you get the feeling that Al

Lowe lurks behind the scenes, laughing along with you. At

other times (especially during the most complex puzzle

sequences) you get the feeling he's laughing at you. His

presence is always there.

This isn't to say that Al doesn't take the story seriously.

He does. From the opening scene to the climactic closing,

the story of Torin's Passage Is well-structured and easy to

get involved in. The concept behind the layered worlds of

Strata has fascinating implications, and the variety to be

found when moving from world to world keeps

the adventure fresh. In fact, there's a kind of

mastery of the art of interactive adventure

gaming that makes Torin's Passage magical

on a totally different level than other soft- '

ware on the market this holiday season.

If you can imagine an adventure game
with the magic of King's Quest, the size

of a J.R.R. Tolkien novel, and the on-

edge kind of humor that has made Rocky

and Bullwinkle and The Simpsons cartoons

so funny to both adults and kids, you've s,^

imagined Torin's Passage. It's one of those dif- ^
ficult to describe, but easy to enjoy kinds of games
you simply have to experience to — J
understand. ^' .^

'

"A new
for Al Lowe's t\

humor. People w,

love these puzzles!

— Questbust

The Story
of Torin's

Passage
If you can imagine

peeling a planet-sized

onion and finding a

new and different

world waiting for you

within each layer, you

have the basic idea

behind Torin's home

world of Strata. Over

the course of play,

Torin and his sidekick.

Boogie, will travel

between these

worlds,

>. from The

Lands

Above,
JZZieS! through

"
the vertical

worlds of

Escarpa, the wet for-

est world of Pergola,

the molten lava land-

scapes of Asthenia, to

the dark zone of

Tenebrous at the core

of the planet. Jt's

quite a journey.

CliAptCT One
Mt>s Ab»>vc

V



The tiny J
Pergolans live J

\ in houses \\^ cluster '

around

t

s of trees

This volcanic landscape is

presently unoccupied, but the

former residents — \^hoever
they were — have left some

interesting toys b*hind. lypiBf ^

P^M«B31^ H l*^

^-n-

Don't make n

a wrong i

move in -.xim

Tenebrous. M
This judge JL

will lock you fliupanm^^Ei
throw awd^^Wl

the keyT:

^' *^.
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Unless you have a

really large, long,

and unwieldy

monitor, you'll

5ee this scene a

bit at a time as

the "camera"

moves across it

using multi-plane

scrolling.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^freated

y

Behind the Curtain
The pedigree of Torin's Passage is easily determined

when you look at the caliber of talent that has been
assembled to produce the product.

Designer Al Lowe is best known for his work on the
best-selling and mufti-award-winning Leisure Suit Larry
series, which has sold millions of copies. His works also
include Freddy Pharkas, Frontier Pharmacist, and develop-
ment credits on many Walt Disney software products. Al
has also had his hand in in the development of the Po//ce
Quest and King's Quest adventure games for Sierra.

Producer Mark Seibert has a long string of successes to
his credit, inrluding the producer's credit on King's Quest
VII and Phantasmagoria. Mark was also a composer for
Sierra. His work can be heard on games ranging from
Police Quest to Quest for Glory and even Pepper's
Adventures in Time.

Composer Michel Legrand holds two Academy Awards
for best film score, and another for best song from a
movie. He has worked wilti such legendary recordino
artists as Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, and Ray Charles.

Legrand's work is brought to you in an all-digital format,
not via MIDI. We can't really explain why this is impor-
tant, but it is.

Background Director Bruce Sharp was invited to join Al

Lowe's design team when Al heard that Bruce had helped
to hang a politician. He was disappointed to learn that
what actually occurred was that Bruce had painted the
official governor's portrait that is hanging in the state

capital in Olympia, Washington. Bruce's work has also

been seen in Omni, The Atlantic, and Psychology Today.

Lead Animator Jim Murphy did the Jockey underwear
ad campaigns, which alone was reason enough to put
him on any Al Lowe team. He also animated the Trix

Rabbit and Little Caesar TV commercials, which only
added to his credibility with us.

Our 3-D Silicon Graphics Guru for Torin's is Kim White.
Kim borrows InterAction press passes so she can sneak
into Siggraph conferences for free, but that's about all

we know about her She has a really great smile, though.
Is that important?

Finally, Lead Programmer Rob Kenny is best known for

the numerous inflatable animals that adorn his office, so
we'll talk about programmer Mark Engelberg instead. He
came from NASA, where he was a programmer on the
Hubble Space Telescope Project. (Due to Mark's past
record, wc intend to play-tesl lliis piujetl exUd lidrU.)

Last but not least is Programmer Don Munsil Don was
a theater major in college. What else could he do but

write computer games? It's

better than a real job.

F^!

Availability:

November

S54.95
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Gabriel Knight Mystery

Where Shadows End,
the Hunt Begins

After the horror of solving the Voodoo Murders in

Sins of the Fathers, all Gabriel Knight wants is a little

rest and relaxation. But there is to be no respite for

the Schattenjager ("Shadow Hunter"), as troubled

times have come to Rittersberg, and the villagers are

pleading for Gabriel's help. A little girl has been
murdered while playing near her home, and was last

seen being dragged off in the jaws of a vicious wolf!

The local police claim the culprit to be an escaped

wolf from the Munich Zoo, but the girl's grieving

parents believe it to be something else — something

much more ancient and terrible: a werewolf.

Now Gabriel must set aside his fears and step once

again into the very heart of evil. His investigation

will lead him all over Munich and the surrounding

countryside as the murders continue. Can Gabriel

solve these murders and bring the brutality to an

end? Or will he fall into temptation and become
that which he fights against?

The Beast Within, the latest Gabriel Knight mystery

from Jane Jensen, mixes the live-action technology of

Phantasmagoria with fie multi-layered plot line and

suspense that made Sil^s of the Fathers so acclaimed by

both critics and gameri. An adventure that's been two
years in the makinp. The Beast Within is sure to amaze
and intrigue as it Julls you down into a world where
man and beast beOBt indistinguishable.

i i^bbstical

'"terruptedbya
~yf villagers

challenge-

y^/orrvforThe
^^^ttenjager.

H -

m -
-,'zt:^-^^^B_

ith Gerde.
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Von Glo>ver .$ the

charming leader of

the Munich Hunt

Club, a group of

men who devote

themselves to the

various
pleasures he

,
world has to offer

Hunting IS j"S<o"*

of them.

^iel is
firidirig

himself qu'«
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-n Hunt Clubs

aturalistic'

philosophies.

The Lycanthrope:
Myth and Mystery
The Big Bad Wolf has been with us since

childhood. Mom and Dad read us bedtime stories
about meetings between wolves and sheep, little

pigs and red-clothed girls. These tales were
designed to scare us into telling the truth,

working hard, and obeying our parents.

In the same way, stories of werewolves —
humans that metamorphize into wolves and
cause mayhem and bloodshed — were used to
scare adults into conforming to the customs of
society. In other words, a werewolf is what you
get when a nice, normal man or woman gives
in to the animal side of their nature — the
aggressive and sexual side.

The idea of the werewolf goes back as far as
history does. Herodotus, an early Greek historian,
reported that the members of the Neuroi people
In Scythia were changed into wolves once a year,

and then returned to human form. Genghis
Khan, everyone's favorite barbarian, claimed to
be descended from a blue-gray "chosen wolf."

In the Middle Ages, werewolves were consid-
ered a subdivision ^—
of witchcraft, and
man-wolves were seen h
as being in league with
the devil. It was said

that Satan would give

people a salve or article

of clothing that would
allow them to become
wolves, and once they

had been transformed
they would roam the
countryside, looking

for infants on which
to snack.

A German man named Stubbe Peeter was tried
and executed in 1590 for murder, rape, incest,

and cannibalism, all activities he indulged in

while believing himself to be a wolf

Later, in 1603, a 13-year-old French boy named
Jean Grenier claimed to become a werewolf by
putting on a wolf-skin given to him by the devil.

He confessed to having eaten a baby and various
parts of young children, and to having bitten
many young girls. He was sentenced to life in a
monastery.

There have been many medically documented
cases in which people believed themselves to
be werewolves, and would exhibit "typical"
werewolf behavior such as howling at the moon,
lurking in graveyards, and dining on raw mpat
Medical professionals call this delusion
"lycar^thropy," a rare symptom of schizophrenia.

Even today, the werewolf myth persists.

Besides the films, books, and games of modern
Western society dealing with the legend of the
lycanthrope, there are peoples in parts of India,

Asia, and Haiti who are still steeped in magic and
supciiiiiiuri drij wtiu believe thai iMe power of
the full moon can bring werewolves out to search
for victims.

inical Support Seniicj^24 Hours-a-Day, 7 Days a Week:



Welcome to the
lUJightmare, Grace

Ever since Gabriel went to Germany, Grace has been
holding the fort at St. George's Bookshop in New Orleans.

When she gets his letter saying he's on the trail of a new
case, and that the lovely Gerde will do his research, Grace
hops the next flight to Munich.

In the dusty library at Schloss Ritter, she digs into the
legend of the werewolf, and comes across letters that link

one of Gabriel's Schattenjager ancestors to the Mad King,

Ludwig II of Bavaria. What is the connection between Ludwig,

opera composer Richard Wagner, and the mysterious "Black

Wolf"? What does it have to do with Gabriel's murder
investigation?

Grace will search castles, museums, and chapels looking f(

answers, a lost opera, and the way to release a tortured sou
Strange dreams haunt her nights, and her research begins to

take on a special urgency as she seeks the answers that may
save Gabriel from himself.

Months of research went into The Beast Within, which

shows up in the rich historical detail throughout the game.
Jensen took the real letters and diary of King Ludwig and

gave them a slight twist to fit the storyline. The result is a

fascinating and compelling mixture of historical fact and
artistic license.

Beast ^W>t*^'"-

^•^^^l^ ,ry "'f rort at it

^ ^^^ Orleans She

'^'^' but that Gerde
'^"ff^ndlearty

"Pft/. Grace is not
Amused.

Uu. i

W
Mr and Mrs

are born

""'Ml°.^er Before

.,d of them,

*a
i
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King Ludiniig II of
Bavaria: Portrait of a
iViaci IVioiiarcli

Prince Ludwig Friedrich Wilhelm
Wittelsbach of Bavaria became
King Ludwig II in 1864, at the age
of 19. Contemporaries saw him
as a romantic hero, tall and
handsome with curly black hair

and a sensitive nature. Having
been a fan of the operas of

I Richard Wagner since childhood,
^^'T* one of the first things Ludwig did

upon ascending the throne was to
L lift the poverty-stricken Wagner

from debt and become his patron,
showering the composer with riches from the royal treasury.
The young Ludwig's support pnahl^H Wagnor to «t;>g0 tho
operas that had previously been considered unstageable. It

has been said that without Ludwig's encouragement and
generosity, some of Wagner's greatest works, including The
Ring, would never have been created.

But there was a troubled side to Ludwig, and it began to
show itself when he broke off his engagement to his cousin
Sophie, disappointing Bavarian hopes for an heir. Ludwig
began a slow descent into the eccentric behavior that would
later mark him as "The Mad King." (Mental illness ran in his

family - his brother. Prince Otto, was institutionalized at the
age of 22.)

After his broken engagement, Ludwig began to build. He
built three castles in Bavaria — Neuschwanstein, Linderhof,

and Herrenchiemsee — which, though beautiful, put the
Central European kingdom 14 million marks in debt. Ludwig
shirked affairs

of state as his

passion for

building grew
into an obsession
Ihdl uccupit^U dll

of his time.

'Tl,'

nd IS more open M

Ludwig began
to live during the

night. He went to

bed in the late

H^j--

something <

Available Soon

, S59.95

^
^

BU
GE

See pages
55-64

m

be woken at

midnight, when
he would often
take rides in his

golden rococo
sleigh. Sometimes
he would make
everyone in his party dress up in the style of Louis XIV/, the
"Sun King" of 17th-century France.

In 1886, Bavarian ministers of state decided that Ludwig
was not fit to rule and began to gather evidence from ser-

vants and lackeys to support their theory. On June 8, a med-
ical report was issued declaring the king insane, and a State
Commission arrived to take him away. The next day, Ludwig
persuaded his keepers to allow him to take a walk with only
one attendant. The two men were later found drowned in

shallow waters. Historians speculate that Ludwig drowned
the attendant so that he could take his own life.

Holiday 1995 On-Line Tech Support Is Also Available On The Sierra BBS:



"I'll see your five and raise ya twenty..."

"ooh, high roller."

"Say, are you playing or just talking?"

BRIDGE

POKER

HEARTS

CRIBBAGE

BACKGAMMON

CHECKERS

OLD MAID

CRAZY EIGHTS

GIN

SOLITAIRE

Enjoy a livdy caid or board game. If the inicraciive charaaerx

fp too rowdy, tone them down with the exclusive "attitude meter.'

On long airline flights, the free laptop version is a business traveler's

best friend. Icons represent game charaacrs for an understated game.

Hoyle* Classic Games b a great title for players of all ages. Adulu itkI

kids alike will enjoy learning new games and honing their skills with

this enienaining collection.

KIOS TO ADULTS SIERRA'
Vuii you lotil KUilcc. oll I .flOO-7S7-77n7. or ch«-|<

out our web litc at www.»icrTa-com for more informanon.

UI99^ Smra On-Linc. lac • md/oc " ckiiyww indcmub ct,

,1 licciaed to Sion (>>-Liac. Inc.. BcBcnK. WA 9M07. All rifhu

IV 'Hojitc*' mdcmarii u iinlcr hcttm from Bnmn tc Bifckm, li
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Unprecedented Success...And Controversy
Never before in Sierra's long

history, perhaps in computer
gaming history, has a new

product jumped to #1 on the charts so
quickly or been so controversial, as the
new horror game Phantasmagoria.
As this magazine goes to print.

Phantasmagoria is topping best-

seller lists solidly in the #1 position,

and retailers stocking the game
report that it is selling at an
unprecedented rate. Numerous
reviewers at magazines and
newspapers have heralded
Phantasmagoria as "massive,"
"hot," and "a bulging bag of
Halloween candy." (Turn the page
to see more.)

That doesn't mean that every
retailer in the nation is offering

Phantasmagoria, or that it has gained
the blessing of everyone out there.

Leading national retailer CompUSA

quickly announced it would not stock the
product, and other, smaller retailers have
followed suit.

Phantasmagoria has been banned from
most retailers in Australia by decree of

the government. The New York Post
called the game "SICK" in its headline,

and there is even talk that the product
could re-ignite the debate in Congress on

whether there should be federally man-
dated ratings on computer software that
stores would be required to enforce.

We aren't surprised at some of the
kneejerk negativity that has come with

the release of Phantasmagoria.
We've known for quite some timp
that this product would rattle thp
status quo out there and have been
making proper arrangements.

We're even less surprised at the
success that Phantosmogorio has
had. With over $4 million invested in

the project and the stewardship of
best-selling author Roberta Williams.

o were confident that we had a

winner on our hands. Rather than
try to tell you all the reasons why,
and tell you all the reasons people

are upset, we've included the informa-
tion on the following pages »o that you
could make your own decision as to the
relative worth of Phantasmagoria.

Holiday 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week: 1 • 206 • 644 • 4343 OS



What The
Press I

I

(^^Bestsellter

aymg
Industry Wide

§an Srancisco (Tjjronirle

"More like a good mystery novel than a twitch game,

Phantasmagoria, with its seven disks, is an addictive tale

that can wind up eating several days. Just when the player

begins to think it's cheesy, something unpredictable

happens. Hands appear out of nowhere to grab Adrienne

as she rests on a canopied bed, paintings move, and even

Adrienne's hubby begins to act a little strange. ... A
modicum of sex and a good dose of violence make this

"game appropriate for adults only."

***V2
'Phantasmagoria' Scares

Up a Thrill
^

"From the opening nightmare

fantasy to the final dispensation.

Phantasmagoria will keep you perched at the edge of your

keyboard. This S4 million epic brings the horror genre to

PCs in frighteningly real fashion The seven-CD packet is

well-organized . . . with CD-swapping kept to a minimum.

Not for the faint of heart. Phantasmagoria has

a password-protected "censor"

mode to let parents restrict

viewing of the more graphically

violent scenes. . . . This is

disturbing stuff. Phantasmagoria

claims to be one of the most

elaborate games ever. But it does-

n't sacrifice quality for quantity. . .

Provides a creepy sojourn for those

brave enough to look behind the ^^^^
next door." ^^^~i

COMPUTER '••

GAMIIVG WORLD -kiririr
"Finally, the wait has ended. The eagerly awaited foray

of Roberta Williams into the horror genre.

Phantasmagoria, appears to deliver on its ambitious

promises. The tale, which evolves over seven chapters,

becomes progressively creepier as

our plucky heroine, Adrienne,

uncovers the horror that dwells at

the Carnovasch estate. . . . Simple

puzzle-cracking is only half the

game. Phantasmagoria draws you
into Adrienne's nightmare by giving

you full reign of a house that would
have even the folks in Amityville

making tracks. It keeps the plot

moving. Be warned — some of the

screens can be disturbing. . . . Best

played with the lights out and the

speakers cranked. Phantasmagoria is

a bulging bag of Halloween candy."

Order Hint Books & Strategy Guld

The Thrill of the Haunt
"One of the surest signs yet of computer

games approaching the quality level of movies. . !r
Phantasm^gnri;* iinfolrls ;»s you wander throuflh sharolv

detailed, 3D-rendered environments. . . . The game's

difficulty peaks on Disk 7, when you must destroy a ghastly

specter before it kills you. Expect no mercy. . . . Manages
some suspcnseful moments, and a few novpl twists "

BilllKX3ic!
"Definitely not for kids, this seven-disk set is not for

anyone of any age who is inclined to cover his or her eyes

during the 'juicy bits' of horror flicks. That is not a criticism:

This multimillion-dollar, live-action adventure game, rated

M for mature audiences, aims to unnerve and succeeds

gruesomely with bloody special effects interspliced in

trusty scare-flick fashion. . . . Phantasmagoria unspools

like a digital nightmare, in which things that at first seem

normal quickly turn ominous and then deadly. . . Hotly

awaited and, well, just hot. Phantasmagoria lives up to^
the advance billing."

i ,^A Electronic «h

\3lrtertainnient
Games Grow Up
Sierra On-Line's Phantasmagoria, one of 1995's most
anticipated game rpjpases, contains a scene that the

company warns has "a sexually adult nature." The game's

creator...was looking to create a realistic horror drama for

mature audiences, and she "chose not to

candy-coat the story's suspense and
violence" — nor, apparently, its tidbit of

adult sexuality.
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What the Gamers'
are saying:

^CompuServe'
"Simply the best. Might knock Myst off as my

favorite! ... I can't believe It. I'll probably be up all

night playing it." — PAULST

"Very few games have given me the 'willies' while
playing them (at least as a desired response). Fewer
still have ever caused the hair on the back of my neck
to stand up. This game did that. ... I found the end-
ing chase of Chapter 7 to be quite intense. I was taken
in by the frenzy of the situation. It is nice to play a
game where adults in adult situations make adult
choices that carry adult consequences." — Mark W K

A "I have just finished

Phantasmagoria\\\ IT IS THE
BEST GAME I HAVE EVER

. ^ PLAYED, I'm waiting for
/" Phantasmagoria II." — Keith K.

A M E Ryl^ A

ir7Hjjri< "Very good looking. The 3D
^^""^ rendered backgrounds look

spectacular. Whomever ren-

dered them should be congratulated. . . . The game's
music was very eerie . . . (it] became more mysterious
as the game progressed. The storyline was fantastic.

,
The game actually made me jump out of my seat."
•— H. Leukart

Snail Mail
"No game has had as much of an affect on me as

Phantasmagoria. ... It was so visually stunning.
After only about 5 seconds, I was hooked. . . . You've
written a tale that is as powerful and intriguing as
'The Tell-Tale Heart' and as mysterious as a Sherlock
Holmes novel. ... I was happy to see your references
to Leisure Suit Larry (the poster from the calendar in

the real estate office) and the use of 'Cell Block of
Love' (love theme from Police Quest] in the
hardware store. . . . Keep up the good work."

— G. Spies, New Windsor, NY

"Congratulations to Roberta on her new,
fascinating game, Phantasmagoria\ Everyone
involved should be very proud of their efforts. The
technical and artistic talents are awesome. Morsell
and Homb have created great characters. The real

characters are so much better!"
— J. Pickett, McAlester, OK

Holiday 1995

Sierra Responds to the
Phantasmagoria
Controversy
Fact: Most Computer Gamers Are Adults
Unlike video-game players, most computer gamers are closer to

30 than they are to puberty. Industry research pegs the number of
under-18-year-old gamers at somewhere between 17% and 25%.
(Of the 800,000+ households currently receiving InterAction
Magazine, 53% have no children in the home.)
With this in mind. Sierra asks, "Isn't it about time that computer

games grew up?" It's a fair question. After all, if not for books
and movies meant for adults, our libraries, bookstores, and movie
theaters would be practically empty. Doesn't the adult population of
the world that watches Pulp Fiction at the theaters and reads Anne
Rice novels at home deserve mature interactive entertainment as
well? We think it does.

As the top entertainment provider in the curnputer-software iriOusiry,

and as parents ourselves, we recognize not just the opportunities, but
also the responsibilities involved in marketing mature-themed
software. That's why Sierra recently joined '
scores of major software companies in its

support of the Entertainment Software
i/lffi -^^^

Ratings Board. The ESRB has created -^JA
a simple, concise system of software
ratings that parents and adults can use
to make informed decisions about
their software purchases.

As part of this effort, Sierra '/,'

voluntarily took the following steps / 1\

to assure that no one would / /

1

purchase Phantasmagoria
without full knowledge of the
contents inside the box. »=

These steps included:
The front cover of the

Phantasmagoria box prominently displays

the ESRB rating of "M" for mature, and
the clear labeling " 1 7+ to Adult. " H^
The back panel contains a prominent

warning that this game contains adult subject
matter that is not appropriate for children.

In addition. Sierra has included a special "Password Protect'
feature for Phantasmagoria that allows parents to control access to
the more explicit scenes of the game.

Finally, we would like to make the point that while we believe the
violence and mature themes of Phantasmagoria are far tamer than
those often foundjn other forms of popular entertainment, we
encourage all parents to review this material before providing it to
their children and ask retailers not to sell these items to
minors. We also discourage anyone who has an aversion
to violence and mature themes from purchasing ^^^
Phantasmagoria. ^^^

Sierra provides a full line of home, educational,
and entertainment software for your children,
your family, and now for adults. We
appreciate your support in our effort
to responsibly market software and
hope you will encourage other
software makers to join the ESRB
in its efforts.

Wiiniiii)*:

Tliis ijamt'

coiitain.s

adult .subject

iiiattur \\

t^uiiLiiicc is M I.

Not appropriittc l<»r

iliildreii. A Passwortl Protect
<>pti<iii i.s iiicliuicti tvliic'li

alldus \fiM to control access to

explicit scenes.
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/ ''Game of the Month ''

... the sixth try is by far the best Space Quest
tare toltatm It stavs true to the series' 2uidin}iadventure tonatm It stays true to the series' Riding

principle of wacky humor while adding enhanced
graphics and voice-overs, challenging game play, ^^
and an amusing story/'

— Electronic Entertain

%

%•>
4

theflald)'/-

c;isbacMoc.e3n"P

"A little like Mad Magazine.. .a

guilty pleasure.„very silly..,.You cajt^

count on a fairly funny gag every

few scenes....The look of the game i

the best of any in the Space Q^e^*^
series." \

'' .'—-r- Computer Gaming World

2 8 " To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707



— Windows Magazine

WINNE.
GOLDEN TRIAD

been a graphic, adventure
as funny and entertaining
as Space (^uest 6 since
LucasArts released the
CD-ROM version o/^Sam and
Max Hit tlie Road SQ6
has that great dialogue, script
writing, tongue-in-cheek

*

hunter, and depth ofplay
that is hard to come by. SQ 6
is one of,the more masterful
adventure games Fve come -

across in some time/' "
'.

— Computer Gagie Review

" '*^r^^^

ilco continue with the
Uftlikely hero in a sticky
jam, surrounded by aliens
and numerous ' ' '

"

half-wits,...Particularly
painful slapstick humor
and groan-worthy one-
liners. ...Cleaner graphics
[and] a more detailed
puzzle structure. The story
is amusing. The individ-
ual puzzles interl'mk well,
so there's plenty of chal-
lenge to offer. Quest fans
will be in their element/'

CD-ROM Today

Oiir-^

...with Roger Wilco

doing the MvingI

Bud
GET^
FREE!

•

No
Pr

w Shipping!

•ice: $49.95
BIS

MZ 1 1 I'i^

Hbliday 1995 Automated fcchnical Support Service 24 Hdurs'a Day, 7 Days a Week: 1 • 206 • 644 • 4343
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Who Says You Can't
mprove on a Classic?

^_^ / hen thp original King'v Oupst Vll

I was released, it was heralded as

a landmark computer game.

. With its classic story, amazing animation,

great game play, and stirring soundtrack
^ featuring over 100 original compositions,

the game was endlessly compared to the

best of Disney's animatedieatures. More

1^ I
than one magazine declaredy/ng's Quest VII

K"an
instant classic." J

Now, Sierra introduces* new version

of King's Quest VII for 1996. The internals

to the game have be«lfrebuilt so that it

makes better use of today's computers.

With improvements throughout that make
^e game more fun ittyptay, King's Quest VII

version 2.0 looks anj^bul^Js better, plays

faster, and even sav^^jjj^ljwner that's

superior to the oriqir

QO Visit The Sierra BBS At 1 • 206 • 644 • 0112 (US) Or 44 • 1 • 734 • 304227 (UK) ^ S I E



ette . Animat'on
feature

Mor-

ton u> '•- -' ^. ._

,,th slower
madwn

p---:xs«—

-

ov\/ner5 oi ^'—

notice that them;

^ore ilu.d and Ui.-

new /r/,

,.T,proved Character

Control

,n the original King's Quest V,l,

the speed of the characters

movements or^-screer. was a

ihey wanted to get;^om

point "A" to po.nt B

?;urrv.ortoslowth-

terrain, m K.ng's Questjni

version 2.0. you can now

do both.

"Best installment of the
classic computer game series.'

— Billboard Magazine

"A visual marvel from beginning
to end . . . one of the landmark

titles in the field."
— Computer Gaming World

^.^'eam//ned f

^^^ ^'5o .nc/uderf'/^'-^'ons

am^ziM k'w s a grea

-• 1

If you haven't played
King's Quest VII, or even
if you have, you'll find

that this is a great gam
to play alone or with
your family. ITs tfie^
perfect gift for th«»

computer owneri
your shopping lis'

holiday seaso
f: 9

Available Now
$29.95

WIN 95 CD

DOS CD MAC CD

Holiday 199S Order Hint Books & Strategy Guides 24 Hours a Day: 1 • 800 • 757
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LOOK for them at your retailer —inese greai

Christmas stock! ng-stuffers are available now!

02 To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707 SIERRA



Retail Value $44^^

LandDesigner*
Get LandDesigner FREE when you purchase new MasterCook Deluxe.
Great gift for the gardner or landscaper. Use LandDesigner (PC version
only) to plan for success in the spring: find the best plants for your soil

and climate, design the garden you want, and watch your ideas come
alive on-screen! (For more info on both products, turn to page 4.)
See details on back.

I R Offer expires 1/31/96

•Shippinq & handling $5.95 extra
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I

I

I

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L
I

I

Alien
Retail value $44«

Legacy*
when you purchase Outpost. Take your "seedship," Calypso, to the
nearest stars to restart the human race. But other seedships have
gone before you! Who sent them, and what happened to them?
Build your colonies, solve the mysteries, and search the skies for
aliens who may mean you harm. See details on back.

S I R R Offer expires 1/31/96

•Shipping & handling $5.95 extra

Retail Value $14^^

Strategy Guide*
when you purchase any of the following producls from Sierra:

Gabriel Knight: The Sins of the Father, King's Quest 7, and Woodruff
and the Schnibble. Don't lose time in dead ends — unlock the secrets
of these great games with a Strategy Guide. See details on back.

SIERRA Offer expires 1/31/96

'Shipping drid hdndling $1.50 extra

Retail Value $14^5

Sierra Original*

when you try Print Artist 3.0. Sierra's hot new Home Publishing
program. Purchase Print Artist 3.0 and get a free Sierra Original (see
page 32). If you aren't completely satisfied, return Print Artist 3.0
within 90 days but keep the game as a free gift! See details on back.

S I E R R Offer expires 1/31/96

'Shipping and handling $1.50 extra



TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE COPY OF LandDesigner. 1. Return this original coupon, along with your original store receipt and

UPC bar code from the game package. No photocopies of coupon, sales receipt, or UPC code accepted. Include $5.95 for

shipping and handling. 2. Enclose everything in an envelope and send to. SIERRA COUPON PROMO, P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue,

WA 98015-3008. 3. Valid until 1/31/96. 4. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

Offer » 1095 LD

Name

Address

City State -Zip

Phone: Daytime. .Evening.

Good onty oo retail purchases of Sierra On line KUiterCook Oe/uie between October 15. 1995 and January 31, 1996 This offer is not valid in combination with any

crther Sierra promotional offers. Limit one coupon per product This ofiginal certificate, the original UPC symbol from the selected pfoduct, and a copy of your sales

receipt must accompany your request. No reproductions (no photocopies Of faxes) of this certificate, sales receipt, and UPC symbol will br dcccpled Offer valid only in

the US aix) Canada. Sierra is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail Void where prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted Envelope must by postmarked by

1/31/96 • arHl " are designated trademarks licensed to Sierra On Line, IrK. ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE COPY OF AU£N LEGACY: 1. Return this original coupon, along with your original store receipt and

UPC bar code from the game package. No photcKopies of coupon, sales receipt, or UPC code accepted. Include $5.95 for

shipping and handling. 2. Enclose everything in an envelope and mail to- SIERRA COUPON PROMO. P O. Box 53008. Bellevue.

WA 98015-3008. 3. Valid until 1/31/96. 4. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

Offer # 1095 AL

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone: Daytime. Evening.

Good only on reUil purchases of Sierra On Line Oufposf between October 15. 1995 and January 31, 1996 This offer is not valid in combination with any other Sierra

pfOfDOtionai oHefS Limit one coupon per product This original certifKate, the original UPC symbol from the selected product, and a copy of your sales re<eipt must

accompany your request No reproductions (no photocopies or faxes) of this certificate, sales receipt and UPC symbol will be accepted Offer valid only in the
^Jj^

Canada Sierra is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail Void where prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted Envelope must by postmarked by 1/31/96 • ar«d
t respomi

are destgruted tracJemarks iKensed to Sierra On Line, IrK

TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE STRATEGY GUIDE: 1. Return this original coupon, along with your original store receipt and UPC bar

code from the Woodrufi and the Schnibble. King's Quest 7. or Gabriel Knight: The Sins of the Fathers game package. No

photocopies of coupon, sales receipt, or UPC code accepted. Include $1.50 for shipping and handling. 2. Enclose everything

in an envelope and mail to: SIERRA COUPON PROMO, P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue, WA 98015 3008. 3. Valid until 1/31/96. 4.

Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Offer # 1095 SG

Name

Address

City State -Zip

Phone: Daytime. .Evening.

Good only on retail purchases of Sierra On-Une's Woodruff »nd »he SttmitMe, King'i Quest 7, or Osbfiel Knight: The Sim of tfie f»then between October 1 5, 1995

and tanuary 31. 1996. This offer is not valid in combination with any other Sierra promotional offers Limit one coupon per product This original certificate, the

original UPC symbol from tf>e selected product, and a copy of your sales receipt must ^compsrry your request No r«p«odurtM>n« (r»o p*>y>«o^nfS.«< nr <>»<x) "f »h«

L
certificate, sales receipt and UPC symbol will be accepted Offer valid only in the US and Canada Sierra is not responsible for lost or misdirected ntail Void wttere -
prohibited, taxed, or ottierwii* restricted Envelope must by postmarked by 1/31/% • and '" are designated trademarks licensed to Sierra On line. Inc |

TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE Siena Original: 1 . Return this original coupon, along with your original store receipt and UPC bar code from

the game package. No photocopies of coupon, sales receipt, or UPC code accepted. Include $1.95 for shipping and handling 2. Enclose

everything in an envelope and mail to SIERRA COUPON PROMO, P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue, WA 9801S-3008 3 yaUd until 1/31/96 4

Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Offer « 1095 SO

Name

Address

City State -Zip

Phone: Daytime. .Evening.

Free Sierra Original (see list on page 44):
Gcxxl or>ly oo retail purcKascs of Sierra On line s Print Artist JO between October IS, 1995 and January 31, 1996 This offer is not valid m combination with any

ott<er Sacrra promotional offers Umit one coupon per product This original certificate, the original UPC symbol from the selected product, and a copy of your sales
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THE LAST

When the A
Ends, the Adventure

Is Just Beginning

^^^^V - 'i:^'~:^iT^^\

r

By Geoff M. KciRlilcv

Blasting spaceships out of the air,

exploding them like popcorn
kernels, is fun — for a while.

Then you'll probably reach a threshold
where it almost feels like you've
drained all you can from a game.
Of course, that would be the

scenario in your regular game. Leave
it to Sierra to bring us the futuristic sim-

ulation The Last Dynasty, because when
the action ends, the adventure is just

beginning. Besides jet-fuel-burning

space combat, in The Last Dynasty you'll

embark on a voyage through an actual

space station, the largest ever created
on CD-ROM. This adrenaline-pumping
action-adventure spans the universe (as

well as two CDs).

This tale of a family

dynasty leaves

John Forsythe

and Linda

Evans out in

the cold, as we
follow the
escapades of

a naive young
adventurer, Mel
Rauq, who always
believed that his destiny lay in

the galaxies far beyond Earth. Lots of
people believe that, but Mel was right!

He soon finds himself locked in an
intergalactic standoff, and discovers

that within his soul lies the final shard
of Ultimate Knowledge. The sinister

Lord Iron wants to take control of the
galaxy, but he must first obtain the

...over two
years in the making.
Last Dynasty has
lots of multimedia

pizzazz..."

Ultimate

Knowledge
from Mel. Our fear-

less adventurer isn't a

pushover — he wants to keep his soul.

You really can't blame the guy.

The curtain rises on what seems like

just another couple of guys hanging
out in a small town on Earth — except
that these guys, Mel and his friend

Dok, have received a shocking
message on their computer, telling

them to meet an alien spaceship
at the top of Mount Baldy that
evening. When they do they

Mel'i destiny lies on Planet iymest 4, a

trackless waste In the middle of an
intergalactic standoff.

are

transported

to the planet Symest 4, where they
meet Mel's father (whom they are

surprised to find is a member of the
family dynasty) and are briefed by him
on the situation. Mel has quite a load
on his shoulders, but what else would
you expect of someone important
enough to be picked up by aliens?

Get Ready to Rumble
The first series of levels in the game

revolve around Mel and Uok gaming
acceptance from their allies and planning
how they will infiltr;itp I rtrri lrnn'< hav^

To truly solve the dynasty's problems,

however, you must engage in serious

space combat, and Iron's fleet is ready to

pounce with rts fearsome Wasp, Bomber,
Warrior, and Albatros fighters. Iron's

weapons aren't Just limited to warships,

either, as there are also satellites and
freighters floating through the vacuum of

space. Those satellites, for instance,

act as intergalatic trip wires;

blow them apart and you'll

trigger an alarm.

Throughout the game
,

lasers, remote-controlled
missiles, rockets, and space
mine weapons will become
available to you. They are
limited in quantity so use
your resources wisely. Look

out for improvements on

3

I
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His ships get

"smarter" as time goes on!

Eventually, allies from other planets

will join your cause and wingmen will

become available. In addition, the com-

bat sequences are segmented so that

they gradually become more involved as

you progress, leading up to the final

battle, an explosion of firepower and
cunning fighter pilots.

High Tech, Last

Dynasty Style

... „ ^ .. V The actual cock-
the excellent ship ^pj^ ;„ The Last

.controls allow you to ^>>y)ynast/s fight-

follow targets with
precision..."

speed of the ship,

mastering the arcade element gives

you more time to think about the

strategic side of The Last Dynasty. As

the game progresses, you'll find your-

self fighting an ever-larger army of

enemies, but you'll also have a greater

number of allies at your side. The most
effective way to coordinate all this

firepower is through using the 3D map
system that is actually a key to winning

the game. Over the course of play,

you will use it to create and execute a

strategic battle plan, commanding
allies to attack or to defend key posi-

tions. With one keystroke, you can

view the entire battle as it unfolds.

was really impressed
with how easily the

spaceship controlled

with the mouse, allevi-

ating the need for a

joystick, partially due
to an incredible radar

and tracking system.

This is one of those
rare space simulators

er craft is completely customizable and
easy to use. Players can actually

choose which gauges they want to

read and where they are placed on
the screen. The cockpit control

panel is as complicated or as clean

as you want it to be. This gives the
game's flight sequences an
extremely personal feeling.

Although the game offers an option

that will automatically control the

that allows you to follow targets with

precision and keep on their tails.

One of the most annoying aspects to

most simulations is the need to

constantly refer to the manual for

information on specific keys to use

when flying the ship. The Last Dynasty

solves that problem by providing

on-line help, which is presented with

a multimedia splash of full speech. The

help is quite extensive and answers

many specific queries about gameplay.

This makes The Last Dynasty more
approachable for novice gamers,

without taking away the range of

features that core gamers appreciate.

Cue the Music
The graphic flair of the game is

evident in screen shots, but the aspects

that are hard to convey in a magazine
are the music and sound effects. The
sweeping score to this game is simply

extraordinary, featuring "interactive

music" that changes according to your
predicament. Ao the music reaches a

crescendo, there's no ques-

tion that eiieriiy fiyhteis

are not far behind (and
' vrfhcn they oppcar, got

your reflexes ready for

some cosmic carnage).

After you win a

battle there will be
an upbeat swing to

the score, where-
* ^ as when you

^^^^ are on

^^^L the

The 3D overhead map caters to that\

craving for space coordinates.

Manipulate it any way you want!

On-Line Tech Support: GO SIERRA (CompuServe), Keyword SIERRA



Jump into the action in

your space fighter.

Completely customize your
spacecraft's controls.

brink of death the music will be slow
and somber. The breathtaking score

adds realism and atmosphere to the
production.

Double Your Pleasure
While the graphics, action, and

music of the sim portion of The Last

Dynasty aWeady make it a great game,
talking about these points alone only

tells half the story. Besides the space
combat, the whipped cream and cherry

on top of this title is the adventure
portion, which is really a game within
itself. It deals with the exporation of
Lord Iron's space station, probably the
largest 3D environment ever created
for a game. The adventure spans a
large number of levels on the station,

and the player moves through this

area in seamless 3D motion.

Tlhe Last Dynasty uses an array of 3D
animation and video scenes to

enhance the overall

mcxxJ. Inventory

objects can be
obtained from
your surround-

ings and used in

other parts of

the station, ere

ating an even
more interactive

environment. With over 100
locations on the space station, you must
be alert at all times, as there are

cameras and other traps that can tip

off guards to your presence.

Yet another innovative fea-

ture revolves around switching
between the adventure and

action segments. As is common
with puzzle-oriented adventures,
players can often be stuck on a cer-

tain clue, and need some
time to find a solution. If that's

the case, it's no sweat here, due
to an option that switches between
the space station and combat. If you
want to take a

breather from
exploring, click

on the option to

switch scenarios,

and return

when you're
ready to face

more mind-bog-
gling puzzles.

To combine
these elements.
Sierra employed
professional cin- i,vg a^o^ ^^^e used throughout The last
ematographers to Dynasty to give the game a truly cinematic

produce cinematic quality.

sequences and
full-motion video. The actors were
filmed against a blue screen, then

one of those rare

'2-for-1' products that-

offers two gaming
styles that really

work together..."

.projected into the game in a

realistic way. (This is the
same process used in Sierfc's

^Phantasmagoria). The
result is a more realistic

-and personal feeling to

the
video

scenes,

which
advance the

story between the

interactive portions.

This is really one of

those "2-for-l'' products, offering dif-

ferent game styles that are integrated

into one intriguing storyline. The 3D
cinematic space sequences are wonder-

ful segues between
the different levels,

and there's the

incentive of playing

through the combat
so you can reach

the first-person

adventure.

Two years and
$2 million in the

making. The Last

Dynasty has much
morQ multimodia

pizzazz than your
average computer
title. It will immerse
fans of action and

adventure in an exciting, original story

that's as smooth as flowing water, but
also features multimedia video that's

^P*'^^^^H hotter than

! ' rarxr k CTTiVl bbbbbmiih
i;iiVA5V\

'w^MmM^^^^^^^^^^ 5gg pages
^ J^^HH^H 55-ftii

Available vi
Now
$54.95 WIN95CD|

1
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est new
^e game"

is Magazine
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^

RUNN
^ ^ ^
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,
ot many remakes can stand up to the originals.

' When the folks at Presage decided to come out

with a new version of Lode Runner, the 1983 cult

classic that sold 2.5 million copies, they knew they were
going to have a tough time doing justice to the original.

They have done an admirable job on Lode Runner: The Mad
Monks' Revenge. The game has been completely overhauled

with 130 new levels added to the original game, options for

two-person and network play, high-quality graphics, capti-

vating sound effects, and beautiful artwork, all the while

preserving the best aspects of the original.

The core game remains the same: You are Jake Peril, trea-

sure-hunter, running endlessly through the lairs of evil monl^
stealing their hoards of gold and gems with those red-cloalj

devils in hot pursuit. You set tr

your way through ten f

worlds, each with 15 levels

of increasing difficulty.

The new Lode Runner,

like the old, has a level 1

editor that allows you to *

create your own levels, and '

gives you the ability to

play two-person games —
now via network or '

modem. There are 150 new •

levels for two-person play

and 30 new levels for indi-

viduals. Two players can

choose to cooperate *^ '

against the mad monks
and split the gold, or slug it out with each other. And
because anyone can develop their own levels, you can

exchange challenging new mazes on the Net ad infinitum.

Features

• New network options allows players to challenge any-

one, anywhere to play Lode Runner. Players can play at

separate computers either on a local area network or by

modem! Player-specific treasures and items usable by

only one player at a time will aid in the creation of

puzzles that encourage cooperative or competitive play.

• Two new worlds with new animations.

• New "liquid tiles" trap that kills any character that comes

into contact with it.

• Additional puzzles! Thirty more single-player and 150

more two-player puzzles than the original version.

Available:

November
S44.95

1
GEllI

See pages ^M
55-64

in
WIN 95 CD NIHBI IP
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A cop's job is never done. After piloting a Thexder for

the Interplanetarv ^pmritu Force, yo" "-r^ ^ii coi w 'o\m
when your rei p fully at fl
generation secumy nymer called Primus itcti, suaai
goes nuts. Primus r.impages through the galaxy, re

gramming droids and biologicals to do its nasty ^
business. Now you have to fight off ^ ^^
these techies and hunt down Primus,

"""

knowing th.it when you finally do
catch up to It, it's so techno-
logically advanced that
you'll probably get
mangled.

That's your mission in Thexder. Sierra's

new space-adventure game written
exclusively for the 32-bit processing
of Windows 95. Based on the wildly

popular 1980s computer game, '

new Thexder takes full

Modem Ready
1

Network Playable

ay 1995

® ^
'

MiBI
-nmmi. [hnical SumiH

advantage of the 32-bit through-put to deliver super-fast
video, multi-layered direct sound, instant-response
motion controls, and five simultanooucly running control

windows. Thexder also offers a network option in which
up to nine players can duel in real time, willi no loss in

speed or response. -j!

To survive, you must learn the secrets of fighting in 50
locations: five levels on 10 planets. The weapons and
equipment you accumulate on one level are fietessdfy!,J*i

succeed on the next. To navigate, you must always be'
morphing between Thexder's walking, crawling, and
flying forms. Two hints: conserve your ammunition, ^nd
don't leave anything behind!

^^^^^^^H
^^^^H

t a Weett: 1 • 206 • 644 • 4343 • 3 7



Thexder
As a Thexder pilot, you can morph
between flying, crawling, and walking
forms, and you'll need every one to

navigate through the catacombs and
escape annihilation. You'll also need to

change weapons frequently to match
your enemies.

\fj^ oper
. members of

Jnterplanetary

--urity Force's
"':

Elite Guard,

: Troopers were

i

hijacked by Primus
and outfitted with

I
a computer brain.

, Highly trained and
unwavering.
Troopers wield

deadly lasers. Kill

, them as soon as „.

possible. j

aSSK^B

IDS DOO 000 ODD

^*/ W >t^
nnn nnn nnn nQO

eapons panel
s is one of five on-screen command

panels that Thexder keeps active

simultaneously. You can also monitor
your equipment inventory, enemies list,

level map, and the main playing field.

*S-

iittminH

'•:<fx/ify/X0XCO»>



Hop
Crusher

Thft techje rules Terra

; Nova A former
biological, Hop
Crusher was

"^ reconfigured by >.

*^ Primus with
super- tough
rmor and the

' to crush its

opponents. You can
evade his hewing

" cks by Bving

obellum
Primus may be deadly, but he " '

hasn't lest his sense of humor.
He created this ghastly techie by

ing the head of an ISF guard

^_ the body of a large spider.

Found mainly on the Fourth
'World, the Arachnobellum is not
particularly deadly, but it moves
very quickly and shouldn't be
overlooked.

aioid
cient

en race first

ppeared in the
galaxy 5,000

years ago. Once
fairly innocuous,

the Jackaloid was
retrofitted by
' imus to be deadly
th knives. It's best
kaop your
•stance and use
missiles or

ides with the

lioid.

FREE!

liable N(

S44.95 y.'il!I.H4>l [^

iiMiiiui
1,11,

""""mi'tumtmititmiiii niimiimiiiiiiimiiii.iiimi itiiiitiii»i»iiiMiiiM7iii7tMtiiiri7iiir7iTT7i7iii7riiiTri7TTii7

t.jMiiini^
1
1| AutotorretJ — Harmless when you're

crawling or flying, autoturrets begin

firing only when you take to the air ,„,.,

They take a lot of firepower to destroy

k

Driller Tanks — These rovers sidle up
. to you and bore into your leg, taking a
' small toll on your energy reserves.

' "' miMinnimmimni iiiiiiniimmiiiummmnii iiniitimtiimimnnn

. lech Tar)k — These sturdy little cruisers sap

I B I your energy by repeatedly bumping into I "^BJI^ . ou. Avoid them or blow them away. I ^•r-

,

llllllililhiiiii . - -"II
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You want a magazine that reflects the way you feel about PC gaming. You
want the v. ,l cUiioriul and the most honest reviews. You want to be kept
up-to-date on the latest trends, the newest hardware , and toniorrovn s best .

games. You want the best demo disc available, so that you can u the
i

latest titles betore you bu\ them. ^^^^^^^^^H^^aMajhfc^fcJA&i^.^:^^^^/]
'

Only one magazine can deliver it all: PC Gamer. We're as pnssionnti. .ihout '

gaming as you are, and we're dedicated to providing all the information
you need - each and every month - to get the most from your gaming .

^

experience. And V our gaming dollar. - - L

Find out why PC Gamer is the best-selling PC and CD-ROM games magazine
in the world. Subscribe today and you'll get IZ issues ol tC Gamer + ^a».^,
12 CD-ROM demo discs for $47.95 (almost 50% off the covrr ->- i, <•).

i*^-*'

And you'll also get a FREE "Best of Sierra" CD-ROIVI featuring over
500 megabytes of great Sierra games, demos, shareware, and more. "

'%

Send no money -just call (800) 706-9500, or send in the card today.

V . ^ /^

You deserve the best.
'1j^

.•
, i V ' •»..-

^m.
'";»> ;';^«;<v^*«','

'

^'^'f*li tfi.

' f"ti
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By
now you may have tried the

pinball game bundled with
Windows 95 Plus. It has the

smooth ball motion, flashing lights,

and ringing bells of the real arcade

game. But that's ail it has.

What it doesn't have is exploding ^

spacecraft and hidden chambers. Or
renegade robodozers. Or multiple -^
playing tables. Or constantly

changing targets. What it doesn't

have is all the unique variations that

make 3-D Ultra Pinball more than

just a pinball simulation.

New 3-D Ultra Pinball starts with
the basic game mechanics that make

I

pinball fun, but then adds on new
features and challenges that bring

the game to a whole new realm.

Play not just for points, but to build

deep space colonies and launch star-

ships. Aim for not just bumpers and
static targets, but also dozers,

comets and other Intersteller objects

that you won't find elsewhere.

3-D Ultra Pinball takes pinball out

of reality and plants it firmly in

cyberspace. It's out of this world!

iltra Pffi

t
.

xaitics is^Sr ability

t(f plan strategies like

pid
bom
Coal: Bu.

space t(»k^

launch a sta..._

2 To Order Direct 24 Hours'a 6ay]'lf Days a Week, Call



''Terrific
Pinball: Oiie

ilMiZm^t^

you
an area

tiiininent VVc

The (ummand
level is just

one of the

additional

challenges you
'won't find in

real world pin-

ball. (Real

world pinball

games can't

change their

table layout

for additional

challenKc like

3-D LItru

Philuill can).

lakes pinball in

I whole ne^*'

.mm nithoiii

''3D Pinball uses
technolo^ to go
real pinball one

^>nviron

"fthe

fire lasers,

ride the 1

You V

find this k

of challenyt

in the real

world.

3D Ultra

Pinball

Now Shipping

Price: $44.95
WIN 95 CD pT-r
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1 Fetrtured Products « Buy 2 Get 1 Free 1

Product Platform Prkm

3D Ultra PinboN WIN*, MAC CD 1^44.95

Elfish 2-3 WIN^CO $44.95

^ Adi't English 4-5 VW>l*CO $44.95

^ Adit Maih 2-3 WIvMCO $44.95

^ Adi's Mo* 4-5 WIN^CD $44.95

^ Adi's Sckmce 2-3 WIN^CD $44.95

i^ Adi't Sdwwe^ WIN^CO $44.95

CoMorll OOS/VWN^CD $54.95

COMMAND: Acet o( lh« Omp WIN 95 CD $54.95

Front Page Sportt: Football Pro '96 DOS/WIN* CD $54.95

Gobrwl Knight: The Beoit Within DOS/VWN*. MAC CD $59.95

Hoyle Clossic Gomes WIN*, MAC CD $24.95

^ Incredible Machine 3.0 Wir4*, MACCD $34.95

King's Quest VII The Princetess Bride MAC CD $29.95

King's Quest VII: The Princeless Bride

version 2.0 DOSAVIN* CD $29.95

The Uitl Dynasty WIN* CD $54.95

Lode Runner: Ofvline \MN*, MACCD $44.95

i^ The Lot! Mind of Dr. Brain VWN*/MAC CD $39.95

^ MbcedUp Mother Goote Deluxe WIN*,MAC CO $39.95

OulpotI WIN*
WIN*/MAC CD

$44.95
$49.95

Phonlatmagoria DOS/WIN* CD
MACCD

$59.95
$59,95

Police Queit: SWAT D05/V*flN* CD $49.95

Print Artitt 3.0 WIN*
WIN* CD

$44.95
$59.95

Shivm WIN*, MACCD $39.95

SpaceOuetl6:
Roger Wilco in the Spinol Frontier DOSAVIN* CD

MACCD
$49.95
$49.95

IhMder WIN 95 CD $44.95

lorin't PoiMge DOS/WIN*, MAC CD $54.95

Trophy Bott WIN* CD $54.95

1
Sierra Originals 1

Product Ploitofiii Pifc*

AirBudu DOS CD tt4 95

CoMor DOS CD $14.95

Ckmics Fun Pock WIN* CD $14,95

&Oay DOS CD $14.95

Detroit DOS CO $14.95

"^
Eco Quest 1 : The Seorch (or Cetut DOSAVIN* CO $14.95

^ ' The Even More Inaedible Mochine DOS CD $14,95

DOS/WIN* CD $14,95

GoUiiira I DOS CD $14,95

Gobiiiint2 DOS CD $14,95

InoQ DOS CD $14.95

^ * The Incredible Tiaon Mochine WIN* CD $14.95

^ * The IslorxJ of Dr. Broin DOS CD $14,95

King's Quest V:

AbseiKe MokM the Heart Go Yonder DOSAVIN* CD $14,95

King'i Quest VI:

Heir Tbdoy, Gone Tomorrow DOSAVW*C0 $14.95

Leiiure Suit Lorry 1

:

In Ifie land of the lounge Uxord DOS CO $14.95

lost in Time DOS CD $14.95

i^ MixedUp Mother Goote DOS CD $14.95

Quest lor dory 4: Shodowt of DoHomh DOSAVIN* CO $14.95

Red boron &AIO lank toner C03CO »14.»0

^ Slater & Charlie Go Camping DOSAVIN* CD $14.95

Spore Quest IV:

Roger Wilco and Ifie Time Rippers DOSAVIN* CD $14.95

SleNar7 DOS CD $14.95

When Two WbrM't VN«ar DOS CD $14.95

S^^ibol ioenltnoe our steinra ooucovtoocM |mwiu^tj»

* Symbol identifiat free product, if you buy 1 featured litlet.

Symbol identifies products ItMt work In Windows 95.

SIERRA ONUNE NCMJISK GUARANTEE: If you ore not completely sotisfied

wiHi your product lor any rooson, rdurn it within 30 <iay» wirti pfoof ol

purchose and we will promptly refund your purchose price

yoo c(\v\ or^er V\ Vcx^r^, a. <iav/, 9 <Jckv/s a. \ie^, 54.S <ickys o, year.

Coll 1-800-757.7707
Fax: 408-644-201

8
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Sierra BBS: 206-64401 12 • Internet: htfp://www.sierra.com



Current Sierra Products

Product

Acw: The Conipl»» Cdimiot't Edition DOS CD $54.95 I

AcM of lh« Deep DOS
DOS CD

Ace» of ifM Pacific & WWII: 1946 DOS
DOS CD

Ace* ovar Europe w/Luflwoffe video

$19 95
_$2495

$2495
$24 95

The Adventures of

Wbodruff and Itie SdtnibUe*

Alien legocy

BcmUBMw

Bflitz Liwl CD Sampler

Beditz Uvel Japoneta

Beditz Uvel Spanish*

Batroyal at Krondor

Bhw&Groy

Breoch3

front Page Sporli: FootboN Pro '95

^ Incredible AVxhine 2

DOS
DOS CD

WINeCD

$17 95
$24.95

$34.95

DOS
DOS CO

DOS

$39 95
_$44 95

Tl9.95

W!N*,A*ACCD $ 5.95

$59.95W1N», A^AC CD

WIN*, MAC CD $59.95

DOS
DOS CO

$23.95
$24.95

DOS CD $24.95

DOS CD $44 95

Casino Deluxe* WKsl^CD $24.95

CoilleafDr.Brain DOS, MAC $19.95

-> Eco Quest 2:

lost Secret of the Roinbreit DOS/WIN* $14.95

<V* The Even More Incredible Mochine DOSAVM*,MAC $19.95

Freddy Phodsos frontier Phorniodst DOSAMN*,MAC $19.95

Front Line* DOS CO $24.95

Front Page Sports Baseball '94

w/Legerids & Stadiums*
DOS
DOS CD

$29.95
$34.95

Front Poge Sports: Football Pro DOS $14.95

DOS
DOS CD

$44.95
$49.95

Gabriel Knight: Sins of Ihe Fothers* DOS/WIN*
MAC
DOS/WIN* CO

$39 95
$4495
$44.95

Goblins Quest 3 DOS
DOS CD

$22.95
$22.95

High Seas Trader DOS CD $24.95

ftoyleBoolcofGaniet,VDl3 DOS $19.95

Kloyle Ckusic Cord Gome** DOS/Wit^, MAC $17 95

Incoll DOS
DOSAVIN CD

$19 95
$19 95

DOS
DOS CD

t. ' Incredible Toon Machine* WIN*, MAC

$34.95
$34.95

$29.95

King's Quest Colledof's Edition DOSAVIN* CD $54.95

King's Quest VI:

Heir Today, Gorte Tomorrow
DOS, MAC $19.95

Product

LandDesigner*

leisure Suit lorry 6:

Shape Up or Slip Out*

leisure Suit lorry* Greatest Hit* & Mities*

Lode Runner: The Legend Returns*

WIN*

DOS/WIN*, MAC
DOS/WIN* CD
MAC CD

DOS/WIN* CD

DOSrwiN*,MAC
WIN*, MAC CD

Prke

"$29.95

Lords of the Realm DOS CD
Lost in Time DOS
MosterCook

MosterCoolt Deluxe

WIN*, MAC
WIN*, MAC CD

MoslerCook Cooking Light WIN*, VMCCO
Makihch: EonhSiege w/BatHeOronw*

^ MixedUp Fairy Tales

DOS
DOS CD

Police Quest 4: Open Season

DOS

DOS/WIN*
DOS/WIN* CD
MAC CD

Pow«rt-louM* WIN* CD
Ckiett for Glory 4: Shadows of Darkness

Red Boron w/Mis$ion Builder

it^ Sid & Al's Incredible Toons

Slater & Charlie Go Camping

Space Quest Colleclion:

Roger Wilco Unclcgged*

Take o Break: Crosswords Deluxe

Tbke a Break: Pinboll

DOS/WIN*

DOS

DOS

MAC

DOS/WIN* CD
WIN*.AAAC
WIN* CD

£^ Tolking Tutors: Alphobet Blocks*

Talking Tutors: Beginning Reoding*

Talking Tutors: Early Moth*

WIN*
WIN* CD

WIN*, MAC
WIN*, AAAC CD

WIN*, MAC
WIN*/MAC C^

WIN*, MAC
WIN*/AMC CD

^^ Talking Tutor*: Kid's Typing* WIN*, MAC
WIN*/MAC CD

<U- lolting Tutors: Spelling Blizzard*

£^ Talking Tutors: Spelling Jungle

WIN*, MAC
WIN*/MAC CD^

WIN*, MAC
WIN*/MAC CD

iV* Turbo Scianc* DOS

$39.95
$49.95
$49.95

$54.9T

$39.^5
$44.95

$24.95

$19.95

$29.95

$39.95

$34:95'

149:95
$5495

$14.95

$39.95
$4495
$44.95

Polir* Oo«t ColUction: The 4 Mcxt Wonted DOS/WIN* CD $54.95

24.75

$19.93

$3495^

$22^
$14 95

$54.95

$19.9j
$24 95

$19.95
$24.95

$19 95
$19.95

$19 95
$19.95

$19.95
$19.95

$19.95
$19.95

$19.95
$19.95

$29 95
$34.95

$22.95

£^ Symbol identifie* our Sierra educotionol products.

* Symbol identifies free product, if you boy 2 featured titles.

Symbol Identifies product* Itiot work in Window* 95.

Order Form

Pteose fill out completely ond moil to Sierro Direct Sale* Dept., P.O. Box 3404, Salinas, CA 93912-3404, or call 1-800-757-7707, 24 hours a day.
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Prizes...

Sierra

Games!

A!^<

<%> i

V
>

9 $ £ rv PI

(303' Q^

yin the Sierra game of your

/ choice when you enter the

t Increciible Contest! To

celebrate our latest, greatest

Incredible Machine game, we are

offering this unique opportunity to

abound in this innovative, sometimes

iriating, but always fun game.

.. you can figure out a way to get

the balloon to float up into the

laundry basket in this puzzle from

the new Incredible Machine, you
could win the Sierra game of your
choice! Ten InterAction readers will

receive a gift certificate good for any
Sierra game they choose.

How? Ddzzle ui with your

creative solution to this tricky

Don-in-the-basket problem. Cut

the objects at left and paste the

ones you need onto the page to

complete the puzzle.

Send the completed puzzle, o brief

description of how it all works, and
your name, age, address, and phone
number to:

The Incredible Contest

c/o InterAction Magazine
P.O. Box 53008
Bellevue, WA 98015-3008

To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day. 7 Days a week. 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707
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"...you'll love this

latest addition to

the Incredible

Machine ieries".

Shane Mooney
PC Magazine,

August 199S

r'n the process of winning more than 15 awards, The Incredible Machine games
(which include The Incredible Machine. The Even More Incredible Machine,
.The Incredible Machine 2*. and The Incredible Toon Machine) have fascinated,

frustrated, and delighted gamers of all ages. Now, Sierra is proud to introduce the
definitive game in the series, The Incredible Machine 3.0. This puzzling tour c'

""^

force makes full use of Windows 95 architecture, offers 256 colors, and conta.
150 brain-busting puzzles! (You can even create your own puzzles.) Also new,
Mac version! If you love to solve and create wonderfully wacky puzzles. The
Incredible Machine 3.0 will keep you entertained for hours. u

•The puzzles in TIM 3.0 will look familiar to owners of TIM 2 — 'cause they're the samel Look for a
special TIM 2 owners' rebate offer in the TIM 3 box'

^^^
^V^^

:\^^
See pages

55-64

vailable for Mac and
/indows CD at $34.95

WIN 9b CD WIN CD MAL LU ™
Holiday 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day. 7 Days a Week, C^H 1 • 206 • 644 • 4343
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k.ids will love Mixed-Up Mother Goose' Deluxe, with bright new

high-resolution graphics and 18 original songs. As they travel through

N4othcr Goose Land helping characters find missing objcirs from rhcir

rhymes, kids improve reasoning, problem-solving and organizational skills.

For hours and hours of imaginative play with Mixed-Up Mother Goose

Deluxe, see vour local software retailer or call 1-800-757-7707.

•Parents' Choice Award:

Best in Classic C'omputer Programs

Parents' Choice Foundation

Child's Best Software Award:

Child .Magazine

•Best Early Education Program:

Sohwarc I'libli.slicrs Association

MIXED-UP

'

==:

h ^

R R Bonus Music CD Included!

O 1995 Sierra Online. Inc.



ExtRTS
ADORE
/n late September,

Sierra unveiled Adi,
a comprehensive

learning system, to the
U.S. market. Created by
educators, Adi covers
the core subjects of
English, mathematics,
arid science for grades
two through five.

Adi, the friendly space
traveler featured
throughout all modules
of the software, serves
as a personal on line
tutor, helping children
review material based
on concepts already cov-
ered in the classroom.
Adi is the latest proof of
Sierra's commitment to
interactive education.
To gauge the reception

to Adi, we checked in
with local experts to see
what they thought. Here
is their reaction.

"/ think Adi is going to be really popular with kids
and parents. I like the way it

^^

covers a broad range oftopicsF^i

Imaginarium specializes in quality children's products tha 'earning and fun.

Holiday 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week 1 • 205 • 644 • 4343 09
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Colleen Ridgeway, manager of

Imaginarium, an educational toy

store in Bellevue, Washington,
alread stocks Sierra software, and was
delighted to talk about Adi and other

products in Sierra's growing education-

al line. "We've sold Sierra products for

over a year now. We choose them
because of their high quality."

Imaginarium runs Sierra software

demos during store hours so kids and
parents can have a chance to see how

a program works and get a

feel for it before they
bring it home.

Ridgeway believes par-

ents like Sierra products

because they are easy to

use and kids enjoy them.
"Parents look for several

things when buying a

software program. They
base it

on ease of use,

length of use [when
a child wants to

play it more than

once], graphics,

the quality of the

product, and the

subject matter. We
see a lot of par-

ents buying Sierra's

Beginning Reading and Beginning

Math because they want to get their

kids started on these subjerts. Parents

know it will be easy to operate these

programs and their kids will have fun

learning," explains Ridgeway.

So what does Ridgeway think about
the new Adi educational system?

"I think Adi is going to be really

popular with kids and parents,"

Ridgeway says. "Kids are going to like

that they get a reward for learning —
playing games after completing a

section — and their parents will like

the educational value Adi has to offer.

Overall, I really like the way it covers a

broad range of topics on different

levels. It's a fun program and I look

forward to having it in my store."

FUTUREKIDS
INTERACTIVE
LEARNING
For a different perspective, we next

stopped off at a Futurekids Learning

Center where we talked to franchise

owner Robert Powell. Futurekids

Centers were beta-test sites for Adi

products, so Powell is already well

aware of their potential.

Robert Powell of Futurekids

has used Sierra products in

his curriculum for years.

kids with learning

disabilities and
gifted students can
both use and
benefit from,,."

— Robert Powell

When I first reviewed Adi, bells

went off," says Powell.

"Here's a product that kids

with learning disabilities and gifted

students can both use and benefit

from," he explains. "Something fami-

lies with children who need extra help

can use to supplement their kid's

learning processes. The computer's an
ideal venue for kids to learn, and Adi

is a patient teacher with a positive

point of view. The sights and sounds
grab a kid's attention and make it

easier to learn. Parents who aren't

professional teachers can use Adi to

help their children work in areas that

take a little more time for them to

learn. On the other side, gifted

students who may «»xfpI ;it rpaHing

and spelling moy be bored in school.

This is the type of kid who wants mnrp
and more. Adi allows these students a
fhanre to learn at their own pace. It

has something to offer all kids.

"Futurekids is a school where
children learn by using computers. . . .

Parents in this area bring their kids to

me because they havp an awareness of

how much of a role computers are

going to play in their children's lives.

They want their kids to have a leg up,

and see computer skills as a benefit to

their children's overall educational

process. It's something that benefits

the child and will be a lifelong skill."

Powell has been using Siena iufl-

ware since he opened his franchise a

year and a half ago. Before that time

he was working with a few children

learning English as a second language.

He had seen Sierra's Alphabpt Rlnrk<i

program and was quite impressed with

00 All Sierra Products Have a 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee ^



its lip-synch technology. "It was nice to
have Bananas and Jack talk about an
'A' and aaually show the mouth move-
ments," he explains. In fact, Powell
was so impressed with Sierra products,
he contarted the Futureklds corporate
offices and suggested several Sierra

programs for their curriculum,
including Kid's Typing and Alphabet
Blocks. Currently, The Even More
Incredible Machine has been added to
Futurekids' international curriculum,
reaching children throughout the U.S.

and 57 other countries.

Discovery Toys
carries only the

highest-quality

products that
inspire children to

have fun learning.

Sierra's

educational

software is high
on their list.

DISCOVERY
TOYS: FOCUS
ON IN-HOME
LEARNING
With the hundreds of educational
software titles out there, parents are
often overwhelmed with choices.
Which one is the best? Which one wil

my child like? Is this one worth the
money? With tight time constraints
and commitments pulling
them in all

directions, many
parents don't
have the time to
research software
to see if it meets
their child's needs.

What's a

parent to do?

One option is to

call a Discovery Toys

f

iJ>««^A
cut? "We were looking for

software high in educational
content. Sierra has a number
of these types of education-
al titles so we began testing

and researching them. My
own children were playing
with Spelling Jungle and The
Incredible Machine 2 and fell in love
with them. We also found a number of
schools and teachers that were using
Sierra products in their classrooms,"

educational consultant and ask for an
in-home demonstration of their new
software line, which features a number
of Sierra educational titles. It's here
that a parent has the opportunity to
aaually test a product, and to ask
detailed questions of the educational
consultant to see if a particular

program is appropriate for their child.

Discovery Toys dicJ

extensive research on
hundreds of software
titles before selecting
the few in its new
line. "To narrow
down the universe
of software out
there, we read
reviews, talked to
teachers, consulted with
other people in the business,
and made many, many trips

to the retail stores," explains
Don Jonas, director of
Discovery Toys' Multimedia
Division. "Then we started
testing them. Nothing
passed if it didn't meet our
five-star criteria." Jonas lists

the big five:

*High in learning value
*Breadth of activities

*Replayability

*Kid-friendly

*lnnovative and fun

We only carry the cream of the
crop and the top of the line,"

states Vickie Silver, public
relations manager for Discovery Toys.
Why did Sierra software make the

explains Jonas.

Sierra's educational division's mission
is very much in line with
Discovery Toys. "They believe
in high quality, good content,
educational software that's

high in learning value, fun, and
what holds a child's attention,"

he says.

Discovery Toys will be featur-

ing Adi in its upcoming software
line. "We're encouraged by the
comments from parents, some of

whom were former teachers," says

Jonas. "Parents and teachers have
asked for this and we're providing it —
we're oivino our rnn^nmor what thoy
want. We feel there is a place for this

type of learning or teaching guide for
fhilHrpn who need it at a backup or
reinforcement."

Whatever the age. whatever the
skill level. Sierra has a product sure to
capture, challenge, and stimulate the

imagination of a child. Parents
have a lot of difficult

choices to make
during llieir children's

lifetime, and it's reas-

suring for them
to know thdt

when they choose
Sierra educational
software, it's the
right choice.

Holiday 1995 Order Hint Books & Strategy Guides 24 Hours a Day: 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707 ei



FOUR STARS! ... PC Magazine's Highest Rating!
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YOU CAN CREATE

Greeting Cards
Invitations, Promotions, Birthdays,

Anniversaries, Holidays, Get Well . .

.

Signs
Grand Openings, Company Parties,

Garage Sales, Car Washes, Lost &
Found, Picnics . . .

Banners
Trade Shows, Sporting Events,

Campaigns, Office Parties, House
Parties . .

.

Stationery
Letterheads, Envelopes, Business

Cards, Certificates, Nametags, Fliers,

Memos . . .

Calendars
Monthly, Weekly, Daily, Project

Schedules, Kids' Activities . . .

Crafts
Awards, Gift Boxes, 3D Greeting

Cards, Doll Houses, Airplanes,

Board Games . . .

AND MORE!

^fo^*^

The Fastest,
Funnest, Easiest
Home-Publishina
Software Availaole
Compare new Print Artist 3.0 to the

home-publishing program you use, and

you'll find that there is no comparison.

Print Artist is fast, fun, and easy to use,

even on slower computers. Print Artist

3.0 incorporates powerful features used

by professional high-end programs.

Create Your Own
Projects for Home
or Office
With Print Artist, you can create your

own greeting cards, signs, banners,

stationery, calendars, crafts, and more.

You have everything you need to

need to design, create, and produce

stunning print projects and crafts.

More and Better
Graphics

Print Artist 3.0 offers more than

6,500 high-quality graphics that can be

resized, reshaped, and rotated — with-

out losing quality. Additional graphics,

including thousands of images avail-

able on BBSs and through other

software publishers, can be integrated

into your designs quickly and easily.

Endless
Photography
Options
Scan your own photos or choose

from 200 spectacular stock images of

scenery, people, animals, and more that

are available on your CD-ROM. Also,

since Print Artist 3.0 is not only

compatible with the BMP, WMF, TIFF,

and EPS formats supported by the

other home-publishing programs, but

also offers full compatibility with indus-

try standard graphics formats like 24-

bit color, PCX, JPEG, and Kodak CD for-

mats, you have instant access to tens of

thousands of graphics and photographs

commonly available on BBSs and on

on-line services like CompuServe

and America Online.

52 To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day. 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707 S I E R R



Compare!
What you can make

Signs

PosUrs

Gr««ting Cards

Bannars

Caltndars

L*tt»rh*ad

Eav«lop«s

Postcards

Busintss Cards

Certificates

Crafts

Features

Browtar

Hot Proviow

Phraso datalMso

Worlcspoo doiign

Gropliict catalog

By the Numbers

Graphics

Prodasigaad layoats

Feats

Photos

Special affects

GUAIUNTEE

Print Artist 3.0

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Print Sliop

Ensemble 11

yB

y»

y»

yis

yK

r»
!»

yK

yn

>»

yes

PrintMoster Hallmark PageMogic

Gold Card Studio Version 2

yK

rw

y»

m
yK

yw

yes

6,500

1,200

100

200

*IO's of thousands"

90 days

yes

yes

yes

••

yes

ao

no

yes

yes

yes

no

no

1 Color Control

Predesigned yes yes no no
Color sets yes M no
Shading ye* yK yK yes

Reverse sequence yes • • no
Rotate yes • M no
Blend yes yK M no
Complement yes M M NO
'ladfrOMMk ond borders only

1 Import / Export

Print Shop yet M M no
ilV yes yK yK yes

KX yes M yK yes

TIFF yes yK yK no
WMF yos yK yK yes

EPS yes yK M NO
JPEG yes M • yes

KODAK CD yes yes HO no

Print Shof) will not export on entire dooHnent. ListcoaipMaso(0(tolMrl2, 1995

yes

yes

yes

yes

yK

yes

yes

no

no

no

239 (BSW only)

170

3S

none

shoding only

90 days

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

"4-1/2 Stars . . .

Print Artist presents
a rich feature set."

"Overall, it sports the
best value and the
best tools for creating
personal documents.
— Multintedia World

IT'S AS EASY
AS 1-2-3!

1 . Select a project type

from the main menu.

2. Choose a layout

style from the
preview menu.

laieainila

•MpfTiOtk
I—WIUM >

3. Customize the

graphics and text to

personalize your design.

NOW YOU'RE
READY TO PRINT!

Holiday 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week:



OVER

TYPESTYLES

Print Artist is fun and easy to use. Proof
ppositive that you can design anything you

need for home or small business without

shelling out the big bucks." _ p^ Magazine

Bauhciu/

Bothcll

Circus

Claren

Denbigh

HRL

Helvetic Light

Helvetic Medium

Helvetic Bold

LED

LITHOGRAPHIC

Mercury

Obelisk

Old Cheten

Snowtlme

Times Bold

TOPMAT

Hrqinia

AND MANY
MORE

Hundreds of Creative
Layouts Included
Although the ease of use of Print Artist

makes it easy for users to create their own
designs and layouts, over 1,100 professional-

ly designed layouts are included with the

program. Use these layouts as is, or modify

them to your needs. It's never been simpler.

The Graphics You Need
At Your fingertips

Just type in the name of an item you are

looking for and let the "GraphicsGrabber"

quickly show you through possible graphic

choices. Unlike the graphics browsing feature

on that other home-publishing program, the

Print Artist GraphicsGrabber is quicker and

offers the ability to view multiple graphics

from the catalog at once. (Instead of having

to look through them one at a time.)

Scanning Is a Breeze
Print Artist 3.0 has a full TWAIN interface

so you can add your own scanned images

quickly and easily. No extra scannning

software is required.

Preview Your Designs
A unique "Hot" preview feature lets you

see all of your fonts, effects, colors, and

designs before you make your final selections.

PiinOr^*^^ '

'n^
FffE!
See pages

55-64

S59.95 WIN 95 CD

I

PRINT ARTIST
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

—OVER—
6500

G R A P H I r S

100
TYPESTYLES

1100
LAYOUTS

Competitive

Upgrade Offer:

Step Up from Your

Current Home
Publishing Program to

Print Artist 3.0 for

Only $29.95
Call Now:

1-800-757-7707
* on disk 22 fontf

54 All Sierra Products Have a 30-Day, Money-Back Guarantee
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GABRIEL KNIGHT":

THE BEASTWITHIN
The top two computer gaming maga-

zines both named the first Gabriel Knight

mystery the best adventure game of the year

I 1994. Creator Jane Jensen might want to

^lart dusting off her awards shelf again, as

The Beast Within mixes a strange, new brew

t mutilation murders, a centuries-old curse,

aid criminal misdeeds on multiple CDs.

Gabriel Knight, a detective of the supernat-

ural, IS summoned to Munich to investigate a series of murders blamed

on werewolves. The edge-of-your-scat tale unfolds to implicate the mad

King Ludwig 11, a lost Wagner opera, and Gabriel's own dark past.

Shrewd thinking and paying attention to details are rewarded

as players unravel clues while taking on the role of Gabriel and his

partner, Grace Nakimura. Shot on location in Germany and the

U.S. with more than 40 surprisingly talented actors. The Beast

Within is possibly the most visually stunning, realistic adventure

game to come out on CD this year. Even the photo on the box is

enough to induce a minor heart palpitation.

5ure

f

1

%A

N» « 9B
INTERACTIVE CINFIMA The ruh. reatislU nutvte-Uke hnti .*/ The Bc-a^i Witinn

I ante from shooi$nf( mnre than 1 .000

hackffrounds here and in Germany.

PHANTAHORROR
Unless you've

spent the last

couple of years

spelunking in

Zanzibar, you've

already heard of

Phantasmagoria.

Now it's finally

here with all the

elements of a big hit: a master story teller in

the person of Kings Quest* creator Roberta

Williams, feature-film quality footage, and

a story so rich and elaborate it took a

record-setting seven CDs to contain it all.

The tale of Don and Adrienne's bizarre

discoveries about their newly-acquired

mansion is told in realistic live video. No,

you don't watch a movie and then click on

a plot option. You run this show.

But the thrill of Phantasmagoria isn't

simply the technology, it's also the story. As

Adrienne explores her new home, its dusty

secrets begin to reveal thcmsclvc.i. The orig-

inal owner, an illusioni.st, died in the house

after the euepicioue diBappearancee of hie

'WIN'95W1ND0SMAC

INTERACTIVE NIOHTMARK The mou film fooiage

ever shoifor a CD game lends Ptuuiusmagoria Ihe sinister

qualities ofa ureal horror feature film

®» SIERRA''^ BUY TWO SIEREA GAMES AND GET A THIRD FREE.
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SMAGORIA
ON 7 CDs
many wives. An evil force siill inhabits ihc ma/c of

rooms, and ils cffcci on Don is disturbing, terrifying,

and deadly.

With perseverance and wit, you can discover the

clues that save Adrienne from Don. and Don from him-

self. This is truly the kind of game you'll find yourself

staying up all nighl to play. And. with ils decidedly

macabre storyline, the middle of the night may he
Phiwuismazona's finest hour

tlOKROR ON 7 (.US /-/avrrjrrwn

>«»/ lhi\ Kiime Jiirm'l "xhim" vtiu

invihinK Yim have lofind II

. "1"^ rnwnl iifAtlnrnm'

DARYL F. GATES
POLICE QUEST:

SWAT
> I I I C I I • I t I

SWAl

When he headed the L.A.P.D.,

Chief Daryl F-. Gates founded SWAT,
the first .Special Weapons Atul Tactics

team. Now these highly trained forces

arc the elite of law enforcement, while

f iaies' Polue Quest SWAT stands as

ihc elite in tactical simulaliofi games.

In this, the fifth installment of

the successful PQ scries, you join a

SWAT team, take intensive training, and learn to handle

advanced class ^ weaponry, like an MPf>. BerK-ili tactical shot-

gun. M 16 and LASH radio. Alter a few hours on the shooting

range comes the "fun" part. That is, if you consider getting

nearly blown away in a real-life crisis fun. Work with your

team, make the righl splii-scvond decisions, flit- accurately and
you could advanc'v through the rank.t lo hcv»tnc <iii (:ii;iiiuil

Leaden Mes.s up, and it could cost you your on-sciwn life.

The video action was shot using actual SWAT omcers at

their training facilities and in the streets of LA. lo lend an
unmistakable air of realism. At least some of the country's

major police departtTK-nts think so-they now use Polite Quest
C'lX lo train their olFicers.

l>».AIW)N AITHKVrKITY l-OlKcyucM, SWA I iIihmi nuliii,m„l
htim a itei i \uifl. fait In i iimmunutile nr

mislkuuUr ynur Hrapim andyrm're //«/« "^ESS" ^

ENTER TO WINM IBM APTIVA. 757 7707. surf hUp//wwwsierTaxo.'a or log on at AOL or CompuServe:
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Leave it to Al

Lowe-creator of

some of the most

entertaining and

enduring computer

games-lo unleash

Torin's Passuf-c on

the world.

In coming up

with this remarkable new game, he has deliv-

ered to our CD drives an adventure game

with as much intrigue and brain-twisting

challenge as any hard-core gamer has ever

tackled AND a funny, musically-rich, visual

treat that takes gaming to a new level.

Torin's Passage is the story of a young

man's encounters in the nested worlds beneath

the surface of the planet. Strata. These bi/arrc

lands, replete with flt)wing hot lava, unwtwld-

ly creatures, and a host of other cunning

obstacles, must be traversed if Torin is to

reach his goal.

Making matters worse (for Torin, more

exciting for you) is a formidable line-up of

brain-teasing puzzles at the end of each

chapter-all of them, double black dia-

mond challenges.

There is one word to describe the

artistry in Torin's: "whoa!" Multi -plane

scrolling, spectacular backgrounds, and

hand-drawn eel animation add a depth and

realism you've never seen in a game

before. The sheer talent and imagination of

the artists is, by itself, worth the price of

admission.

But your eyes aren't the only things

thai get to dip into the candy box. Torin s

also features an original digital music

score composed by three-time Oscar

winner. Michel l^grand.

There's a pop-up TelePrompTer" thai

lets you replay dialogue to listen for cru-

cial clues, plus a 3-D interface with on-

line hints for the l(*ss-<>xperienced players.

There was, however, one hint missing:

How do you avoid woik. cuting. chores

and sleep so you can play Torin's Passage

endlessly?

THK WONDKR IM>WN l^NDKK llu iulHeiiuneun worUli olXufrnWas^A:.

prinide\ the setting jitr a ilujiten/(inff 4fuest with hratn-teasmf( I^T^^^I
puzzles and humor. mjj^^ 'm

S I E R R A^^ BUY TWO SIERRA GAMES ATO GET A THIRD FREE.
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It's amazing to think that the

same computer used to balance

the family checkbook can produce

an even bigger scare. What's
required is the addition of a

terror-filled, nail-biting, spine-

tingling CD like Shivers.

In this new game aimed at teens

and adults, placers must rely on their

wiis and raw nerve to survive a nightmarish trip through a

surreal, abandoned museum. The goal is to vanquish the

ghosts and phantoms that haunt the museum before they

steal your life's essence.

Along the way, a series of bcads-of-sweat-producing

puzzles await, along with chilling moments of live-aclion

video that delivers twists and turns in the plot.

Shivers set-s a haunting stage through an eerie original

music score and "as seen through your own eyes" graphics.

The flrst-pcrson views are hand.somely rendered, you might
even say "mystical." But the real draw remains the story.

It tantalizes, draws you in. and-Httingly-gives you the

shivers. This is definitely one game that will keep you
glued to your seat. Or. at least, the very edge of it.

NOT HOMI'; NOT AM)NE Players have lo tptnd the mghl
im guardm searth <// Ihe evtl spiriis ihai IfVUmS^^VTV!!
haum a sinister, dfreliil museum - u£jJ^Q .i'.,i\

CLASSIC GAMES
"According to Hoyle*" means

"by the rules; done the right way."

This remarkably sophisticated col-

lection of 10 favorite games lives up

to its name, giving families great

variety, totally accurate play action,

and an interesting twist on the old

idea of playing against the computer.

Sit down at the Hoyle* Classic

Games poker table, for instance, and you play against a

rogue's gallery of computerized competitors. Take on a

crusty, old prospector, an over-lhe-hill movie star, or a num-
ber of other players, each sporting an accent and an attitude.

The more you play, the more sides you'll see lo their

weird, witty personalities. Add in ilicir different card-play-

ing styles, and you end up with a much more fun (and real-

istic) way to challenge the microchips to a game.

Along with five card draw, you can also play bridge,

solitaire, old maid, hearts, crazy 8's. gin rummy, check-
ers, backgammon, and hearts. With its ca.st of characters

and jam-packed variety, you'll definitely want to ante up
for this card game.

TENC;aMESIN<>\K ii ' 'inc-.givrwuieni-ardaiHl

hoard games and 10 animawd i omfieuuirs ut iiunni

mtiiifeHrn?)

ENTER TO WIN AN mMAPTIVA.:.n<«>^,™,.™..»^w«™™,..,„„.owa™p.s».
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TROPHY BASS"
Surely you've seen ihcm.

Those guys on cable TV, silting in a

boat, reeling in a big one, saying

stuff to each other like, "Oh, he's

got a lot of fight in him there. Jim."

At last count, there were 50

million people in this country like

Jim who love to feel the tug on a

rod. And now they've got their own

computer game: Trophy Bass.

There are three sides to Trophy Bass. You can choose

tackle, pick your bail, read the water, set the weather condi-

tions, and then finesse your ca.sling technique on one of

five virtual lakes. Option two is to play in Tournament

Mode and try your luck against conditions and competitors

dished out by the computer.

Or you can get even more serious and watch the full

motion video "how-to" ^tion and pick up more than 1()0

nuggets of solid advice from America's top tournament

bass ri.shcrmen.

^ Now. obviously, the Jims of the world arc going to

love this game, because playing can bring you more sue

©ESS out on the water. Bui. surprisingly, you don't have to

know what a lunker bucketmouth is to get a charge out of

Trophy Bass. As Jim would say, "ll's a keeper."

^0%^^^

CAESARII
B

fCAHSARlI

A city simulation? Hmmm,
haven't I seen something like this

before? Yes and no. Yes, you've

seen amazingly-detailed 3D ren-

derings before. And, yes, you've

played sims thai put you in the

municipal driver's seat.

But, no. you've never played

anything quite like Caesar II. For

starters, if you do a good job

quelling riol.s, dowsing fires, recruiting soldiers and build-

ing great cities, you earn approval ratings that grant you

the right to take on another province.

Then it really heats up. Along with wearing your city

planner hat. you get to don the general's helmet and fight

off hordes of barbarians in battle sequences (check out the

Carthaginians on armored elephants). With each additional i

province you control, the closer you get to the best hat o|

all: the emperor's :»nuppy laurel wreath.

By combining great graphics, intriratf. <ilrafftj>i7inl

and battle action, Caesar II isn't merely simulation, llf

stimulatitin for thn*;e u/ho hanlrpr for ar'iinn »nrt fv*w/T

i

C'A.ST OK THOLSANDS Thr tuprr-amirair amukuum antlJriailnJ

hiMlii mfDrmalum earned Tmphy Bass Ihe endone IIRIffiH'^TTTII
meMelBA.S.S.Amenivsla-gexiliOimgnmimDaum l^hjUU CiaJI

Bt'ILT IN A DAY? Thr hivimi al airuran,- andjeuill m
Kopes are aM<mishinn , white buttle urtfuenten a rwi%t

fir am gamei-add anmlier layer nftlnUente andfun

^K^ilf 11

SIERRA* BUY TWO SIERRA GAMES AND GET A THIRD FREE.
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FOOTBALL PRO

FDOimniiio
'96"

When Foolhall Pro '95 was
hailed as "the bcsi football game
on ihc planet," you'd think Sierra

would send in the third siring and

retire to the locker room for a tall,

frosty one. But, no. They put the pads back on, threw out

the old playbook. and came back with Foolhall Pro 96.

It keeps all the things that earned its forefathers the

Best Sports Simulation award three years running:
"^

attention to real NFL player and team stats, a

with over 10,000 combination.s of X's and
O's. and league play over CompuServe.

Ah, bul that's the old stuff. For 1996, you can suit

up as a pla^r for an arcade game or appoint yourself

coach for th| football sim. What's more, .3D animations
were create using films of actual players shot from
dozens of^glcs simultaneously, so tailbacks juke, wide
receiver* sprint, and linemen grunt just like their real-

^^ Mtcrparis. The awesome realism of this new ver-

sion is sure to earn some accolades. "Best football game
in the solar system'.'" Could be.

COMMAND:
ACES OF THE DEEP'

Now hear this. All persoftfel

who want to see how tbc
Simulation (jamc of the Ye

Hcen improved, report to ^Bir
software dealer. COMMA
Aies of the Deep, with its incre

ble realism and historical accur

cy, has taken a giant leap forward

with the addition of phenomenal
texture -mapped graphics and voice activation.

With Windows' 9.") and IBM VoiceType*. you bark com-
mands at your U-boal crew and watch them respond to your

orders to dive, surface, fire torpedoes, and more. While you

don't need the voice comm:ind option to play the game, ii

adds yet another dimension to the realism.

Your strategic skills get a sweat-producinp

workout in the cat-and-mouse pursuit

sequences, while a new two-mode deck gun lets

you play a moic arcadc-stylc game. Here, you
gel to do to other ships what COMMAND has done
to other simulation pamcs: Blow ihem out of the water.

THI.S I.S .NOT TV The "mmiim lapiurr" hasril <l> ammaiiim
have yiiu think yim've luned in In the NFL game
afihe week Bui this is heller: No ummeriiah.

I^^^E^

WVK: WVK: Shuulnullhernleri.tml \iHiriTn,- remit rm the MnfRM
diiuhlemlhefiravoueutlnaleJCDHOMimulalumKtmirr,,' \uilkluU

NATIVE

diiuhle in Ihrfirti

IMIy<imT^ammamitinil<mrt,^IUirn-jmma,

B

iUM i iLK iU WIN AN IBM APTTVA.. can 1 8007577707. surf httii//wwwderraa)m. or log on at AOL or CompuSer

/£) ^^
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3-D ULTRA
PINBALL

The pinhall wi/aids at Siena have just ctme up

with a heller kica im how to stick five vcrtiod feet of

pinhall machine onto seven inches of computer scicen.

While most other pinhall games show you the table as

if it were shot pointing straight up. Siena's .^0 Ultra

Pinhall siank the table so you can sec the whole thing

easily without scrolling. This bit ol cleverness was then

totally exploited with the most amazing spaccscape

graphics to appear this side of Alphii Ccntauri.

AnothcT innovation; 31) Ultra Pinhall uses advanced physics formulas to

give you an uncannily accmrale feel of a real table. Thanks tt) genius pn)gram-

ming from some people who weren't sleeping during Physics class, flipper

responsiveness, taWe bumping, ball rolling and ricixhcls Kx* :uid react just like

an authentic lavem machine. It even tilts like classic pinhall. Damn!

The game's three tables can be interconnected so you can keep

going until the sun comes up. And action on all versions is super fast; an

amazing feat especially for a Windows* game. If there's one downside to

this addictive game, it may be that the garbage isn't going to get taken

out for a while, imd ihc dog may have to start walking himself.

i

FAST AND FURKMJS TItffull dimensumil graphics

e^ 3-D Ultra Pinhall haven' t \timed things dtnvn.

Action isfasl.fremirtl nninni:-,!
tVii!ltU Hm^

1

-.THE
Now that the

Windows' 9.S frenzy is

ding full tilt, you may

Aonder. "is there

a game specifically

designed for this amaz-

ingly c(x)l new operat-

ing system that takes

full advantage of its

multi-threading capa-

bilities.'" Or }x;rhaps you'd like to know, "is

there a game so incredibly wicked that it will

actually incrca.sc my supply of testosterone'?"

t:^.5 LFm^ t?i,.^ 1^
The an.swcr to both (questions: Yes. And

ynn'n* innkin^ aX il

Thexder flies, runs, jumps, morphs into a

tank or plane, and blasts his way through five

worlds, each with ten different levels of

increasing hair-pulling difficulty.

Your job in all Ihis is in help Ihpx/lfir

work his way through iiilnO-nuintihig iiiazo

while steeling clear of energy llcld-s, sheer drop

offs. and other u-Hsorlcd gamc-cndcr*. Then, in

addition to robots, aliens, cyborgs and other

SIERRA* BUY TWO SIERM GAMES ATO GET A THIRD FREE.
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XDER
enemies, Thexder also has lo contend with burning lava,

cnishing ceilings, and unpredictable explosives.

Thanks to your droid-fast reflexes, and Thexder's

ability lo morph, you can struggle your way to the 50th

level to face Primus Tech, the numero uno enemy.
Actually, there are other enemies you can take on: the bad

dudes you play against on your network or your modem.
Ail this battling is supercharged courtesy of

Windows* 95. Along with the main horizonully-scrolling

action window, there are five additional screens to keep
you filled in on your position, available equipment, ene-

mies and weapons. Due to that multi-threading business.

b ^...'V) .<
every screen is con.stanlly updated without slowing down
the main action one hair.

Thexder-aure to be one of the sea.son's best sell-

ers-has arrived, pumped on Window.s* 95 steroids, and
rc.idv to do some serious damace

H '^ ^feuadU^K V. _ ; ^

iw^^HlHHiH!t41
r-i-ili-ili-i«i-fa-rr"i«n«i-i ^^^H

IJKE A MAU. MOVIE THEATRf
out Iliads qfinfi) and anion umulianeimil} /; .1 ull nuuit

poMsihIr hy the imly namr lo lake adraniane oj

Ike mulli-lhreadiHg abiliiits of Windows' 95 NATIVE

hiti n

1

^ ^^^ ^ -% -^ ^ -4 ^ ^ ^

LASTDYmSTY"
Last Dynasty isn't the best new

game to come along in a while. It's

more like two of the best.

Start by parking yourself in its

first-person, full-view, real-time combat

simulator. The compk^ly castomi/aMe

c<x.kpit. with continuous on-line help,

l(x;ks on and destn)ys typical space fight

games. The information overload as you

plaj) .u, au....^. whik; your radar and windshk;ld fills with enemy
ships, is truly stomach-churning. Then comes an even cooler

part: You can grab a momentary breath during all this chaos by

switching into strategy mcxie, where you can map out and exe-

cute your nexl attack from a mega-choice of battle su^cgies.

Carrying the aclion game forward arc spectacular interac-

tive cinema clips, haunting original music, and enough mind-

racking tension to have ycxj sweating an arsenal worth of bullets.

While the action side of this equation beats most pure space

arcade CDs at their own gaiTie, Last Dynasty shines again in the

fully-rcndered, high res scenes in the adventure portion of Ihe

game. This mind-puz/Jcr takes place aboard a multi-level space

.station. From a first-person angle you explore, look for clues,

remove a few ruUiksis strangers, and keep your nerve endings on
afcn-nxxlc in wail for a .surpri.se attack.

Consider Last Dynasty a.s an excellent, addictive, waip
speed, mysterious, challenging, over siini'd value-.

IMM.BI,K VOUK PI.KA.SIJKK // you can 1 make up ymir mindhenteen
Ihe at lion inrrliiad ofa i/KX rfi/fhl, or Ihe hrain lease(B^~^

|C^
ofan adtenlure Kome. Uat Dyiunty nlvrs you *o(ft. ^Jy^y L \i

Ml lER TO WIN AN IBM APTIVA. C^ I8OO7577707. surf http//www«erraoonv or log on at AOL or CompuServa 5.
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MIND OF

DR BRAIN-
You have to love something

that makes your kids smarter, keeps

ihcm happily occupied for hours,

and isn't TV. In this case, that some-

thing is The Lost Mind ofDr. Brain.

This third installment in the

immensely popular Dr. Brain .series

cives kids 10 different wildly enter-

taining puzzles to solve-each chal-

lenging the 10 learning centers in real live kid brains.

Some involve mazes, others memory games, and there's

plenty of fun with words and music. Since you can set the

degree of difTicuiiy, both ten-year olds and teens can have

their brains put to the test.

But here's the real truth. These puzzles are also a

blast for those of us who. ahem, haven't doodled on a Pee

Chee for many moons. (My favorite: sending the right

colored balls down the railroad track maze to the station.)

So don't gel the idea this is some stuffy, bookish

"learning aid." The puzzles arc pure fun, surprisingly

funny, and always a challenge. If you've got kids, buying

The Lost Mind ofDr Brain is clearly a no bniitiL-r.

I

BRAIN <:KNTRAr There's an object to thts ffame Help reMore

Dr. Brain's hratn which he accideniatty

tran^erreti to his rodent assistant. Rathhnne

windmn gitdWnmrvs^f ve reglMrnmd^Honi •

MIXE D-UP
MOTHER GOOSEDELUXE

The list of the awards Mixed-

Up Mother Goose has won from

magazines, parents' groups and the

software industry could fill up the

rest of this page. And no wonder.

Mere is a game that has introduced

more than 500,000 little ones to the

compuier, while helping build their problem-solving and

learning skills.

Sounds like a textbook? It's not. In the new deluxe

version of Mixed-Up Mother Goose kids search through

Mother Goose Land to find missing objects from classic

rhymes. A successful recovery is rewarded with a song-but

not like you've ever heard before. Imagine "Little Jack

Homer " done in reggae and you'll get the idea.

The game can be played in English or Spani.sh, and

there's a free bonus audio CD of the 18 songs in ilic gainc

so kids can sing along after you've commanUccrcU ilic

compuier so you can play your games.

^^--^
TAKK A iikHlWM MfMhtr Oomr Lund u UiuJ out m Uautifui.

hand-painted graphtcx. *vith dnzcns

ofplaces for kids to explore. WIN'95WINMAC^^

® SIERRA* BUY TWO SIERRA GAMES AND GET ATHIRD FREE.
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Were giving away five IBM Aptiva "Uhimatc Gamer" systems with Pentium 133
Mh/ processor. 16 MB RAM. 3.4 Gig hard drive. Six .Speed CD-ROM. 16 Bit Mwave
sound card, 30-watt stereo speakers with sub-w(K)fer, and a 17" Super VGA monitor.
You want? Option A: .Scour all 10 pages of the Sierra ad, answer ihe questions below,
send the card back to us by February 14, 1996 and pray mightily to the game god.s.
Option B: Buy your own by calling IBM W Direct at I-800-IBM-2-YOU.

Which Sierra game comes with 7 CD-ROMs?
Which Sierra game takes place in an abandoned museum?

Which Sierra game visits five subterranean worlds?

Which Sierra game features voice activation?

Name

Address

City. State -Zip

No fwdune neicvury (Xfcf unod m USA mly
SmcKptukes i\ cipm In mMicnf^ of the IIS mcr 18 ycvi of

afc. Yow nuy u%e lliis cjrd <» cnlcr «)n » pljin 1i5-tnch c»d.
All federal. %tjlc«ndl(K.J ljw\ apply Tavc-%. tf any. xc Ihe

vdc rc^pnnMNiily «>* Iht- pri/c winner. IV4.l\Hln^ ul Ihe

jodlrrA afe linal and hinthng fJfler %oi«l where p((4iihilcdby

ta« l-jil|iloyec« and family niemher\ «>f Sieira (hi Ijne (v

IBM CuqMintiaN are nm eli][iblc Odds of winnin|c depend
rof clltnc»fcxxi%ed fMly tine amwer per

queMMm. (me entry per hdUNChoU.

Emne% will he randomly selcrled and amwer. vcnfioi hif

Cfineclnew to idenlify and wlcil winner\ Winnen will be

Kkcacd l^elinury 1^. IVW> (innd Kn/ex will he \hippul in

*rnner\ jt jAkvw shtxwn on entry (ntm Total appcovimalr

valiK of (^rand Pn/e i» }5.(J<ineai.h Winner cann4 liansfcr

pri/c. Pn/c i\ nm redeemable Un cash

l-^acfa winner will he required m m^ a relcxic allowing

Sierra to umt his or her lumc and likene%\ in advcniung

IBM IS a regnlemi Irademait of iMematKnal Business Maihinn (VxpiinlKin Apfiva n a ngiiMral Ifadcmaii of IBM

Winncn will he mmnmcaSm Sierra fimnm on line and in

.Simng itvie iif iMerAcwin Kir a list of winners, avail^ilc 'HI

tiay^ aflcr Swocpslake drawing, lend a slampcd sclf-adilrcvvd

envelope to Winncn Ijn Oo .Siora Ui-Linc. P.O. Ba> 53210.
Hcllevuc. WA 9(101 5 3210.

pas, Hi- yo^.^iU- /wo ^'^rra <j2,y^ii, 50/ a fkirJ free*.

f'-^^ jas.^ wa. ,.fj^ ^,f t

Hard to believe, but there are even m.iic Sierra games than we could squeeze into this ad. .So check them all
out by going to the place where you like to buy games or call I -8()0-7.'57-7707 and order directly from Sierra.
Then, when you buy any two games fn)m the list below between November I, 1995 and January 31, 1996, you
can select one more from the other side of this card and we'll send it to you for free.

U Adi's Cf)inprchensivc Ixaming System

Caesar II

COMMAND: Aces of the Deep

Li Ironi Page Sports: Fcxrtball Prt) '96

Ciabricl Knight: The Bcasi Within

LI Hoylc' Classic (iamcs

LI Kings Quest VII, 2.0

LI l^st Dynasty

J IxhIc Runner On-Llne

a Lost Mind f>r Dr. Brain

LI Mixcd-Up Mother Goose Deluxe

JOulpost \.5

~1 Phaniasmagoria

Police Quest: SWAT
Print Artist 3.0

Shivers

LJ Space Quest 6

ThexHer

3-D Ultra Pinball

The Incredible Machine 3.0

Torin's Passage

Q Trophy Bass

Well. OK. free plus $5.95 for postage and handling.
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j Check the box in front of your free game from the hst below and mail this card with your check nr money order made

out to Sierra On-Linc for $5.95 for postage and handling, dated receipts and prcH)fs of purchase from both games

(the UPC bar code from the cartons) to: Sierra Buy 2 Ciet I Free Offer

P.O. Box 3404

Salina.s,CA 93912

You can also take advantage of this offer by ordering directly from Sierra at 1 -800-757-7707 24 hours a day.

-I
J Berlil/ Spanish

LI Casino Deluxe

J Castle of Dr. Brain

J Front Page Sp»)rts. Baseball '94

bJ Gabriel Knight: Sins of the Fathers

U Hoyle's" Classic Card Games

J lncrcdil>lc T(x)n Machine

SHIP MY FREE GAME TO:

Name

(J LandDesigner

O Leisure Suit Larry 6

Q Leisure Suit l-arry Collection

Q Lode Runner: The l-egend Reiums

U MctalTcch: Eiarthsicgc

Powerhouse

Red Baron w/ Mission Builder

Q Space Quest Collection

Q Talking Tutor: Alphabet Blocks

Talking Tutor: Beginning Reading

Talking Tutor: Early Math

Talking Tutor: Kid's Typing

Talking Tutor: Spelling Blizzard

Woodruff and the Schnibble

- Address

State Zip.City

f^eaw alkiw 4 u> 6 wccli.t Un delivery. Offer valid in Ihc US and Canada nnly. N(K valid with any mlicr offer. RcqucMn imm \x puMiiiaifccd l>y Fdnuary IS, 19%.
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om the beginning. Sierra's

Police Quest series has offered
. an unflinchingly realistic view of

what it's like to be a police officer.

The danger that awaits in even the
most seemingly mundane traffic stop.
The importance of doing police work
"by the book." The frustration of
capturing a crook only to find that
the system" has let him off the hook
on a technicality.

The four current episodes of Po//ce
Quest have been incredibly popular
with gamers. They've been heralded

by police forces across the country as
valuable devices for their own training

and for giving the general public a
better understanding of what it's like

to carry a badge. But the first four
Police Quests were adventure games.
This fifth game in the series is some-
thing new and different.

Police Quest: SWAT is a tactical

simulation — a first-person, "coming
at you" view of what it's like to be
a member of the most elite crime-
fighting force in history. Police Quest:
SWAT otters gamers a chance to sign

up for a tour of duty with the Special

Weapons and Tactics team of Los

Angeles and take part in three tactical

situations. It's not an experience for
the faint of heart.

Filmed on location in actual training

facilities and on city streets all over
Los Angeles County with the full

assistance of the LAPD and real SWAT
members, new Police Quest: SWAT
provides a close-up look at the life of
America's best-trained, most secretive
law-enforcement organization —
possibly for the first time ever.

Police Quest: SWAT

"Crazy" Lucy Long has barricaded herself m her The tramient holed up in the Kipland Industries
house. Paranoia has gotten the best of her - warehouse is high as a kite. He's armed and he
she's confusino her friendt and fAmilu mamhort h^< ^ hnrt^^^ Tt..> ., i,/ e .l.

With crooks and gang members. " She has a gun Can you take control of the situation and get
and she's shooting at anything that moves. Can that hostage out of the warehouse alive?
you save her from hurting herself and others?

A radical militant group has taken control of
Eastman Enterprises and is threatening to blow

F*l'JwiMfil.<:jjJii»>lf:i«i

Can thii armfd militia he itnppmi hofon th»y

set and detonate their explosives ?

Holiday 1995 Check Out Sierra's New Website, SierraWeb, At WWW.SIERRA.COM



Police Quest: SWAT • Hit the Streets with a "SWAT PUP'
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I shared this information, and
informatioft from other

witnesses, with the members
of my team.

'""-"^^uZir""
'positions. ''frofthe
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Order Hint Books & Strategy Guides 24 Hours a Day: 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707
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POLICE QUEST'
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t V into the groundj

guess I
need more

training)

Holiday 1995 24-Hour Hint Line: 1 • 900 • 370 • 5583 ($.75/min.). Under 18 Needs Parents' Permission!
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POLICE QUEST METRO DIVISION

• Training •

After my early trip to the

cemetery courtesy of my first

assignment, I spent significantly

more time on my training. Here's

a quick rundown on the large

selection of training facilities and
resources available to help you
build your career from a "Swat

Pup" to an element leader.

r

^-"
whatbei,,

almost anv.,,„.

6allety»^^^

protective
gear.

y°"rney. assign;;,
-;;;'>"°ns about

At the Los Angeles Range, you
can train as a SWAT sniper and
study the science of trajectory,

windage, and bullet drop.

While most of the

information presenled

here is available to the

public, ther«'t r^«var

been so much of it m
one place before. SWAT

niefnhHfs try not to

make thomtelves too

well known or their

tactics too obvious.

I
if V^

«-*;r.**
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See pages
55-64
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Available: November
$54.95

WIN 95 CD

All Sierra Products Have a 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
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EISHING

I've explored new dimensions,

Tdent riddies, outfought master

generals on computerized battlefields.

Now get ready to go against the ultimate

foe: a cagey, stubborn, aib. lake bass.

You don't need to be a fisherman to

enjoy the challenge and excitement of pro

sport bass fishing with Sienra's great new
simulation. Trophy Bass?"

Anglers will love the detail, but gamers

will be hooked by Its strategic depth and
limitless possibilities. You'll even learn a few

tricks to take to the lake.

So get hooked on Trophy Bass today.

See your local software retailer or to order

direct, 24 hours a day, seven days a week,

call 1-800-757-7707. Visit us at: http://

www.sierra»com, AOL, or CompuServe.

Endorsed by
Bass Anglers

S{XHb>in<3ii

Sodcty

R A'
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Strikes a near-perfect balance of historical accuracy
and playability." Computer Gaming World

Your sub breaks the cold surface

of the North Atlantic. As soon as

the conning lower has cleared

the waves you scramble up the ladder

and into the fresh air. Waves tower
and crash around you. You can see the

masts and stacks of ships two miles off

your port bow, hiddon in the troughs

of the restless ocean. It's a convoy of

slow-moving freighters Soon you'll be
among them, giving your commands;
"Torpedo Room! Fire tube!"

You're the skipper of a World
War II U boat, and this is COMMAND:
Aces of the Deep, Computer Gaming
World's "Simulation Game of the Year"

in 1994. New COMMAND takes Aces of

the Deep to a heightened stage of

realism with superb graphics that

include wave motion and a range of

weather from balmy skies to thunder-

clouds, a deck gun for your sub, and
voice-recognition technology.

First with Voice Recognition
COMMAND: Aces of the Deep is

the first ever CD-ROM simulation to

feature voice recognition. COMMAND
comes equipped with VoiceType from
IBM, the world leader in this field.

You don't have to train VoiceType to

respond to your voice, all you need is a

quiet room and the list of commands
the program understands. Now when

t,.^ „..^;.'i charges are flying and the
carrier planes are hunting you down,
when the convoy you're stalking is

making a run for it, you ran calmly

give your instructions to your crew
just by saying them out loud No
more hunting around for the correct

keystroke combinations or clicking

the mouse on the right button.

"Ail Ahead Fulll"

Thanks to VoiceType, COMMAND
understands what you want when
you ask for speed, depth, and course

changes, when you order the crew to

man the deck gun or take cover during

an air attack, even when you want to

change the options in the game. That's

right — you can turn the music, sound
effects, and engine sounds on and off

just by stating your preference into

your system's microphone.

Still the Sub Sim Standard
"Aces of the Deep is simply on|K_._..__

of the most impressive pieces ot^'W
software I've ever had the pleasure
of playing," Computer Game
Review said. "It is evident that it will

set the new standard for submarine
simulations, perhaps even simulations

in general." The reviewer for CGR was
playing thp original vpr<;ion of fhp

game — imagine his reactiun to

COMMAND\ The new wave motion
adds plenty of excitement as your suL

surfs through heavy seas. Explosions

and flames look more realistic, as does
the weather, which can help or hinder

you in your attack.

Some things haven't changed. You
take charge of one of four types of

U-boats actually deployed on the high

seas in World War II, and you face all

the ships the Allies actually used in the

Sdfiie time period, the fteiyhters,

merchant ships, and t.inkers, the eight

OO To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call
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Command the new Aces of the Deep
with its SVGA graphics, voice-recogninon
technology, deck gun, and full Win 95

compliancy!

ty^L, ^. escort vessels (from cramped
corvettes to the all-powerful aircraft

carriers), the 10 types of aircraft that

can stalk, find, and even sink you.
Descriptions and specifications for each
ship can be called up on your screen,

and the "Victim View" feature gives

you a 360 degree, closeup look at your
nearest antagonist.

You can play COMMAND in career
mode, working your way up to the
best boats by sinking Allied ships on
the most unforgiving battlefield of
the war. Or you can play in single-

mission mode against a convoy, go
one-on-one against a warship, or try

your skills in one of COMMAND'%
"Historic" missions, in which you face
the same conditions as the original

captains. You can even heighten the
Livrftalisni by handicapping yourself.

choosing to go into bdine wnn tuei or

ammuntion low, with dud torpedoes
mixed in among the live ones, with an
untrained crew, with a boat that's seen
too many battles and not enough time
in a repair dock.

Extra Punching Power
For the first time, the U-boats' deck

guns can be manned directly by the
player Each boat has a rapid-fire

artillery piece mounted topside to give

you additional sting. Use the gun to
cover your escape, to finish off a
crippled ship, or to fight to the last

man when cornered. You are no
longer defenseless when forced —
because of battle damage or the need
to radio your base or just get some air

— to run on the surface.

Take Advantage of
Windows 95
COMMAND: Aces of the Deep was

designed to run on the most famous
operating system ever, Windows 95.

You can forget the inconvenience
of boot disks and customized
configurations, and concentrate
instead on outfoxing convoy escorts.

"Helmsman," you speak into the
microphone. "Right full rudder.
Torpedo Room, load tube!" Welcome
aboard COMMAND: Aces of the Deep.

Aces of the Deep Owners:
Upgrade Now To

COMMAND!
Own one of the hottest games tor

^Windows 95 )us» spnd your original

game disk or CD-ROM (no copies) and
$15 (includes shipping & handling) to;

Sierra On-Une Upgrades
P.O. Box 10

Coarsegold, CA 93014
Shipping is via US mail. Add 15.75 for

serond-day air Include your nidiliny

address and a daytime phone number

NOW SHIPPING
Price: S54.95

WIN 95 CD

NATIVE

BU{|^|

get;!

See
pages
55-64

Holiday 1995 Automated Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week: 1 • 206 • 644 • 4343 Ol
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Front page sportS players:

FOOTBALL PRO '00

If
you've ever been a fan of an NFL

team, you've probably spent just as

much time cursing your favorite

team's coaching decisions as you have

cheering their big plays. How often

have you wanted to play the role of

Buddy Ryan and slug the offensive coor

dinator for his boneheaded play calling

(or, if you're an Arizona fan, punch

out Buddy himself)?

Well, here's your oppor
tunity to put your money
where your mouth is and
at the same time get a

realistic look at the

strategy and pressure an

NFL coach faces __r rnn in» ituz
each Sunday. Sierra's N \ SW u*t UU
design team pre- ^—-^ x j^'^^^^^^M
sents Front Page Sports:

Football Pro '96 Football Pro

'96 is the newest version of the wildly

popular simulation that's won "Sports

Game of the Year" honors from

Computer Gaming World for three

straight years and sports game awards
from virtually every other computer
gaming publication imaginable.

With
Football Pro
'96, Sierra has

made stunning

improvements
in playability

and realism

that should
earn them a

four-peat this

year. As a

seasoned
veteran of

Football Pro '95 campaigns, I was
surprised that such a huge
improvement could be made in an
already outstanding game.

Lifelike Player Motion
The first improvements to meet the

eye are the enhanced SVGA graphics

which give the players a more lifelike

feel. Individual players' motions are

much clearer and precise, especially in

By Clint Boswcll

the offensive and defensive lines

where most games tend to clutter each
player among the others. You can

almost see the defensive end using a

rip or club technique as he blasts by

the tackle on his way to the quarter-

back, while the pulling offensive guard

clearly lowers his head and mows
down the linebacker filling the hole.

if you're watching an animated version

of Monday Night Football without the

three clowns in the booth. The latest

motion-capture technology and

SGI-based 3D character animation were
used to create these images. In plain

English, the same smooth graphics that

you find in the best role-playing and
adventure games are entering the

It's hard to explain on paper just

how significant these improvements
are. Despite all of the fine features in

the '95 edition of the game, I did have

to admit that the movements of the

players seemed too cartoonish. In the
'96 version, I was startled when I

watched my offense run its first play.

The first adjective that comes to

mind is "liquid." The movements of the

players are so natural, that it seems as

faster paced sports-game world, if

Football Pro '96 is any indication.

Every Viewpoint in the

Stadium
One of the graphic features

that benefits most from the

new upgrades is the CAMS
(Camera Angle
Management System)

view. CAMS utilizes j

^2 To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707 S I A *



thousands of angles from all around
the stadium to create a vivid look at
the game. Any location in the stadium,
from the press box to the 50-yard line

to the blimp floating high above, is

available for view.

Instant Replays and
Highlight Films
The instant-replay and highlight-film

features allow you to watch each play
from any angle, so you can see the
handoff to your fullback close-up,

watch him veer off the tackle's ample
hip and bounce the play outside when
the linebacker fills his primary hole.

When the ball carrier breaks into the
clear, you can zoom out and watch as
the secondary

•ffKX»cl •

begins to close in, laughing all the
while as you see from every angle how
you juked the safety and ran over the
cornerback.

I found myself spending almost as
much time enjoying the instant-replay

feature as I did actually running live

plays. This

feature

becomes
especially

important as

you delve

deeper into

the game and
begin utilizing

the Play Editor

to design

plays that fit

your own per-

sonal style of

football.

Unlike most
football

games I've

played that

tout the fact that they contain 200
plays. Football Pro '96 contains
10,000 plays. To compare just how
large this volume is, I called the
Seattle Seahawks and found that

Practice running the ball in Basic mode, or check out the
game's 10,000 stored plays. You can even use the Play

Editor to design your own offensive and defensive sets.

Enhanced SVGA graphics give the players' movements a
more lifelike feel. Their movements are so fluid, you'll

think you're watching an animated Monday Night Pootball

their playbook
contains about 1,000
plays on offense and

800 on defense.

But 10,000 plays just aren't

enough for me. That's the great thing

about the Play Editor. You can design

your own offensive and defensive sets,

and then create plays that are detailed

down to each player's individual pass

route or blocking assignment. Running
backs will hesitate on counters and
draws, quarterlwcks will execute
play-action fakes, and linemen can

trap, chop, or drive-block — all in vivid

graphics that show each player's every
nrravement in full detail.

The greatest initial satisfaction is

using your own plays to beat the
computer. After filling out your game
plan and setting your coaching

profile to -

reflect what
you want to

do in any of

the different

game situa-

tions, you
take on your
fdicfoprocessor

in a battle of

silicon vs.

cerebrum.

Start with
Jacksonville for

your tlrsi game
if you want my
rccommcndo-
tion. (Oh yes,

the expansion
teams are included. Every NFL team and
player is at your disposal.) Just as in real

life, the Jaguar defense is weak, giving

you a chance to practice running the
ball — which is, just as in the NFL, the
bread-and-butter of strategic football.

Your Game to Win or Lose
You can do whatever you want with

your team in this game. Build it from
the ground up, with real stats and abil-

ities for real

NFL players,

based on your
offensive and
defensive

philosoDhies.

You can't

imagine the

sdtisfdctlon I

had in using

my own
"Power
Monster"
formation,

complete with
two tight

ends and a

320-pound
tackle

as the lead

blocking fullback, to pound the football

up the middle like a battering ram.

Just as in real football, you can see

the opposing defense start to weaken
and tire from the relentless frontal

assault. When the moment is right and
you see, from the above angle on your
CAMS replay, that the computer is

bringing its safeties in to contain th*e

run, rear back and throw the deep
post route off a play-artion fake,

high-Stepping like a dancing fool all

ted Technical Support Service 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week: 1 • 206 • 644 • 4343 03



the way to paydirt. I love to taunt, it's

so cleansing!

Once you're adept at running plays

and outguessing the weaker teams,

move up to Pittsburgh or Dallas — but

be prepared to take some lumps,

because with the better teams the

computer learns fast and has no mercy.

CMiplll iMi It hMri «Mi rail pn0i la ml «•« lit

lAGMIOl.
Take Your Team On-Line

If you play fantasy football, you can

install your players on a team and
battle head-to-head with

the others in your league

to see who truly has the

best team, instead of

relying on stats and luck.

Once you've put in your

time in training camp
and learned something
about surviving on a

football field, there are

some on-line playing

options that I found to

be the most entertaining

aspect of the game.

The most popular site

to play Football Pro is in

the CompuServe Football

Pro leagues. This experi-

ence was an eye-opener
and a lesson when,
thinking I was
pretty good, I

took a couple
of 30-point

beatings in my
first tussle with

the Advanced
League. But
that's the

beauty of

and soon produced some good
showings. You'll be downloading and
uploading your coaching profiles and
game plans with your opponents, and
you can raid other coaches' playbooks

for new ideas. Leagues are getting

started all the time, so there's room for

you. If you go to the Sierra Sport

Simulations forum (type GO SIERRA) on
CompuServe, you
can get all the

info you need on
league play.

Leagues give

actual game
summaries and
updated league

files each week
with results, stats,

and league

This "CAMS" replay shows the

action during a snow game
between Chicago and Green Bay.

leaders.

Reading the
play-by-play

summary of

your last

road game is

truly riveting

entertain-

ment. I

caught
myself

cursing and

Taunt the Other Coaches
A newer on-line option is provided

through the ImagiNation Network
on-line service. This is truly the tops in

football action. Live games are played by

both coaches here, as opposed to only

the home team in CompuServe.

The first thing you realize when you
play your first game on INN is that you

can talk to

the other

coach while

the game is

in progress

You have
carte

blanche on
taunting; no
refs will be
throwing
flags. As a

computer
novice, this

setup really

amazed me.

"Football Pro is such a

popular game, but until

now, you've had to down-
load, store, and send,"

says Cindy Wilson of INN.

"This gives players instant

access. You're playing in

real time. And you've

always got somebody to

play with, so you can

really hone your skills."

Wilson said the INN
Football Pro gaming area

is expanding, with

leagues and tournaments
on the horizon. Even

Barry Sanders, the

Detroit Lions All-Pro

running back, may be
ploying heod-to-hcod

with players across the
country on-line with

INN. Imagine that: You too can get

spun out of your shoes by the NFL's

leading rusher, just liW*> th«» rpal NFI

players — but

this game.
I mean, Bill

Parcells

could probably

get a run for his

money here.

Despite the

initial pounding,

rebounded in the

Beginner levels.

exulting out loud several times as I

marched down the field for a score,

but then had my quarterback sacked

and injured for the game on the next

series. I won anyway, thanks to Larry

(name changed to preserve his pride)

throwing to Jerry Rice in double cover-

age (Rod Woodson and Carnell Lake)

and paying for it (a four-interception

bonanza for me).

^ Telech Support Is Available On The Sierra BBS: 1 . 206 • 644 • 0112 S I E R A*



Win a Super
Bowl Party!
^r:.'*•••••••••••••••••

Which teams will make it to the League Championships?
Which teams will make it to the Super Bowl?

Give us your guess now, and you could watch that Super Bowl
game on a 50" color wide-screen TV from Hitachi while you enjoy a
catered party with your closest friends. (We'll even throw in $300 to get
your carpets cleaned after they finish spilling stuff on the rugs!)

How do you win? It's easy, just give us the names of all four teams that
will play in the AFC and NFC championship games and
the scores. As a tie-breaker

question, include the total

offensive yardage of the
winning team. The entry

that has the closest answer
will win a Super Bowl party

for up to 20 people.

One Grand Prize winner will receive:
* A Super Bowl-sized 50-inch color TV from Hitachi (approx. value $2,700)
* A catered Super Bowl party for 20 people (approx. value $400)
* $300 cash (to get your carpets cleaned!)

Five First Prize Winners will receive:

* Footballs autographed by Detroit Lion superstar Barry Sanders
(approx. value $200)

100 Second-prize winners will receive: PC lCfili'ilSlI

* One-year subscriptions to PC Gamer magazine. Each monthly
magazine comes with a CD-ROM chock-full of the latest and
greatest software demos, (approx. value $95)

200 third-prize winners will receive:
* A limited-edition FPS: Football Pro '96 T-shirt (approx. value $18)— until now only worn by the design team at Dynamix!

To Enter: Give us your guesses on-line on the Sierra Web Site at www.sierra.com.
Or you can use the mail by filling out the short entry form below and mailing it to us at.

Win a Super Bowl Party Contest, C/O Sierra On-Line, P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue, WA 98015

mmm
'8B SEASON

Rules & Stuff:

1) Employee and their families of Sierra On-
Line, IrK. and its tubsidiaries, a^efKies, and
suppliera are not ehgible Irmited to US reii-

dents only. 2) This contest is not endorsed by
Players, Int , the NFl. or its affiliates. 3) All

entries become property of Sierra On-Une, Inc

This contest is sponsored by Sierra On Line,

Inc , 3380 146lh PI SE, Bellevue, WA 98007 4)

Must be a US resident and at least 18 years
old to enter 5) No purchase necessary Void
where prohibited Limit or>e entry per person
— two per household 6) Winning entries will

be decided at the sole discretion of Sierra On
Une, Inc In the case of a tie, pnjes go to the
entry with the earliest postmark (or the earli-

est posting on SierraWeb) 7) The results of
this contest will be announced January 1 7,

19% Winners will be notified by n>ail. 8) Void
outsicte the U S 9) All entries must be post-
marked by December 26, 1995 10) Sierra On-
Une, Inc IS not responsible for late, lost, illegi-

ble, or misdirected entries 1 1) Ali prizes will

be awarcied for a list of winners, send a seff-

addressed, stamped envelope to Super Bowf
Contest Winners, Sierra Or>-Lioe. P.O. Bon
S300S, 8ellevue, WA 9801S.

AFC CHAMPIONSHIP NFC CHAMPIONSHIP

AFC Team 1 Score

AFC Team 2 Score

AFC Champ

NFC Champ

Total Offensive

Total Offensive

NFC Team 1 Score

NK. Team 2 Score

Name;

Address:

City: State: .Zip:

Daytime Phone:

Signature: .

(Signature certifies that I am over 18 and have read and agree to all contest tutes.)



80 YOU WHNT TO LfAKN WlUr IT'S UKE TO BE ON
THE numOnrS MOST BJTE CRIME neHTINO FORCE?

f
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. YOU'RE DEM.

WMIT TO TRY AGAIN?
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DARYL F. GATES'
POLICE QUESTwm

Hey, sorry. But hod you poid attention to your troining, you might still be alive. Welcome to Dory! Gates' Police Quest:' SWAT". The

most realistic simulation of the SWAT experience ever created. Developed with Daryl F. Gates, originotor of the SWAT concept, this new

multiple CD set puts you right in the middle of the the high-stress, zero toleronce world of the SWAT teom. You'll get intensive troining in

teamwork, weapons and toctics. You'll be tested in mulhple scenorios where your career will ride on life or death split-second decisions.

Make the right decisions and you get promoted to Element Leader in the platoon. Make the wrong one ond your mother could get a

nice, heortfelt letter of sympothy from your supervisor. For more informotion, call 1-800-757-7707 Or see your locol softwore deoler.
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Outdoor Sportsman^^

TnRO F-H'

Anybody who thinks fishing is not
a competitive sport obviously
has never been fishing with

their brother. Some two decades ago,
my younger brother and I spent a
week sweating at opposite ends of an
Alumacraft on a small lake in

Wisconsin.

This was not the stuff of A
River Runs Through It, two
brothers fly-fishing through
their poignant journey to
manhood. This was about body
counts, about amassing piles of
blue gills and perch in my half

of the boat, about staying one
fish ahead of that twerp. In

later years, I came to love the
grace and serenity of wading
rivers and rowing on glass-

smooth lakes, of fishing for

fishing's sake. But there remains
an element of competition,
usually with myself, sometimes
with companions.

Sierra's new fishing game,
Trophy Bass, offers both these
types of fishing: quietly casting

alone by a dock, slowly learning

on your own, the kind of fishing

anyone can do; and the cutthroat

competition of the annual BASS Masters
Classic, where you compete against 42

simulated professional bass fishermen.

Trophy Bass is far and above the
most realistic and challenging fishing

game on the market. All the decisions

and variables in real fishing,

from lure selection to
water temperature to ^

Kevirt VanD3m, a professional bass fiihermjn from Kalamazoo,
Michigan, is one of several bass pros who offer tips and guidance
throughout Trophy Bass.

wind speed, are built into the game.
Fish congregate in places they would
in real life. If you cast too rough, you
spook them. If you use the wrong

lures, they won't strike. If you play

them too hard, they'll break your line.

'It's as close to the real thing as you
can get," says Kevin VanDam, a

professional bass fisherman from
Kalamazoo, Michigan, who placed

sixth in this year's BASS Masters
Classic. "The intensity of
real fishing is there."

VanDam is one
Vi| of several bass
' ' pros who offer

tips and guidance
throughout Irophy

Bass. In addition to the game
components. Trophy Bass offers

a complete bass-fishing

tutorial, covering everything
from where these fish like to

feed, to how weather affects

their behavior, to which lures

are best for various conditions.

Unlike other games where the
only skills you acquire involve

spreading shrapnel. Trophy Bass
will make you a better angler.

The game is so realistic and the
guidance so thorough that you
cannot help but learn.

Likewise, it is impossible to exhaust
this game. I he five featured lakes

offer a total of 750,000 different

%
N

I

i
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locations to fish. But even if you return

to the same hole every time, you
won't encounter the same scenario.

Trophy Bass employs an artificial

intelligence that allows fish to

migrate to the places they would
naturally go. Like real fish, they

won't do the same thing every time.

When you combine 750,000 locations

with nine variable

conditions, 20 rods, 200
lures, and unpredictable
fish, you have a game that

can never get repetitive.

For the Man (or

Woman) Who Has
Everything

Trophy Bass is obviously a great gift

for the fishing set, as even pros enjoy

its realism and detail. "The graphics

are excellent," says .lim Byrd, a fishing

educator and former bass tournament
fisherman from Washington state.

"The things it requires you to do are

very realistic."

But I would also recommend Trophy

Trophy Bass informs you
how long it will take to

get there (a critical bit

of information for the

timed tournament play.)

When you pick a

location, you arrive at

the navigation screen^

a kind of angling

command-and-control
post. Beside a map of

the immediate vicinity,

you monitor a^depth

sounder,

which
reveals

All the decisiom and variables in real fishing, from lure selection to

water temperature to wirid speed, are built into the game. And the

fish, like real fish, vvon't do the same thing every tirne.,_

\

Select one of five premier t>ass waters: Lake of the Ozarks (Misiouri),

Sam Rayburn Reservoir (Texas), Lake Sidney Lanier (Georgia), Lake

Murray (South Carolina), and High Rock Lake (North Carolina).

Bass for those who have never cast a

line. You will learn as you play, and as

you learn you'll find

yourself landing

RASS
BASS ANGLERS

SPORTSMAN SOCIETY

more and more
fish.

The game offers

three modes:
fishing, tournament
fishing, and a

fishing career, in

which you work
through several

tournaments to

qualify for the

Super Bowl of bass

fishing, the BASS
Masters Classic*.

The fishing mode allows you to

explore and practice until you're ready

for the professional circuit.

You begin by selecting one of

America's five premier bass waters:

Lake of the Ozarks in Missouri, Sarrj^

Rayburn Reservoir in Texas, Lake . »

Sidney Lanier in Georgia, Lake Murray
in South Carolina, and High Rock Lake

in North Carolina.

Portions of these

lakes have been
condensed, but

Sierra has gone
to great lengths

to make them as

topographically

accurate as

possible.

Next, the game
outlines the current

fishing conditions:

weather, season, time

of day, wind speed,

wind directions, air

temperature, water

temperature, and water
clarity. You can change
any or all of these con-

ditions,

which will affect how
the fish move, feed,

and react.

••> After set-

ting the con-

ditions, you
arrive at a

topographic

map of your

lake. (You

can also opt

to view the

lake as an
aerial photo
map.) The
computer
shows you
where you

are. You click on a

J .r^-

n
\^

N,

LURE SEIECWN

target fishing spot, and

Fishing is more than juit dropping a line in ttie wdtet. In Trophy Bd»
you have a choice of 200 lures! Experiment in the most basic mode,

and find out wlial all ul them do while you reel the boa in.

QS To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 . 7707 « S I



BASS Masters Classic'

can't select the-^gHharor fiihin

«yK/(f/b»i mffy change on the se

^me toum^i ,

•'^

<ament mode. You

conditions here, and
nd or third day of

whether
you are atop a bed of

weeds or whether the lake

bottom here is muddy or

rocky. From this navigation screen
you also control your boat's speed and

direction, allowing you to maneuver
into the precise location where you
believe the fish will be hiding.

Choose Your Weapons
Now you are ready to start fishing.

If you are by the shore, you'll see a
fishing screen filled with shoreline,
lily pads, rocks, logs, docks, or
weedbeds, depending on where
you've chosen. (These micro-screens
are faithful to the real lakes.) If it's a
windy day, you'll see ripples or white-
caps on the water. Birds are calling

from shore. Plus you'll see the
outlines of the fish holding or
swimming through the water.

After sizing up the terrain, choose

your weapons. Twenty
rods and 200 lures are
available. For easy access,

lures are categorized by
type, color, and subtype.
If you're not sure

whether a chartreuse

shallow-water crank bait

or a bronze shad lipless

crank bait is best, click on
the handy tutorial to

earn more about these
patterns. (You can
keep the tutorial

window open and
. running at all

F times.)

\\You can select
^^ one of five

types of casts to fit

the current conditions.
To aim, you can cast

a targeter that will drop thewith
lure wherever you specify, or you
can cast more naturally by moving
the mouse. The program detects
how much speed you put into the

If you are by the shore. Trophy Bais will ihow you a
filled with shoreline, lily pads, rocks, logs, docks, or
depending on the hole you've chosen.

cast and hurls your lure accordingly.
In reeling, you set your drag and
control the direction by mov-
ing your rod tip. A meter off

to the side shows how much
line you have out and
how deep your lure is

sinking, so you can adjust
your reeling speed to
keep your lure at the
right level.

Tournament Mode
When ready, you can

enter the tournament
mode. Here, as in real

life, you cannot select

the weather or fishing

conditions, and those
conditions may change

on the second or third day. After
landing a fish, you either weigh it

and add it to your live well or
throw it back and try for something
larger. You can keep up to five

fish, and at the end of each of the
tournament's three days, you weigh
in your five keepers. Meanwhile,
the computer has silently run a
simulation of 100 other professional
fishermen. After you weigh in, the
daily scoreboard displays your
standing.

How much time you have depends
on how much driving and boating
around you do. If you waste time
moving from location to location,
you'll have less time to catch fish.

But a rule of thumb is two hours of
game time for each day of tourna-
ment play.

In the career mode, you must
perform well in four qualifying

tournaments to gain entry to the
BASS Masters Classic®. You really do
need to prove yourself. Even capable
anglers will have to put in at least 24

hours of game time to
qualify for the event.

Fun for the
Rookie and
the Vet

Trophy Bass, to
borrow a phrase from

~ ^ another sport, takes
^^B the hat trick for

^^H fishing: on the
^^^H beginers' level you'll

^^^^1 hook a few big ones

JBB right away, on the
more advanced levels

you'll be challenged

by the conditions and
by fish behavior, and
whothar you'ro juct

starting out or d

crusty old angler.

Trophy Bass will teach
you a thing or two
before you pack your
rods and reels and
call it a Hay

fiih,n,j:,,

weedbeds.

3
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CAESARIT^^^ BUILD A CITY.. .BUILD AN EMPIRE! AJL
By Christii Phillips

Notes to a New Governor:

This province and its people are yours to

rule. The responsibilities are many, but
so are the opportunities. You are charged

with bringing the glory that is Rome to

your territory and the lands beyond. Help
expand the Empire, and you will have
power and prestige beyond reckoning.

Planning, building, and managing a new
city are only the first steps. The resources

of the surrounding countryside can be
transported to the city and sold here and
abroad, by road and by sea. Your power
and wealth will grow, and so will your

influence. But beware political intrigues,

and prepare your military against the

threat of invasion. Above all else, keep

your Emperor satisfied with your tribute

and your loyalty,

Rome wasn^t built in a



•ir

'Tach potential edifice is rendered in exquisite
detail. . . . In the Top 5 games for Fall 1995/'

As you begin
playing

Caesar II,

you're fresh off the
ox cart from Rome,
but you're not just

another immigrant
to a new land:

You're the

Emperor's choice as

governor of this

primitive province.

You've been
allotted a slice of
the Empire on
which to create the
city of your dreams.
Don't let this lull

you into believing

that you're playing

just another city-

building game.
If you do nothing
but fill up space
with grand palaces

and monuments,
you'll soon find

your treasury in the
red, fires burning
out of control, and
barbarians at the
gate. A careful

balance must be
struck between

managing the
day-to-day

.'V

y^i
>>

Computer Gaming World

affairs of your city (such as taxation,

plebeian welfare, and public works)
and the far-reaching process of bring-
ing peace and prosperity to an entire

province. When playing Caesar II, you
must never forget the larger goal:

expanding the boundaries of the
Empire to bring fame, fortune, and
power to yourself and Rome. Don't

i*-*«:«^

you deplete the treasury and have
rioting in the streets, the Emperor will

pull the plug on your governorship
faster than you can say tempus fugit.

A Concept that Has Sold
Millions of Games Becomes
Even Better

Caesar II is a strategy

game that will entrance
even the novice gamer
while keeping the hard-core

strateqisl clidllenged and
entertained as well. Caesar II

's,^wa^m starts with the city building

\^^ "^B fonrppt that has sold

iTiillions of games worldwide
and expands on it, adding
levels of play you won't find

in any other city-constructor.

I^^H
While experiencing this

'''^^*^
; xl game, thp playpr can mov«

t &fff«v.fK* fci frtftp inforfpjii

forget the Emperor, either! The more
he favors you, the less tribute you
will have to pay, thus freeing up
dinarii for the construction of your
own Pantheon, Circus Maximus, or
other milestone of your glorious
reign. But kissing up alone will not
save you if you run your province
into debt and decay. Unlike
corporate America, incompetency
does not result in promotion, and if

;.^^ •>?^

rv'-J^

'^C'fci

"^'''""'*"

•li^^Ul
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While you're busy surveying

your work and glohing in

your triumph, donj forget to

kiss up to the Emperor! ^,

>

'y^l

7 f

from building a road to raising

taxes to fending off bdrbarians in

a matter of seconds. It's all in a

day's work for a provincial governor

circa 200 BC.

A s the Emperor's chosen represen-

/\ tative, you are officialy charged

A m.with bringing Roman
civilization to the "uncivilized"

lands outside of Latium (the

province that includes the city

of Rome). You won't get this

done by barreling into an area

and thrashing the natives into

subrtiissiuii, bul by t^^tdblishing cities,

industry, trade, and peocc through the

careful allocation of funds, worlfpr^,

and resourre^ Whpn you've succeeded

in Romanizing a province, the Emperor
will reward your efforts with a new
area to conquer. This process will

Just as you're busy

putting down a rebellion

or currying Imperial favor,

you'll get an urgent

message that the Plague

has broken out in one of

your high-rent districts!

82 Drop In On The Sierra Forum On CompuServe: T^e GO SFEJWA



''The battle screen is a thing of beauty.
When two forces clash, the animation of
soldiers hacking away at each other is

very convincing, " strategy pius

-^^
repeat itself until -

you're really good
you're crowned
Emperor yourself!

City Only' Mode
Is Great for

Beginners
With that lofty goal

in mind, the average
gamer may find the
scope of the game so

vast as to be intimidat-

ing. Fear not, noble
Governor. Though
Caesar II has many
challenges and
complexities available

for those so inclined, it's

also a snap for the
beginner to get into

and start building. This

is the beauty of the City

Only mode, a way to
begin building the city

of your dreams without
dealing with the hassles

of province manage-
ment (not to mention
battling visiting

barbarians). Choosing
this option will get you
started with just the
click of a button.

n this basic mode of

play, you'll get your
gubernatorial feet

wet as you construct and manage your
first city. Fans of city-construction

//]

JTTOl'es abscond

:vith treasury

funds! Time to

step up security!

I

'High on the

must-play list.

"

PC Gamer

and hospitals can lead to an
outbreak of Plague!

Campaign Mode Is Multi-
Level Strategy at Its Finest
Once you feel comfortable running a

city, switch over to Campaign Mode,
and open the door to all the other
wonders Caesar II holds. The country-
side that surrounds your city will be
your main source of raw materials. It is

the place to farm and mine and to set

up trade with other provinces. You can
build a road towards Rome and ports

and shipyards to carry your goods
across the sea. It's also a handy place

for your troops to train; your province
will be safer for the presence of

cohort forts.

When it comes to the batttle

module, Caesar II has a

couple of options. If war
makes you queasy, you can opt out
and let your troops do the dirty work
themselves, but if you're a battle

strategy fan, you can command the
troops yourself and hack away to your
heart's content. ^ •

There
has

never been a

strategy game with the
breadth and scope of
Casear II. The colorful, realistic

SVGA graphics and compelling game
play is a combination we know you'll

find as addictive as we have here at

Sierra. Good luck, Governor! Ave,

atque vale! (Hail and farewell!)

Now Avaiiab^

Win 95 ^mpatible.

$54.95

^ ^
BU&
GET^

See pages
55-64

efe

^

You don't have to go
tooking for battle — it's

sure to find you. You
Will be notified when
barbarians bent on
iestruction advance on
your territory. If you've

planned well, you'll

have a cohort in the

area that you can

despatch.

v^/

games will find much that's familiar

in the age-old tug of war between
taxation and social spending. However,
those gamers who are accustomed to
building tiny little flat structues will

be blown away by the beautiful 3D-
rendered, historically accurate, SVGA
constructions in Caesar II. Ensuring that
each citizen has access to water is a
constant challenge, and one you had
better not ignore: The lack of baths

'^^
<|

^MBfcmt:- . -v^i^'-i*^.
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''The

Middle
Ages not as

they were,

but as we
might wish
them to he.

— PC Gamer

#y

//
SV( ^fi-S

T-
*he King has an eye for

talent. You may be an

inexperienced 18-year-

old son of a nobleman, but in

this slash-and-burn world of

1086 England, older knights

are dropping like flies, and
you show promise. The King

has made you a knight and
given you your first mission:

kill or chase off a small band of brigands terrorizing the

locals near your village.

So begins your career in Conqueror, Sierra's engrossing

new strategy/action game. Conqueror shares this end of

the historial adventure genre with Lords of the Realm and

Castles II, but offers far superior graphics, strategic depth,

and battle-scene realism. Your ultimate goal is to either

slay the dragon or topple the King before you reach the

ripe old age of 30 (when all knights of that era were sent

into retirement), but first you must lay the groundwork

for a successful career. This is the main reason Conqueror

is so compelling: You are responsible for running every

aspect of a medieval army. In Conqueror, it is not enough

to be victorious in battle; you must also learn how to

manage a fiefdom that can support your armies.

The rousing original score and realistic, full-screen

video bring medieval England to life. Attention to detail

(military tactics, agriculture, even plagues of locusts) give

the game a richness that make it addictive.

The game begins at a tournament, where you have the

option of competing in a joust or courting the ladies in

the stands. After some early battle practice, you head
into the village, where you can pick up local wisdom at the

CONQir

i^
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inn, buy and sell weapons, borrow
money, or talk with a priest.

Now the real work begins. You pro-
ceed to your assigned plot of forest,

which you must clear to make room for
your castle. You design your home and
fortress, building towers and gates, sta-
bles and wells. Next you set up the basic
farming, livestock, forestry, and mining
practices that will make or break your
career. Villagers will seek better condi-
tions elsewhere if food becomes scarce.

With the foundation in place, you can
now venture out on your first mission:
to dispatch the brigands. You assemble
an army, choosing the best mix of
weapons and men. In Conqueror you
control the movements of every
soldier, directing each man to attack,

fall back, or move to another part of

make adjustments, send your army back
home while you scour the region for
information, enter tournaments, or lay
siege to a neighboring castle. Acquiring
castles builds your resource base, but
could also prove fatal. Tournaments
provide a good place to gather intelli-

gence and increase your wealth by win-
ning jousts.

Last but not least, there's that drag-
on. It's been roaming the countryside,
killing and devouring people and live-

stock. Slay it, and you'll find yourself on
the fast track to replace the aging, ail-

ing William the Conqueror.

/lQf<T4IVfla4&

Challenge the King or slay
the dragon that has terrorized

England and Wales!
the skirmish. You can switch between
first-person battle perspective or the
commander's viewpoint from afar.

Once you've wasted the bandits,

you can return to your fiefdom to

EROR
1086 AD
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next to a mine if the terrain is rugged.

What Does an Outpost
Expert Do First?

Playing a thousand hours or nnore of

Outpost would definitely give you

Sonne insight into the best strategies

for successfully colonizing the final

frontier. Ken Eaton, lead tester on

Outpost, is just such a guy — in the

past year he's logged over 1,000 hours

on this game of

space colonization.

We pried a few
specific tips out of

him to help you
get a better start

in getting yourself

up and running

under the light of

a new sun. Here

they are:

Packing
• Don't leave the geological probes

behind. You'll need at least three to

locate pockets of minerals.

• Do take a communications satellite.

• This may sound weird, but always

try to take odd numbers of things.

When rebel colonies split off from

your empire, they take half of what
you have. When what you have is

an odd number, you always get the

benefit of the extra piece.

• Take lots of life-support equipment

to keep your colonists alive while

you are building your CHAP
(Closed Habitat Atmospheric
Reduction) facility.

• Take at least three solar receivers.

This will give you a virtually

unlimited power supply.

• Here's an important distinction:

Take an interstellar probe rather

than a ULBI (Ultra Long Baseline

Interferometer). Both will tell you if a

planet you're scouting is habitable,

but that's all the ULBI will tell you.

The probe will tell you a lot more
about each planet. Remember, just

because a planet is habitable doesn't

mean you should set up shop there.

Choosing the Planet
In your travels you may run across

planets that look like Earth. Looks can

be deceiving! The least

Earth-like planets out

there often have the

best mineral selection.

Selecting a

Landing Site

Choose a landing site

with a lot of black

area. Black area means
clear terrain. Clear

terrain is easier to

traverse, meaning easier transport.

Put down close to a cluster of mines,

centering between them if the terrain

is clear, or right next to a mine if the

terrain is rugged.

After the Landing
Only "doze" squares

that you plan to build on

Don't start dozing large

swathes of terrain on the

off-chance that you
might someday want to

build something there.

These might seem
obvious, but even the

obvious bears repeating.

Building facilities in this

order: The CHAP first (try

living without air!), the

Agridome next (food

keeps everyone happy),

then the warehouse,

storage tanks, and the

robot command center.

You should build at least three

residential areas and at least one park

just to get started. No one likes to be

overcrowded!

Don't be afraid to build plenty of

storage tanks for the ore from your

mines — if you've gone to the trouble

of digging it out, you'll want to have a

place to put it.

Pack Light, Freeze at Night
Let's talk overall strategy. Packing

the starship is an extremely impor-

tant and potentially uneasy experi-

ence. Here are a few tips to ease the

packing blues. Plan your approach.

Select the number of colonists you

will take based on your overall game
strategy. More people or more
equipment? Does a smaller popula-

tion have a better chance of survival?

Address the necessities. Make sure to

take enough food, life support, and

landers to transport and support your

colonists. Only select the satellites

Teleoptically controlled robots let you begin digging, dozing, and

mining from the comfort of your Command Center

06 To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 . 800 • 757 • 7707



Build the CHAP first (try living without air), then
the Agridome (food will keep everyone happy).

and probes you know you'll use. Each
item has its advantages and disadvan-
tages. How do you know what to pick?

That all depends on your strategy.

First Light
Thanks to the new technology

available in Outpost, you'll have the
ability to prepare the site of your
future colony before the first colonist

steps off the lander. Teleoptically con-
trolled robots let you begin digging,
dozing, and mining from the comfort
of your Command Center. "So what,"
you say. "I want my colonists on the
ground as soon as possible." Well,
consider this. Every structure takes a

certain amount of time and resources
to build and for every turn the
colonists are on the ground they are
being affected by the hostile ele-

ments of the planet's environment. If,

to dig and doze. They
will consume precious

resources, their morale
will plummet, and they
may leave your colony
and head for a rebel

colony, cursing your
lack of foresight along
the way.

Basic Necessities
In Outpost, just like in

real life, there are basic

necessities your colonists

require to survive. These
necessities are ranked in

order of importance; the
higher on the list the item is, the faster

you will die without it. Air, food, and
shelter are the first three survival items
that you as the colony administrator
must address. The CHAP produces the
air required to build and rridinldin the

majority of your colony's

buildings and should be
the first strurture built if

you plan to survive. Food
producing Agridomes
should follow the con-

struction of the CHAP to
start accumulating food
stores for the struggle

ahead. Lastly, additional

housing should be con-

structed for the colonists

as soon as possible.

Nothing undercuts the
morale of your colonists

more than having to return Looks can be deceiving. Sorriewhat has-
to an overcrowded tile planets offer better sites and mines.
Command Center after a
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What you decide to pack is extremely important.

These tips will ease the packing blues.

through telepresence, you have
already prepared a site for building,
then the colonists won't have to wait
long before they start receiving the
benefits of your new structures. If you
choose to ignore this option, your
colonists will have to crowd around
the Command Center waiting for you

hard day's work.

Invest in the Future
Outpost is about long-

term survival — after all,

your colony is the last

bastion of the human
race. Failure to plan for

the future will have a

much larger impact than
you may want to be
responsible for. With this

in mind, be conserva-
tive in designing your
colony. The successful

colony administrator is

one who can meet the

colony's needs while
using up the fewest

resources. Focus on gathering,

processing, and storing as many
resources (i.e., minerals, food, robots,

people) as possible for the long haul
without overextending the colony.

The Downward Spiral
Maintaining the morale of the

colonists can be the difference
between success and failure in

Outpost. Luckily, most morale issues

are related to basic necessities and
can be avoided before they become
a problem. Lack of food and over-
crowding are the two biggest causes
of morale problems, so constantly
refer to your Executive Report. The
Executive Report will provide you
with the information you need to
successfully run your colony on a
turn-by-turn basis.

Guns for Butter
Humans have been trading goods

since the beginning of time, so
naturally trade is also a function of
Outpost. Once your colony has a
foothold on the planet and morale
and population are on the increase,

look to your resources. If you notice a
surplus of a specific item or if you're
running low, you might be able to use
trade to your advantage. Trading with
rebel colonies can help to convert

surplus materials

into valuable

resources. Shrewd
administrators can
make the most of
their resources

through trade.

Rely on
Intelligence
Whether it's a

single colony the
size of New York
or many small

outposts, you'll

eventually want a

break. You can
acquire multiple
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artificial intelligences through
research. These new multiple Als are
just the ticket for managing your
colony or colonies without seeing to
every little detail yourself. Select gen-
eral building strategies for the new Als
and then assign them to specific

colonies, freeing up time to focus on
more important tasks.

Good luck, Mr. or Ms. Administrator.

Keep these strategies in mind as you
set off for the
stars. Remember,
the human race

is counting you!
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Tech Support Meets Win 95
By Cindy Vanous, Technical Support Engineer

Looking Through the
New Windows
Sometimes, working for Technical

Support is a lot like being on the

testing staff at a toy factory. Each time

we get a new piece of software, we
take the time to play with it, but we
also spend more time than you can

imagine just trying to break the thing.

This is especially true when we get a

new version of a major operating

system. (We see them all months
before they hit the stores.) We do our

best to make sure we know of all the

problems our customers might

encounter long before they ever buy

or install the new system software.

One of the biggest questions we're

asked is "Should I upgrade? Will it help

to run my games?" If "jillion" was a

word, I'd say that I've been asked this

question about a jillion times since

Windows 95 was announced. I always

tell my customers the same story that

I'm about to tell you. . . .

The week Windows 95 was released,

I paid a visit to my local computer
warehouse store. No matter where you

looked, there were posters, banners,

and signs, proudly proclaiming IT'S

HERE! WINDOWS 95! Just in case you
missed seeing all the others, there was
even a giant sign over the looming
stack of Windows 95 boxes. The sign

that caught my eye was one that said

"YES, it will run almost anything that

the old DOS and Windows can run."

Almost? I don't like the word
"almost." It seems like a challenge to

my old hacker soul. An operating

system either runs programs or it

doesn't. "Almost" doesn't enter into it.

I'd already spent weeks on the project

of loading every single product Sierra

makes into Windows 95. I didn't find

anything that "almost" ran. I did find

out some things that I thought I should

pass along, though, so here goes.

Microsoft®

Windows®95

An Operating System Either

Runs Programs or It Doesn't
I had no idea how long it would take

to load and test every single Sierra,

Dynamix, Brightstar, Coktel, and
Impressions game. If I had known, I

probably would not have started. But

in they all went: adventures, flight sim-

ulations, arcades, educational games,

sports simulations, strategy games,

puzzle games, and more adventures.

Each one went through its paces. Will it

install? Will it run? Will all the features

work? How's the sound? How's the

video? How fast will it run? Will it

crash? After a week's worth of much
testing and little sleep, I have two

things to report. First, my brain didn't

explode. I'm surprised, but pleased.

Second, and much more importantly,

every last game did indeed install and

run under Windows 95.

Now, before you run out and buy a

copy of Windows 95 for yourself, in

the hope that it will solve all of your

gaming woes, I'll have to qualify my
previous statement. Just as in previous

versions of DOS and Windows, some
games ran flawlessly from the start,

while others took a bit more work.

Windows 95 is not a miracle operating

system that will automatically let you

load and run everything that's ever

been created for the PC on the first try.

Fortunately, however, it has some great

new features that certainly help it

come close. Windows 95 even does a

remarkable job of launching products

that were made before Windows was
the standard (if you know the right

buttons to push).

Running Windows Games
Under New Windows 95

If a game ran under Windows 3.1, it

should run under Windows 95. All of

our Windows-based games in my test

ran on the first try, with no trouble at

all. If you do run into a problem,

chances are it has something to do
with one of the below issues. Here's

the rundown:

The Memory Issue: The most impor-

tant thing to know about Windows 95

is that it's much bigger than Windows
3.1. It takes more RAM to run

applications under Win 95 than it did

to run them under Win 3.1. If the

08 All Sierra Products Have a 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee



game you're running
required four megs of memory to run
under DOS or Win 3.1, it may run

slowly or not at all under Win 95.

Consider installing an additional four

or more megs of RAM before you
purchase Win 95.

Video Drivers: The first time you try

to run a game, you may receive a mes-
sage that says your display driver is not

supported. This is easy to correct under
Windows 95, which allows you to

adjust your display resolution and
number of colors whenever you like

without having to restart Windows. At
the lower left corner of the Win 95
screen is the Start button (the best sin-

gle thing about Win 95). It allows you
to change all of your system settings,

run and launch programs, search for

files, go to DOS, or even turn off the
computer, all under one menu.

To change video resolution or the
number of colors, all you have to do is

click on the Start button, select

Settings, and click on Control Panel. In

the Control Panel is an icon for

Display. Double-click on it to bring up
the Display settings window. Along the

top of the window, you will notice

labeled tabs, almost as if the window
contained a bunch of hanging manila
file folders. Click on the tab marked
Settings. This will bring a different

screen forward, on which
there

i-Line
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are three customizable options. One is

labeled Color Palette. This changes the
amount of colors your computer can
display at a time. The next is labeled

Desktop Area. This changes the
resolution of the screen. The last is

labeled Font Size. This changes the size

of the letters on your screen. For our
games, the best choice is a resolution

of 640x480, using 256 colors. Once you
have selected these new settings, just

click on OK, and Windows will change
to the new display. It will ask you if

you want to save the settings. Just

select Yes, and you will be ready
to install or run your game! That's

really all you need to know to run
Windows-based games under Win 95.

Running DOS Games Under
New Windows 95
Many games you own were made

for DOS, not Windows. I would never
have recommended that you run these

games under Windows 3.1, but it is

entirely possible to run DOS games
under Win 95, and most will run

without any additional work.

To install them, just click on your
Start button, select Run, and type the

letter of your install drive (usually A:

for disk games or D: for CD-ROM
games), followed by \ and the file

name of the installation utility

(usually INSTALL). So, for a disk-based

copy of King's Quest V, you would
type A:\INSTALL and hit OK. This will

install the game to your hard drive.

This leaves the question of how to

run the game once it's installed. Once
again, Windows 95 makes this easier

than ever.

Step One — "My Computer": This

ever-present icon is the best way to

find and load DOS applications in

Windows 95. Double-click on it, and
you will find icons for each one of the
drives on your computer. Double-click

on a drive icon, and you will get a

window that shows you everything on
that drive. Folder icons are directories;

double-click on them to open
them and see what's inside. To
load a DOS-based game, just

open your hard-drive icon

and double-click on the Sierra

folder (or the Dynamix or

Brightstar folder) to open it.

If there is an icon for the

game in this folder, double-
click on it to start the game.
If there is no icon for the

game, there should be a

folder for the game.
Open the folder, and
look for the game icon in

there. Once you find it,

just double-click it to start

the game.

Step Two — The Shortcut Icon: If you
don't feel like looking through "My
Computer" every time you want to
start a game, you're not alone.

Obviously, the folks at Microsoft don't

want to either, because they included a

feature to make it easy to find and
start your games. The next time you
want to start an application, instead of

double-clicking on the icon to launch
it, just click and hold the right mouse
button on it, and drag it out of the
window and onto the desktop. When
you release it, it will pop up a list of
options. Choose "Create Shortcut

Here." This will create an icon for the
game on the desktop.

You can

move it

wherever you like.

(I keep a line of my favorite game
icons on the left side of my desktop.)

Then, whenever you want to play that

game, just double-click on the icon

right there on your main screen!

Step Three — MS-DOS Mode: If your

game doesn't seem to want to run from
Windows, you can always try the old

standard: DOS. (Yes, Windows 95 does
come with a version of DOS.) To go to

DOS, click on your Start button, and
select Shut Down. Click on "Restart the

Computer in MS-DOS Mode?", then

click on Yes. The system will reboot, and
take you to a DOS prompt. Then you
can start the game just like you would
in your old version of DOS.

Step Four — Our Friend, The Boot
Disk: Still having trouble? No problem!
You can still use a boot disk to run

MS-DOS programs under Windows 95,

and clear up additional memory if

you're running low. Unfortunately, the

boot-disk maker included with your

games was designed for the old

versions of DOS and Windows.
However, my colleagues here in Tech
Support have put together a set of

instructions on how exactly to create a

boot disk for DOS games in Win 95.

You can get it through any of our
on-line forums, or you can call or fax
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Technical

Support and we'll just mail it

to you! And, of course, if you have
any trouble at all using it to create

a boot disk for your system, just

give us a call, and we'll be happy to

help you make a boot disk right

over the phone. (Hey, it's what we
get paid for!)

A Few Major Issues and How
to Resolve Them
So far, there are only two consistent

problems that we have discovered. The
first problem is in the installation of

Outpost 1.0. This problem has been
solved in new version 1.5 of Outpost,

which also includes many new features

and improvements. Please contact our

Customer Service department for

more information on upgrading to

the 1.5 version of Outpost, and your

installation worries will be history.

The second problem deals with

installation of DOS-based games. In

most of our newer sports and simula-

tion games, we use a utility called

Soundset to detect and select your

sound-card settings, so that the game
knows what sort of sound card you
have. If you attempt to use this utility

to detect the sound card, Windows 95

will often lock up. To get around this

problem, all you need to do is select

your sound card and settings manually
when you install the games. If you are

not sure what brand of sound card you
have, or what the DMA, IRQ, port

address, and MIDI port address settings

are on your card, just contact your
hardware manufacturer or retailer

for more info.

When You Upgrade Look
Forward to Better Games
Okay, I do have to admit that

there is one more extreme advan-
tage to updating your system to

Windows 95: NEW GAMES! Update
to Win 95, and you'll soon be
playing games your friends have
never seen. When they beg to come
over to your house to play Command:
Aces of the Deep, it'll finally be your
turn to say, "Weeeelll, I guess so . . .

but you have to bring the pizza."

And when you're watching them use

a mouse to control their sub in last

year's >Aces of the Deep, rather than
simply leaning over to the micro-

phone to tell the sub to dive and fire

a torpedo, you'll be able to say,

"Hmmmm, how quaint."

Oh, and do any of you remember a

game called Thexderl How about
Lode Runnerl If you had an Apple II

back in the '80s, you probably do.

Well, an update to Windows 95 will

not only give you a new opportunity

to play these great games again, but

it'll also give you the chance to stomp
your friends while doing it! Start

warming up those joysticks, because

Sierra is bringing you Win 95 versions

of these two classics, complete with

new levels, fantastic graphics, great

soundtracks, and even network and
modem play. Remember, in these

games, it's survival of the fittest, and
your best friend on the other side

of the modem is now your mortal

enemy. Don't expect mercy . . . one
false step, and you're monk fodder or

scrap metal.

The Bottom Line
As I've answered for the jillionth

time now, I run Win 95, and I like it. I

recommend it to any customer with a

486 or Pentium computer and at least

8 megs of RAM. If you haven't already

done so, you may want to run out and
get your copy of Win 95 today — and
buy a new Sierra game for it, like

COMMAND: Aces of the Deep, Lode
Runner, or Thexder while you're at it.

Hey, they're fun!

A Special Note to Win 95
Beta Testers

If you are still running one of the

beta versions of Windows 95, now's the

time to upgrade to the real shipping
version. The problems that occurred in

our games on the beta versions of

Win 95 are fixed by the released ver-

sion. Unfortunately, we can't support

beta software. Heck, Microsoft won't

even support beta software. Sorry.

The gang assembles on the front id

spiffy Tech Support team shirts.
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How to Contact
Technical Support

The quickest way is to use your

phone: 206-644-4343 to talk with a

human being, 206-644-7697 if you're

shy and would rather send a fax.

You can also use the Information

Superhighway. Get on the Sierra

bulletin board by dialing 206-644-

0112. (The phone toll is the only

charge.) If you subscribe to an on-

line service, type GO SIERRA
(CompuServe) or the keyword
SIERRA (America Online) to call us

for help. Are you on the Internet?

Drop by the Help Center, one of the

many facets of our new website,

SierraWeb (www.sierra.com).

If all else fails, use the nearest

mailbox. Write to us at:

Sierra On-Line Technical Support

P.O. Box 85006

Bellevue, WA 98015-8506

However you contact us, provide

all the information you can: Your
game, your game's problem, the

exact wording of error messages,

your brand of computer, sound
card, and video card, and which
version of DOS and Windows you're

running. Don't hesitate — take

advantage of the best technical

support in the business!

00 24-Hour Hint Line: 1»900»370«5583 ($.75/min). Under 18 Needs Parents' Permission!
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FINALLY! NEW FLIGHT SIMS
Finally, after more than two years' wait, new flight

simulation products are on their way. New A-W 2:

Silent Thunder and Red Baron 2 will both debut in

the first half of 1996, and will set new standards in

flight-sim technology. The new A-W 2, due out in

mid-1996, improves on the original /^-70 simulation (a best-seller

during and after the 1991 Persian Gulf War) by adding scenarios based
on a fictional war against drug cartels in South
America. Red Baron 2, the follow-up to the
original best-seller, which won every award a

software product can win, offers gamers the

chance to experience aerial combat from the
earliest days of aviation. Both games offer

advanced simulation technology with greatly

improved graphics and animation.

SIERRA SUB SIMS TO GO NUCLEAR
Sierra's COMMAND: Aces of the Deep submarine simulator just

earned a perfect five stars from Computer Gaming World. (The

original Aces of the Deep was CGWs "Sim of the Year" in 1994).

Now Sierra takes submarine sims into the nuclear age with

Fast Attack. Players take the helm of a fast-attack sub armed with

conventional and
nuclear weapons.
Incredible graphics

and sound bring

Fast Attack to life

with a real "you
are there" flavor.
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EARTHSIEGE TAKES TO THE
SKIES WITH SKYFORCE

Pilot sleek death flyers and mighty, agile robots

across walkable terrain in this action-packed,

thundering sequel to the popular robotic combat
Sim Earthsiege. Seek out Prometheus, the deadly
Al that started the wars, and end the Earthsiege

once and for all. After seeing an early version of

Sky Force, Next Generation stated that this one
would plainly beat the i^
competition and that Jl^R
the "ball is back in

-^
their court."

METALSTORM
OFFERS STRATEGY GAMING IN
THE EARTHSIEGE UNIVERSE
New Metalstorm is a turn-based strategy game

that pits players against more personal opponents
than the empty metallic monsters of Earthsiege.

The dark, apocalyptic vision of the future that

made Earthsiege such a hit with gamers will

remain, but with a new style of game-play that

is likely to appeal to strategy and role-playing

enthusiasts as well as sim players. A great hybrid

of multiple popular game genres.

PARIS BY NIGHT IS EXCITING FOR
THE URBAN RUNNER

In Urban Runner, you play the kind of journalist who
likes to delve into the seamier side of life. You'll see plenty

of the seamy stuff when you're framed for a murder and
get chased through the streets and back alleys of Paris by

the gendarmes and the crooks. Collect evidence, clear your
name, and get

the girl before

someone throws
you in jail or an
early grave.

Urban Runner is

a Hitchcockian,

interactive thriller

shot 100% on
film. This is the
Paris you hope
you'll never see.

LIGHTHOUSE PUTS THE SPOTLIGHT
ON HOT NEW SIERRA DESIGNER

Every year or so, a talented Sierra developer who has

worked his or her way through the ranks gets a shot at

the big time. This year, that honor goes to John Bock.

Bock, who's been an artist/animator on more than half a

dozen Sierra projects (he was the Art Director for the

visually stunning Outpost), has

created an intricate tale of a

parallel universe reminiscent of

the works of Jules Verne.

Lighthouse successfully weaves
fantasy, science fiction, and a mys-

tery into a plot that is literary

and light on violence. Watch for it.

CRY.SYS OFFERS A
COMPLETELY ORIGINAL
GAMING EXPERIENCE
The last humans have been in cryogenic

sleep for centuries, waiting for the Earth to

become habitable again. Meanwhile, the Al

running the cryogenic system has gone off

the deep end. You and one other person

survive your long sleep — and the Al won't

give her up! Now it's your warrior robots

versus the Al's in a virtual world where you
can create your own levels and play your

friends via modem or network. Cry.Sys

breaks entirely new ground for gamers.
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A PROMISING
FUTURE FOR
MANKIND IN
SPACE WITH
NEW OUTPOST 2

Best-selling author and
scientist Gentry Lee builds

on the success of Outpost
with a new update for

1996. Players will be able

to choose among 20
planets complete with ice,

water, and volcanoes. The

Outpost interface will be more intuitive —
hard science made more fun! Registered

owners of Outpost 1.0 and 1.5 will be able
to updotc to the nc\« version at o reduced
price when it becomes available.

AL LOWE BRINGS NEW LIFE
TO LEISURE SUIT LARRY

Expect to see a new Leisure Suit Larry for

Christmas 1996. Designer Al Lowe, who is

still finishing up Torin's Passage as this is

written, is already hard at work on the

game. He refuses to

give any details

on the story,

but did take

the time to

deny the

hallway

rumor that

the next Larry

jm game sees our
hero kidnapped by

a militant woman's
group called

"Militia Ethridge."

ANTARA OFFERS GOOD NEWS FOR
FANTASY ROLE-PLAYING FANS

Last year, large numbers of gamers expressed t

dismay when Sierra made the announcement
that plans for sequels to Betrayal at Krondor

|

and Quest for Glory had been shelved. Now
Sierra returns to the world of high fantasy and

role-playing with the coming
introduction of Antara.

Antara features an entirely

new game world, with new
story lines, new maps
and spells, and J^
greater character con- ^
trols. While at press r^
time most of the

graphics for the game were :

in sketch form, the design reads like a dream.
Fans of role-playing games will not be disap-

pointed.

THE MULTI-AWARD WINNING
RAMA SERIES GOES INTERACTIVE

The Rama series of science-fiction

books will come alive in a new series

of games from award-winning
author Gentry Lee. As a member of

an international team of astronauts
from Earth, you'll explore RAMA, a

mammoth, enigmatic, cylindrical

spacecraft that has suddenly
appeared in our solar system.

You'll discover an
amazing array of alien

creatures from every

corner of the universe,

>nd you'll try to save

AMA and your comrades
when they are threatened
by nuclear war. It's all

brought to life in a com-
pletely interactive format.

PHANTASMAGORIA II TO OFFER MORE
HEART-STOPPING HORROR
The next Phantasmagoria is well into development, but

don't expect to see Don and Adrienne or a story about
haunted mansions. Like The Twilight Zone
or The Outer Limits, Phantas will grow
into a series of games unrelated by
characters or plot but threaded
together by a common theme of

horror. Phantasmagoria II

designer Lorelei Shannon has

moved the series from the

serene setting of the Maine
coast to an unsettling world of

corporate conglomerates, mental
hospitals, and dark downtown
bars. Shannon's controversial

designs have already given

Sierra execs more than a few
major coronaries.

Expect to be shocked.
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WORLD CHAMP CHESS ENGINE
POWERS NEW SIERRA GAME
Regular InterAction readers will remember

Elon Gasper, profiled in the Summer 1994
issue, as "The Builder of Teaching Machines."
His next big project is a computerized chess

teacher/opponent based on a software engine
with the unassuming name of "Wchess."
Wchess is not like the older, more traditional

engines used by such products as ChessMaster
— and it proved itself in a recent tournament
at Harvard, when Wchess wiped ChessMaster

and five other hot-shot computers
- off the board. It has beaten

more, and higher-ranked,
human grandmasters than
any other chess Al.

Eton's idea is to make this

professional-level chess

engine available to everyone.
Sierra's great graphics know-

how will make the
program fun to play,

Wchess will make it

the best opponent
you can find, and
Elon will make sure

that this helps to

make you a better

player — no
--^ matter what

skill level you're
starting from.

RELIVE THE CIVIL WAR IN ROBERT E.

THE WAR AGAINST THE UNION
Picking up where The Blue and the Gray left off, Robert

places players in charge of the Army of Northern Virginia,

manding historically accurate generals in some of the Civil

greatest battles.

This engaging
strategy game
is enhanced
with extensive

mffg>':'/mjiAy ^y i¥ " a
reenactment HKEP^^^ia^ "~"'

footage and HIV mIKK ^,

paintings from
the acclaimed

period painter

Mort Kunstler. a^ ^ >.." -»

STRATEGY
FOR ALL AGES
WITH ANCIENT
EMPIRES
European civilizations

from 10,000 BC through

the late Roman Empire

are all fair targets for

conquest and exploita-

tion in this complex new
game. Ancient Empires

brings beautiful 3D
graphics, rich historica

detail, and network play

to the genre.

LEE:

E. Lee
com-
War's

\}m.
KIDS MIX AND MATCH STORY
COMPONENTS IN PLAYTOONS
A combination of story book and story maker,

a series of construction sets in which

children can play with characters, backgrounds.

iMXkiil ^ -Q-Q

and other

elements to

create their

own stories.

Story themes
are sold indi-

vidually, but

characters

from one
story can be
moved into

others,

creating lim-

itless possi-

bilities for

creativity.
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Phantasmagoria
Roberta Williams, the creative force behind the fantasy

adventure King's Quest, takes a walk on the wild side

with Phantasmagoria. Follow Adrienne — if you dare —
as she unravels the

bloody mystery of her

ancient house in this

seven-CD experiment

in terror.

"Phantasmagoria

doesn't sacrifice

quality for quantity."

— USA Today

Gabriel Knight: The Beast Within*
Shadow Hunter Gabriel Knight and his assistant, Grace

Nakimura, follow separate investigations into the same

transcontinental mystery. The Beast Within features a cast

of 60, werewolves, and

the deadly legacy of a

mad king. "A com-

pelling, supernatural

thriller." — Electronic

Entertainment

* Based on preorders.

Not yet shipping at

press time.

Police Quest: SWAT
It's not just an adventure. Daryl Gates, former head of

LAPD and the originator of the Special Weapons and

tics (SWAT) concept, takes the Police Quest series to

new levels of realism.

In Police Quest: SWAT
you'll learn what the

real SWAT officers

learn as you advance

from the academy to

the mean streets.

You'll never watch a

cop show the same

way againi

WIN 95 CD

Torin's Passage
Imagine peeling a planet-size onion and finding a new
and different civilization waiting for you within each

layer. Welcome to Strata, where the lad Torin pursues his

destiny through five

worlds-within-worlds.

If J.R.R. Tolkien had

had access to today's

computer-graphics

tools, he would've

been making games

like Torin's Passage'.

SpaceQuestS
Gary Owens of Laugh-In fame narrates the misadven-

tures of cosmic bungler Roger Wilco, Janitor to the

Stars. In The Spinal Frontier Roger boldly goes into

inner as well as

outer space amid

a nonstop bar-

rage of

slyhi gay) ariO

one-liners.

Winner, Golden

Triad Award

from Computer

Game Review.

Caesar II

Return to the good old days when Rome ruled the

world and the barbarians were at the gates. Govern

your own province circa 200 BC, keeping your

emperor and

your plebes

happy while

engaging in

city-building,

trade, and even

war.

"High on the

must-play list."

— PC Gamer

' jwibwrf 3 Football '96

FHITRAI I PIB
'''^°"' ''^^^ Sports: Football, the best football sim

I MJ I "TLL rim around (Computer Gaming World), is now even

better: check out the latest entry Football Pro '96.

Enhanced SVGA
graphics and the

addition of the

NFL's expansion

teams brings

you football

on-screen like

you've never

seen!

Police Quest Collection

The first four Police Quests are at last available all in

one place in Police Quest: The 4 Most Wanted—
even the early adventures of Sgt. Sonny Barnes,

which have

long been out

of print. See

evolves as

former LAPD
Chief Daryl

Gates takes

over as creative

consultant.

9 6 To Order Direct 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week, Call 1 • 800 • 757 • 7707 A*



^gm Print Artist 3.0
^^^^^^^^^^ Liberate yourself from the tyranny of chain greeting<ard

WIN disk
.544 95

stores! Print Artist 3.0 gives you the power of a team of

high-priced graphics

consultants. Design

your own letterhead,

banners, business cards,

postcards, and signs.

Use it for home or

office. It's fun, it's easy,

and it could even save

you money!

Trophy Bass
"The most realistic fishing simulation on CD-ROM"
(BASSMASTER magazine, voice of the Bass Anglers

Sportsman Society).

Veteran anglers will

be challenged by

z> ^^^^^^^^^m m |H Trophy Bass, but

*. ^^^^^^^^^1 f^ ^ rookies will be ,j

reeling 'em in as

well. Play for fun or

against the pros on
the bass-fishing tour-

nament circuit!

Runners-Up: COMMAND: Aces of the Deep, Kirrg's Quest VII, Last Dynasty. Thexder. Shivers, 3D Ultra Pinball

WIN 95 O)

WIN CD

WIN 95 CD

Mixed Up Mother
Goose Deluxe
(Ages 3-6)

Mother Goose's classics have

been scrambled and it's up
to you to straighten them

out. Now upgraded for cur-

rent multimedia machines,

Mlxtd Up Mother Coos*
D»hix» is playable in

English or Spanish. Comes
with free audio CD! "One
of the software's subtle

lessons is simply that it's fun

to explore." — Home PC

The Lost Mind
of Dr. Brain
(Ages 12 to Adult)

Or. Brain and his lab rat have

accidentally switched minds!

Flex your mental muscles in

seven key areas while you try

to switch them back. "One of

the very few games that

I've found absolutely

captivatirtg from one

hilahcxjs puzzle to tt>e

next" —Macworld

The Incredible

Machine 3.0
(Ages 8 and up)

Plunge head-first into a Rube

Goldberg world where you

manipulate pinwheels and
dynamite, fish and pulleys,

even gravity and air pressure

to solve fiendishly fun

puzzles. You can even create

your own puzzles with The

Incredible Machine 2 and

spring them on your friends!

Adi Math 2-3i^H^^1
^^M H^^^l (Ages 7-8)

i^^e Adi Math for the second and^^L third grades will introduce

^^^1 your child to basic calculation

^HW^^ 4 skills involving three-digit

pJK Xy+—*^ numbers and units of

m
measurement money,

temperature, and time.

uMWIyUIJ Determining panerns in

colors, shapes, and numbers

is next, leading into basic

geometry corKepts.

WIN 95 CD

tVii!lJtl

WIN 95 CD

WI N 95 DISK

WIN CDMACCD

WIN DISK MAC disk

Adi Math 4-5
(Ages 9- 1 0)

Adi Math continues with

your child into the fourth

dnd fifth grades. Here he or

she will encounter more
.advanced exercises involving

factors, reciprocals, integers,

percents, measurement,

geometry, and mixed-

number multiplication

and long division.

Spelling Jungle
(Ages 8-12)

Kicis will love navigating

spelling mazes to rescue the

animals of the Arctic from a

mysterious flood. The wizard

Yobi cast a "spell" on your

kids to make learning fun.

Family Fun Magazine ranks

Spelling Jungle among the

best buys for this age group.

^AK

l'.'i<!IJ»l

Adi English 4-5
(Ages 9-10)

Good reading compre-

hension begins with

Adi English for fourth

and fifth graders.

Students will tackle

advanced reading

exercises, interpreting plot,

character, and settings in

fiction They'll also work

on polishing their

writing skills.

WIN 95 CD

ivii:«»i

Adi Science 2-3
(Ages 7-8)

When it's time for fun with

science for the second and
rd grades, turn to Adi

Science. Among the topics

covered are energy sources,

global weather, magnetism

and electricity, and the

cycles of life in plants,

animals, reptiles, and

humans.

Berlitz Live! Spanish
(Ages 12 and up)

Rosalinda, your on-screen

tutor, leads you through the

intricacies of Spanish in real-

life situations in Berlitz Livel

Spanish Listen to correct pro-

nounciations while watching

the accurate lip movements

of the on-screen characters.

"A patient, interactive aid for

new language students
"

— 77>e New York Times

Kid's Typing
(Agei 7-10)

Most kids would rather

have a tooth pulled than

learn how to type — but

not when Spooky the Ghost

is running the show! "Five

Stars" (CD-ROM Today).

WIN 95 CD WIN ')', DISK

WIN CD WIN disk MAC CD MAC disk

WIN 95 CD]

WIN CD

'mac (,D
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FOOTBALL PRO '96
SO 1^ £ A L YOU'LL NEED

ONE OF T H E S E .

HOW do you think Barry Sanders

would do against the Eagies' FOUR

MAN FRONT in a short yardage

situation? After FIVE straight carries?

In a driving snowstorm? Sierra's

Football Pro '96 knows.

ALL new for '96. You get new

players. UPDATED teanns. '

All new STATS. More than

10,000 plays.

Plus multiple player and league

play. VCWS from all over the

field. Awesome SVGA motion

captured 3-0 animation.

And the best artificial

INTELUCENCE ever

So STRAP on a helmet and

play Front Page Sports':

Football Pro '96.

WIN A SUPER BOWL SIZE TV,
a Barry Sanders autographed football and hundreds of

other prizes. See details and complete game review beginning on Page 72

A* 1'800'7577707 - Visit us at http:j/wwwsMrra com or on AOL and CompuServe

A IMS airra OiHJn*, feK. » and^ '" dnignala Iradtmariu ol, or kcanscd 10, Sttn OiKUm, Inc. M i1(hte nMrvad. 0«nc^^

SIERRA*
P.O. Box 53008

Bellevue.WA 98015-3008

BULK ARTE
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